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1.0 Introduction
UNAVCO, the University NAVSTAR Consortium, is an international organization of more
than 90 universities and other research institutions, representing scientists doing geoscience with
the Global Positioning System (GPS). Its goal is to promote the acquisition, archiving, distribution, and application of high-precision GPS data for investigation of Earth processes and hazards.
UNAVCO was formed in 1984 in response to the challenge of applying GPS to geosciences.
Although GPS was developed by the U.S. Department of Defense to provide positions to precisions of tens of meters, the scientific community built on experience with other space geodetic
techniques1 to allow use of GPS for geodetic measurements with sub-cm precision even between
sites thousands of kilometers apart. Hence measurements of positions over time yield relative
velocities to precisions almost unimaginable during the early days of plate tectonic studies. Moreover, these studies cover much larger areas than practical with traditional geodesy which is
restricted to sites in view of each other.
Although the scientific possibilities were enormous, the complexity and costs of making these
measurements were formidable. Considerable effort by university, government, and industry scientists and engineers was required. New types of geodetic monuments, sophisticated geodetic
quality GPS receivers2, advanced analysis software, a global satellite tracking network, and large
scale data archiving were needed. The success of these efforts, due in large part to the UNAVCO
community, has made GPS one of the most powerful tools of the Earth sciences.
UNAVCO’s mission is to assist university investigators in using GPS for high-precision geodesy around the world (Figure 1-1). Our goal is to make GPS, which is intrinsically very “big” science, into almost “small” science that can be conducted at institutions both large and small. Many
of the investigators we assist are interested in advancing space-based geodesy. Others, however,
wish to use these techniques as tools to solve geological, geophysical, and glaciological problems.
Hence, for example, we seek to make it possible for investigators interested in monitoring crustal
motions, tracking ice sheet flows, studying sea level change, or mapping uplifted terraces to focus
on their scientific goals rather than on the GPS technology. A third group are interested in using
or synthesizing the results of various studies, in many cases conducted by others.

1. Space geodesy uses an extraterrestrial reference for high-precision measurements of positions on Earth.
Techniques include Very Long Baseline radio Interferometry (VLBI), which uses radio signals from distant quasars, Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), which uses ground-based lasers and satellite reflectors, and
GPS, GLONASS, or DORIS, which use the travel time of radio signals between satellites and ground stations. The most popular, convenient, and cost effective space based geodetic measurements are done
using GPS.
2. Geodetic quality GPS receivers are significantly more expensive than those used for standard applications (tens of thousands of dollars relative to a few hundred). The improvement to cm-level or better precision is obtained by using the phase delay of the microwave carriers. The use of differential signals
eliminates clock errors. Combining both frequencies transmitted by the satellites removes delays caused
by the passage of the GPS signal through the ionosphere. Tropospheric delays can be estimated to reduce
position errors and, in addition, to provide valuable atmospheric data.
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Figure 1-1. Archive map. GPS data in the UNAVCO archive (http:/
/www.unavco.ucar.edu). Data are from a large number of different programs conducted by university and government investigators.

Figure 1-2. Schematic illustration of UNAVCO‘ s contributions to the community of Earth scientists interested
in either conducting studies with GPS geodesy or using
its results.

To meet these diverse needs,
UNAVCO provides a focal point for
the broad community of Earth scientists interested in either conducting
studies with GPS geodesy or using its
results (Figure 1-2). Much of
UNAVCO’s work is conducted by its
Boulder Facility, which assists NSFand NASA- funded principal investigators. As discussed later, support is
provided at various levels, depending
on the project’s needs. This can
include GPS equipment, field engineering, technology development,
training, technology transfer, data
management, and archiving. In many
cases, UNAVCO assists universities
which have their own GPS receivers,
often acquired via major equipment
purchases organized under UNAVCO
auspices. Projects supported include
GPS campaigns, where sites are occupied for short periods, and local and
regional networks of continuously
recording GPS receivers1. UNAVCO
also provides technical and operational support to the permanent GPS
stations in NASA’s GPS Global Network (GGN), many of which contribute data to the International GPS
Service (IGS) global network.
UNAVCO also works collaboratively
with research institutions in the areas
of data processing, technology development, and data archiving. In addition, through the Boulder Facility,
UNAVCO supports scientific interchange among investigators doing
GPS-related science, both from
UNAVCO and from other institutions,

1. Campaign (survey) mode and continuous GPS are both used, depending on the cost vs. precision tradeoff for the problem under investigation. Continuous GPS (CGPS) can provide significantly more precise
data at higher cost (in the U.S., a 25-station campaign network can often be occupied in survey mode for
the cost of a single continuous station).
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via an annual community meeting, scientific working groups, and other forums.
UNAVCO’s funding (Figure 1-3)
derives primarily from the National Science
Foundation’s Division of Earth Sciences
OTHER
NASA
7%
(EAR) Instrumentation and Facilities Pro36%
gram (IF) and NASA’s Solid Earth and Natural Hazards Research (SENH) Program.
Additional funding comes from sources
including the NSF Office of Polar Programs
(OPP). The NSF-EAR and NASA funds are
used in a complementary fashion since
NSF-OPP
NSF-EAR
many of the investigations supported
6%
51%
involve funding from both agencies, and
because the science involved often integrates both NSF-EAR and NASA aspects. Figure 1-3. UNAVCO funding sources.
For example, data from permanent stations
supported by various agencies are typically combined in global or regional analyses, data from
surveys funded by one agency are used in studies by others, and regional GPS programs funded
by NSF rely heavily on the primarily NASA-funded global GPS network.
This proposal requests continued NSF funding for UNAVCO activities. We first review some
examples of investigations assisted by UNAVCO, then describe UNAVCO’s activities, and conclude by discussing our future plans. We recognize that to prosper, UNAVCO must do an excellent job of facilitating outstanding science, planned and conducted by the investigators we support
and by the broader community of scientists who use the resulting data. We believe this proposal
demonstrates considerable success in this regard.
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2.0 Scientific Directions
The past few years have been exciting ones for GPS science, because GPS technology and
data analysis have matured. Although both continue to improve, GPS is now delivering the scientific results anticipated a few years ago. GPS geodesy has thus gone from a specialized technology to a mainstream branch of the Earth sciences, delivering results of broad importance on
fundamental problems. The results being obtained to date demonstrate the power of GPS geodesy
and illustrate its potential.
This maturing has been especially striking in
the area of tectonics, as illustrated schematically by Figure 2-1. A few years ago, using
GPS data to measure site motions to sub-cm
precision was a goal in itself. Now, these
motions are combined with global GPS data to
determine velocity fields over areas which can
be large, such as a 1000-km wide plate boundary zone. These GPS-derived vectors are
increasingly being made publicly available on
the Web, and the results of various GPS studies
are often combined with other space geodetic
data (VLBI, SLR, DORIS) to produce combined solutions for the velocity fields. For
example, as discussed later, a recent velocity
field for part of the western U.S. [Bennett et al.,
1999] combines data from five continuous GPS
networks, two campaign GPS networks, and a
VLBI network.
The resulting velocity fields provide a powerful
tool that can be used by various investigators
without considering the details of how they
were acquired, as is done with earthquake focal
Figure 2-1. Schematic illustration of some approaches
mechanisms or plate motion rates from magto using GPS data for tectonic studies.
netic anomalies. Velocity fields can be thus
combined with other data types to develop two types of models. First, kinematic models describing plate motions, fault geometry, or deformation fields can be developed by combining GPS
results with data including earthquake locations and mechanisms, geological fault maps, or
remote sensing data. For example, GPS, geologic, and interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(InSAR) data are being combined to investigate earthquake and volcanic processes [Wicks et al.,
1998; Pollitz et al., 1999]. Next, dynamic models of the forces, stresses, and rheology can be
developed, in cases incorporating data such as topography and seismic velocity structure [Flesch
et al., 1999]. Finally, models can be extended backward in time using geologic information
including magnetic anomalies and faulting and uplift histories. For example, GPS data across the
Andes [Norabuena et al., 1998] are being used to model the present convergence process, explore
the time-variation in the subduction history [Norabuena et al., 1999], model the joint roles of tec-
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tonics and climate on the evolution of the Andean foreland thrust belt [Horton, 1999], and constrain finite element models of the uplift through time [Liu et al., 1999].
The value of the GPS data increase with time, both
because more data become available and because
measurement accuracy increases. The precision of
a geodetic velocity estimate is proportional to the
uncertainty of individual measurements divided by
the time between them. Hence even if the uncertainty of individual measurements stay constant,
the velocity uncertainty shrinks (Figure 2-2). More
accurate velocity estimates and denser spatial coverage will make it possible to refine tectonic models and discriminate between alternatives.
Figure 2-2. Improvement in precision of a velocity
estimate with time for a GPS campaign. Such estimates are more accurate for continuous GPS.

In the next sections, we discuss some of the scientific applications of GPS being supported by
UNAVCO. These examples represent only a fraction of ongoing research within the UNAVCO community, and are selected to illustrate the range
of activities. These examples are organized thematically, although many programs have multiple
goals. Hence these groupings are somewhat arbitrary. For example, many programs use a set of
GPS data to simultaneously study plate motions, plate boundary zone processes, volcanic, and
earthquake processes. A complete listing of UNAVCO-assisted programs over the past three
years is provided in Appendix A.

2.1 Plate Motions
A primary goal of the development of space geodesy was to measure rates and directions of
plate motions, which previously could only be derived from relative plate motion models developed using data (e.g., magnetic anomalies, transform fault orientations, earthquake slip vectors)
from plate boundaries. Plate motions predicted by these models provide basic constraints for a
wide variety of tectonic studies, including regional processes [e.g., DeMets et al., 1990], plate
driving forces [e.g., Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975], and mantle flow [e.g., Hager and O’Connell,
1980]. These models have two potentially serious limitations. First, because they reflect motions
averaged over millions of years (e.g., 3 Myr for global plate motion model NUVEL-1A [DeMets
et al., 1994]) it was unclear how well they would describe motions over the shorter timescale relevant to processes like earthquakes. For example, it was unclear whether the difference between
the ~36 mm/yr motion on the San Andreas inferred for the past several thousands of years [Prescott et al., 1981; Sieh & Jahns, 1984] and the 3 Myr average Pacific-North America plate motion
of 48 mm/yr reflected a difference between short and long term rates, or the remainder being
accommodated elsewhere in the boundary zone. Second, because many plate boundaries lacked
key data (in particular, no magnetic anomaly rate data exists at subduction zones), motion there
was predicted by combining data along global plate circuits, assuming that the plates are rigid.
Hence either deviations from plate rigidity or inaccurate data somewhere else in the world could
bias plate motion estimates, especially at subduction zones. Thus it was unclear whether observations that the slip vectors of thrust faulting earthquakes at trenches often have a different trend
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from the predicted plate motion reflected by the overriding plate experiencing non-rigid behavior
(slip partioning or arc block motions), or inaccuracies in the plate motion models.
Space geodesy resolved these difficulties, because motions can be measured over only a few
years, across any boundaries, and explicitly include effects of plate non-rigidity. A series of striking results, first with VLBI and SLR [e.g., Robbins et al., 1993], and now with GPS [Argus and
Heflin, 1995; Larson et al., 1997], showed that plate motion over the past few years is generally
quite similar to that predicted by global plate motion model NUVEL-1A (Figure 2-3). This agreement is consistent with the prediction that episodic motion at plate boundaries, as reflected in
occasional large earthquakes, will give rise to steady motion in plate interiors due to damping by
the underlying viscous asthenosphere [Elsasser, 1969].

Figure 2-3. Comparison of motions of global permanent GPS stations (black arrows) to
the predictions of the NNR-NUVEL1A model (red arrows). For most major plates, the
observations agree with the 3 million-year average of the NUVEL1A model. However,
the motions of the Pacific and especially the Nazca plates are significantly different [Larson et al., 1997].

The ability to derive well-constrained plate motion angular velocity (Euler) vectors from GPS
data, especially from the permanent global GPS network, has two significant implications for tectonic studies. First, these data provide the key constraint on the net motion of a plate or plate pair,
and hence (as discussed later) yield crucial reference frames for GPS studies of either plate
boundary zone processes or intraplate deformation. Second, it is now possible to identify cases
where the difference between the GPS velocity and that predicted by a plate motion model is significant. Investigation of these situations is starting to address important tectonic issues, as illustrated next.
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2.1.1 Caribbean Plate
In models like NUVEL-1, the motion of the Caribbean plate was expected to be the worst
known of any major plate, because data are sparse. A magnetic anomaly rate can be measured at
only one place, and the Caribbean’s boundaries with the North and South American plates are so
complicated that it is unclear whether earthquake slip vectors reflect overall plate motion or block
motions in a complex boundary zone. To make things worse, because the location of the boundary
between the North and South American plates (as well as the motion between them) is unknown,
it was not clear whether to treat earthquake slip vectors in the Lesser Antilles as representing
North America-Caribbean or South America-Caribbean motion. As a result, plate motion models
incorporating magnetic anomaly and earthquake data [Jordan, 1975; Stein et al., 1988; DeMets et
al., 1990; 1994] predicted significantly faster North America-Caribbean motion than models
based on earthquake data [Sykes et al., 1982; Deng and Sykes, 1995]. This difference has important implications for both regional tectonics and earthquake hazards, because it relates to the
amount of slip expected south of the nominal plate boundary, in the Greater Antilles. This issue is
starting to be resolved by a UNAVCO-assisted GPS program1 (Figure 2-4). Site motions relative

Figure 2-4. (Top) GPS site motions in the Greater Antilles relative to Grand Turk Island (yellow arrows), presumably part of the North American plate, and a regional North America reference frame (red arrows). (Bottom)
GPS-derived velocity vectors for North America-Caribbean motion relative to Grand Turk (1) and a regional
North America reference frame (2) compared to NUVEL-1 and Deng and Sykes models. [Dixon et al., 1998].

1. In support of this study and others elsewhere along the Caribbean Plate’s boundaries, UNAVCO supplied
six field engineer visits, 50 GPS receivers, consultation services, and ancillary equipment. The Boulder
Facility archives data from the Caribbean, CANAPE, Costa Rica and Trinidad campaigns, monitors six
permanent stations, and will shortly install five new ones in the region. The velocity solutions here and
for other regional studies also include data from permanent stations elsewhere, many of which are supported and archived by UNAVCO.
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to North America yield an initial velocity vector intermediate in magnitude between the earlier
models, and with a different azimuth from both. In addition to showing the overall plate motion,
the GPS data provide the first good look at motions within the boundary zone in the Greater Antilles, for comparison with earthquake and geological fault slip data. UNAVCO is also supporting
GPS programs along other boundary segments of the Caribbean plate, as discussed later.
2.1.2 Nazca Plate Deceleration and Andean Mountain Building
GPS data analyzed as part of the UNAVCO-assisted
SNAPP, CASA, and CAP projects1, which seek to
describe South America-Nazca convergence and mountain building, show that the rates of both Nazca-South
America convergence and Nazca-Pacific spreading
[Larson et al., 1997; Norabuena et al., 1998; Kendrick et
al., 1999] are significantly slower than the 3 Myr average rate predicted by the NUVEL-1A model. This observation is important for analysis of the GPS data in the
boundary zone, as discussed shortly. Moreover, the
inferred deceleration rate is consistent with a longer
term trend extending back to at least 20 Myr (Figure 2Figure 2-5. Nazca-South America conver5) implied by paleomagnetic data [Pardo-Casas and
gence rate for different time intervals over the
Molnar, 1987; Somoza, 1998]. The fact that the paleopast 25 Myr at 12º S, Peru-Chile trench. Horimagnetic reconstructions, the 3 Myr plate model, and
zontal lines indicate averaging interval, vertiGPS data show the same trend, despite their different
cal lines indicate rate uncertainty (one
standard error). Open diamonds are paleouncertainty sources, suggests strongly that the trend is
magnetic estimates [Somoza, 1998], solid
real. This trend has been attributed to the last deformasquare is NUVEL-1A estimate, solid circle is
tional phase in the Andes, where deformation in the AltiGPS estimate. The fact that all three data
types show the same trend, despite their difplano plateau ceased and migrated eastward to the
ferent uncertainty sources, suggests that the
Subandean fold and thrust belt. As Andean crust thicktrend is real [Norabuena et al., 1999].
ened, frictional interaction between subducting and
overriding plates may have increased, increasing the
resistance to subduction, and slowing Nazca-Pacific spreading and Nazca-South America convergence. Hence GPS data support the hypothesis that the growth of high mountain belts due to rapid
subduction of oceanic lithosphere is self-limiting, and that the process initiating crustal thickening
and mountain building may seed its own demise. GPS data thus provide key constraints for models for the dynamics of subduction and mountain building.
2.1.3 North America-Pacific Motion Acceleration and Baja California Transfer
The boundary zone between the North American and Pacific plates is the single largest focus
of U.S. GPS activities, given its intrinsic scientific interest, seismic and volcanic hazards, and
1. UNAVCO assisted these studies by providing 19 field engineer visits and providing/managing over 180
GPS receivers. Support included training of local collaborators by bilingual field engineers, reconnaissance, and site installation. Data archived at the UNAVCO Facility include the CAP 1993-1995, SNAPP
1994-1996, CASA 1989- 1995, and CARIVEN/Venezuela 1994 campaigns. The Facility monitors seven
permanent stations in this region daily and will install three new ones.
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accessibility. Dramatic progress, discussed in Section 2.2.1, is occurring in characterizing the distribution of motion within the boundary zone. Moreover, the data density and quality are so high
that it may be possible to detect small recent changes in plate motion. A number of UNAVCOassisted GPS programs across the Gulf of California using both campaign and permanent station
data1 [Antonelis et al., 1999; DeMets and Dixon, 1999] find motion 15% faster than the NUVEL1A rate. The central magnetic anomaly in the Gulf (spanning the past 0.78 Myr) yields a rate
intermediate between the present GPS rate and the NUVEL-1A rate determined from magnetic
anomalies over the past 3 Myr [DeMets, 1995]. These observations suggest that Baja California
was not fully part of the Pacific Plate at 3 Myr, and that the small motion between Baja and the
Pacific has since been slowing or ceased. Hence despite their uncertainties, GPS data here and
elsewhere in western North America may be detecting real changes in the direction and/or rate of
plate motions from the 3-Myr average [Larson et al., 1997; Shen-Tu et al., 1998; Ward, 1998].
These could have considerable tectonic significance [Humphreys and Weldon, 1994] because
even small components of motion transverse to an existing fault can cause noticeable topography
and seismogenic stresses. Resolving this issue will be important for future GPS research.
2.1.4 East African Rift
Although large-scale faulting and seismicity demonstrate relative motion along the East African Rift, separating East Africa (Somalia) from West Africa (Nubia), estimation of this motion
has been challenging due to the diffuse nature of the rift zone, the limited magnetic anomaly data
and short transform faults in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, which respectively constrain the rate
and direction of Nubia-Arabia and Somalia-Arabia motion, and uncertainty in the location (and
even existence) of the Nubia-Somalia-Antarctica triple junction [McKenzie et al., 1970; Chase,
1978; Le Pichon and Francheteau, 1978; Minster and Jordan, 1978; DeMets et al., 1990; Jestin et
al., 1994]. It has thus been unclear whether to regard Nubia and Somalia as distinct plates or to
instead regard the Rift as the “failed arm” of the Afar triple junction, across which motion is dying
out. Initial results from studies using global continuous GPS stations [Chen et al., 1999] and studies in Africa [Bendick et al., 1998] find resolvable motion across the rift, favoring the two-plate
scenario2. The results are consistent with new marine magnetic results [Chu and Gordon, 1998].
Moreover, because the GPS data show rates of 6-8 mm/yr, considerably higher than geologic estimates averaged over tens of millions of years [Ebinger, 1989; Hendrie et al., 1994], extension
appears to have accelerated since 5-6 Myr, perhaps as part of a large scale change in plate motions
around Africa associated with the opening of the Gulf of Aden [Brozena, 1986; Pollitz, 1991].
1. UNAVCO supported studies in the Gulf of California region between 1987-1998 by supplying 14 engineer visits (including reconnaissance, installation and maintenance), managing/supplying 108 GPS
receivers, and the Facility archives data from Southern and Northern Baja, Salton Trough and mainland
Mexico campaigns during this time interval. The Facility currently monitors five permanent stations covering the Mexico region. UNAVCO also supports a variety of other studies in the Pacific-North America
boundary zone, as discussed later.
2. Between 1990 and 1997 the UNAVCO Facility supplied a total of three engineer visits, 16 GPS receivers, ancillary equipment and consulting services, and archives data from E. Africa Rift Valley, Ethiopia,
and Uganda campaigns over the same time. The Facility also monitors a permanent station in the Seychelles, two permanent stations in Saudi Arabia/Bahrain, two stations in Ethiopia and two stations (plus a
new one in 1999) in South Africa. If pending proposals are funded, UNAVCO will be involved in the
installation and maintenance of two permanent stations in Saudi Arabia, one in Egypt, one in Lebanon,
and (in collaboration with IRIS, NSF, and NASA) three new stations on the Nubia block.
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These observations should provide new constraints on models for the poorly-understood mechanics of continental rifting.
2.1.5 Northeast Asia Plate Geometry
A long-standing class of problems relate to the plate geometry and motions in northeastern
Asia, one of the few remaining places where even the approximate boundaries of the major plates
remain in questions. Although the North America-Eurasia boundary can be traced along the MidAtlantic Ridge to the Arctic (Nansen) Ridge from seismicity, the seismicity decreases and
becomes more diffuse once it reaches the Eurasian continent. Morgan [1968] hence noted that
“the boundaries in Siberia and central Asia are very uncertain” and that “additional subblocks
may be required.” Despite subsequent studies, the plate geometry has not been conclusively
resolved, and it is unclear where the Eurasia-North America boundary is, whether the East Siberia-Sea of Okhotsk-northern Japan region should be treated as part of the North American plate or
as a separate Okhotsk plate, and whether the region west of Japan and Sakhalin in Siberia and
north China should be treated as part of Eurasia or as a distinct Amurian plate [Chapman and
Solomon, 1976; Zonenshain and Savostin, 1981; Cook et al., 1986]. Seno et al. [1996] analyzed
earthquake and plate motion data from the area, and concluded that “most future insight into the
issue of the relative motions will come from the increasing availability of relevant space geodetic
data.” Initial results from a program in which UNAVCO is helping install GPS stations1 at IRIS
seismic stations in Siberia [Kogan et al, 1998], together with other GPS studies in Japan2 and east
Asia [e.g., Calais et al., 1998; Heki et al., 1999], show significant progress on these issues.
2.1.6 Other areas
GPS data should also soon shed insight on other important plate motion questions. In addition
to solving key previously recognized problems, it seems likely we will see other surprises, such as
the Nazca plate deceleration mentioned earlier. The global GPS network should be especially
important for this purpose, because high-quality data are publicly available on the Web and can be
analyzed by any interested investigators. In addition, as discussed later in the proposal, UNAVCO
is forming a working group to produce a unified GPS velocity solution (GPSVEL) which includes
as much high precision GPS data as possible from networks and campaigns around the world.
UNAVCO's goal is to be a facilitator in coordinating a joint effort of investigators, which should
provide a powerful tectonic tool.

2.2 Plate Boundary Zones
Perhaps the most important results to date from GPS data are detailed views of the distribution
of deformation within plate boundary zones, which give new insight into these complex and
important regions. It has long been recognized that plate boundaries can be diffuse, rather than the
idealized narrow boundaries assumed in the rigid plate model. The initial evidence for this notion
comes from the distribution of seismicity and topography, which often imply a broad zone of
1. UNAVCO provided consulting services, equipment, and software support and currently monitors and
archives four permanent stations.
2. UNAVCO staff provided technical assistance to Japanese colleagues in designing their extensive GEONET network, composed of nearly 1000 permanent GPS stations.
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deformation between the plate interiors. This effect is especially evident in continental interiors,
such as the India-Eurasia collision zone north of the Himalayas or the Pacific-North America
boundary zone in the western U.S. Plate boundary zones (Figure 2-6), indicated by earthquakes,
volcanism, and other deformation, appear to cover about 15% of the Earth’s surface.

Figure 2-6. Comparison of the idealized rigid plate geometry to the broad boundary zones (red) implied by
seismicity, topography, or other evidence of faulting. The precise geometry of these zones, and in some
cases their existence, is under investigation. Plate motions shown are for the NUVEL-1 global relative plate
motion model. Arrow lengths are proportional to the displacement if plates maintain their present relative
velocity for 25 Myr. Divergence across mid-ocean ridges is shown by diverging arrows. Convergence is
shown by single arrows on the underthrust plate. (After Gordon and Stein [1992]).

Although plate motion models predict only the integrated motion across the boundary, GPS
and other space geodetic data can show how this deformation varies in space and time. Both variations are of interest. Possible spatial variations include a single fault system taking up most of the
motion [e.g., Thatcher, 1979; Prescott et al., 1981], a smooth distribution of motion [e.g., England
and Jackson, 1989], or motion taken up by a few relatively large microplates or blocks [e.g.,
Beck, 1980; Engeln and Stein, 1984; Acton et al., 1991]. Each of these possibilities appears to
occur, sometimes within the same boundary zone. The distribution of the motion in time is of special interest because steady motion between plate interiors gives rise to episodic motion at plate
boundaries, as reflected in occasional large earthquakes and in some cases, steady creep (Figure
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2-7). The relation between plate motions and earthquakes is complicated and poorly understood
and hence forms a prime target of GPS studies.

Figure 2-7. Schematic illustration of the distribution of motion in space and time for a strike-slip boundary
zone between two major plates [Stein, 1993].

Using GPS to investigate plate boundary processes is exciting, because these zones are
present examples of the fundamental processes of continental and lithospheric evolution including mountain building, continental breakup, and accretion. This topic also has social relevance
because plate boundary processes (e.g., earthquakes, volcanoes, and landslides) pose geologic
hazards to populated areas and are responsible for many mineral resources. Moreover, boundary
zone processes (e.g., volcanism, uplift, and erosion) are responsible for crucial interactions
between solid Earth processes and climatic variability on various temporal and spatial scales [e.g.,
Raymo and Ruddiman, 1992; Molnar et al., 1993].
As a result, GPS programs around the world are studying plate boundary zones. The results
are being integrated with other geological and geophysical data (Figure 2-1) to develop new
insights into the structure, mechanics, and evolution of plate boundaries and to understand the
relation between earthquakes and plate motions. To illustrate these points, we next consider several specific regions and several general processes.
2.2.1 North America-Pacific Boundary Zone
A number of research groups are studying motions in the complex North America-Pacific
plate boundary zone where motion between the two plates varies from spreading in the Gulf of
California, to strike-slip along the San Andreas system, to convergence in Alaska. The zone also
includes the Juan de Fuca plate subducting beneath Cascadia, and a zone of continental rifting in
the Great Basin.
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UNAVCO is assisting many
researchers’ survey programs and
continuous GPS networks in the
area1. This is especially true for the
continuous GPS networks that are
rapidly being installed. Figure 2-8
shows the present distribution of
CGPS stations in the western U.S.
UNAVCO has played a major role
in installing, operating, and archiving the BARGEN (Basin and
Range Geodetic Network) network,
a joint program involving researchers from Caltech and the HarvardSmithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, and the Wasatch network
led by researchers from the University of Utah. UNAVCO also
assisted installation of the PANGA
(Pacific
Northwest)
network
involving researchers from Central
Washington University, the University of Washington, University
of Oregon, Oregon State University, RPI, and Canadian2 researchers, and assists the installation of
single-frequency stations for the
Figure 2-8. Present distribution of continuous GPS stations in the
western U.S. Networks shown include PANGA (green), BARGEN
BARD (Bay Area Regional Defor(red), SCIGN (light blue), BARD (pink), Wasatch (purple). (Figure
mation) network led by researchers
courtesy of R. Bennett)
from U.C. Berkeley, Stanford University, and the USGS. UNAVCO also has strong working ties with the SCIGN (Southern California Integrated GPS Network) network in the areas of technology development and data
archiving. In addition, UNAVCO supports various survey-mode GPS programs focusing on portions of the PBZ including the Gulf of California, the Wasatch fault zone, and the eastern California shear zone.
1. UNAVCO has provided 52 field engineer visits and 370 GPS receivers during 1987-1999 in an area west
of the Rocky Mountains from the Gulf of Mexico to Alaska. This effort includes reconnaissance and
installation for the BARGEN and some of the PANGA and Wasatch permanent networks. The UNAVCO
Facility archives over 26 Gb of data from projects including Alaska 1993-1998, Basin and Range 19901997, Calaveras 1996-1997, Dixie Valley 1996, Imperial Valley/Salton Trough 1987-1995, Mammoth/
Mojave 1992-1996, Northern California 1991-1994, Parkfield 1989-1996, San Andreas Fault/Southern
California 1987-1997, Basin and Range/Wasatch (1991-1999), New Mexico, and Oregon. The Facility
monitors and archives data from over 80 permanent stations including the BARGEN and PANGA networks and other stations across western North America.
2. Canadian and Mexican researchers participate fully in UNAVCO activities, and if they are UNAVCO
members can use UNAVCO-negotiated discounts to purchase GPS equipment.
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The initial results [Shen et al., 1991; Bennett et al., 1999] already clearly show some interesting points. Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 show a velocity field across a portion of the North Amer-

Figure 2-9. Velocity field across a portion of the North America-Pacific boundary zone,
derived by combining data from a variety of sources. Site motions are relative to stable
North America [Bennett et al., 1999]. Purple dots denote earthquakes.

ica-Pacific boundary zone, derived by combining GPS and VLBI data. Net motion across the
zone is essentially that predicted by global plate motion model NUVEL-1A. The site motions
show strike-slip along the San Andreas fault system, and rotation of the Sierra Nevada block
[Argus and Gordon, 1991]. The motions also support the idea that the Intermountain Seismic Belt
marks the western boundary of stable North America, because the geodetic deformation profile
across the boundary varies with latitude in a similar fashion. South of 36º N, the San Andreas system accommodates most of the plate motion, and little deformation occurs in the Basin and
Range. Hence southeastern California, Arizona, southern Nevada and central Utah appear, at the
2 mm/yr level, to be part of stable North America. In contrast, north of about 36º N where the
Intermountain Seismic Belt trends away from the San Andreas system and the eastern California
shear zone, strike-slip motion changes into extension over a broad transition zone. This variation
is consistent with regional stress patterns [Zoback, 1989]. An intriguing feature of the profiles is
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the approximately 5 mm/yr contraction between sites in the central Great Basin and the eastern
California shear zone. The implied shortening is in reasonable accord with the late Cenozoic
structural history of the Death Valley area [Wernicke et al., 1988; Mancktelow and Pavlis, 1994].

Figure 2-10. Site velocity profiles through the data in Figure 2-9. For profiles B and
C, data are shown in directions parallel and normal to the expected North America-Pacific motion. Negative values in NUVEL-normal profile indicate contraction
between Great Basin and the eastern California shear zone. For profile A, data
are compared to those of Thatcher et al. [1999], showing excellent agreement.
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Such data have implications for the
mechanics of the boundary zone and are
being integrated into dynamic models. A
key issue is the interplay of topographically-derived buoyancy forces and forces
due to the transform plate boundary. For
example, the broad velocity variation across
the northern Basin and Range contrasts
with the observation of little or no deformation across the relatively low-lying southern
Basin and Range, consistent with the
hypothesis that topographically-derived
buoyancy forces have significant effects in
the extension zone [Jones et al., 1996]. The
GPS data are being used to infer strain tensors, which are then combined with the
magnitude of the stress tensor inferred from
topography and plate boundary forces to
estimate an effective viscosity structure
(Figure 2-11). The viscosity varies by three
orders of magnitude over the region. Low
values along the San Andreas fault and in
the eastern California shear zone are consistent with a weak lower crust [Flesch et al.,
1999].
The geodetic observations are generally
consistent with the pattern of seismic strain
release, but intriguing tectonic questions
remain. The present GPS data cannot discriminate between a smooth distribution of
extension across the Basin and Range, or
extension concentrated adjacent to the
Sierra Nevada block, such that western
Utah and eastern Nevada act rigidly
Figure 2-11. (Top) Self-consistent velocity field (black
[Thatcher et al., 1999]. The two interpretaarrows) from interpolation of GPS, VLBI and other data.
tions favor different force models. The
Ellipses represent a 95% confidence limit. Blue circles repextension may also be episodic; GPS data
resent earthquakes recorded from 1850-1998. [Shen-Tu et
al., 1998]. (Bottom) Vertically averaged effective viscosity
across the Wasatch fault zone [Martinez et
determined by dividing the magnitude of the deviatoric
al., 1998] and near the Yucca Mountain,
stress tensor by the magnitude of the strain rate tensor.
Nevada nuclear waste repository [Wernicke
(Figure courtesy of W. Holt).
et al., 1998] imply extension significantly
faster than inferred from Quaternary fault data, assuming that the uncertainties in the different
data sets have been realistically assessed. This issue is both scientifically interesting and important for accurate seismic hazard assessment.
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To the north, Figure 2-12 illustrates site
motions in Cascadia. Although some
motions are puzzling, presumably in
part because these initial velocity estimates are from short time series, the
overall convergence is clear. These
data, combined with data from campaigns, some of which UNAVCO
assists, are being used to investigate the
locked subduction process by which the
subducting Juan de Fuca plate deforms
the overriding North American plate
[Dragert et al., 1999; Goldfinger et al.,
1999]. The GPS data are particularly
valuable because the subduction geometry is poorly known, since the last large
interface thrust earthquake occurred in
1700 AD, prior to the invention of the
seismometer. The data are also being
used to investigate motions within the
overriding plate, and hence can play a
major role in assessment of the earthFigure 2-12. Motions with respect to North America for continuquake hazard due to both subduction
ous GPS stations of the PANGA Pacific Northwest network. The
zone earthquakes and overriding plate
observed motions reflect deformation of the overriding North
American plate by the subducting of Juan de Fuca plate (Figure
earthquakes. The observed motions can
courtesy of M. Miller).
be fit by dislocation models of the subduction process by assuming the interplate locked zone is wider under northwest Washington than
under Canada or Oregon, in agreement with inferences from earthquake studies.
UNAVCO assists GPS programs in Alaska, the longest and most seismically active portion of
the plate boundary. A particularly interesting area is the Kenai Peninsula, where large deformations from the 1964 Prince William Sound area (Mw 9.3) earthquake, the second largest ever
recorded, are still occurring. The Alaska data [Larson and Lisowski, 1994; Cohen, 1996; Sauber
et al, 1997; Freymueller et al., 1999] are some of the densest subduction zone GPS data to date,
and together with the large signals offer among the best prospects for improved understanding of
the subduction process, as discussed later.
The results for the Pacific-North American plate boundary zone illustrate what can be
expected as more data become available, and have motivated formation of a UNAVCO working
group (discussed later) which seeks to combine GPS data from various networks to derive a
detailed velocity field for the boundary zone. In addition, UNAVCO is participating in planning
the proposed Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO), an NSF-sponsored initiative which would significantly upgrade geophysical instrumentation within the boundary zone1.
1. The Plate Boundary Observatory is part of the proposed NSF Earthscope initiative to use new instrumentation including GPS, strainmeters, and synthetic aperture radar to significantly upgrade geophysical
monitoring of the structure and evolution of North America.
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2.2.2 India-Eurasia Collision and Himalayan Tectonics
UNAVCO plays a major role in assisting programs1 using continuous and campaign GPS to
investigate the collision between India and Eurasia. This area is the present type example of
mountain building by continental collision, which has produced a boundary zone extending thousands of km from the nominal plate boundary at the Himalayan front. The extent, geometry, kinematics, and mechanics of this zone are major topics of research. One primary issue is the relative
importance of two mechanisms, crustal thickening and lateral extrusion of crust, in taking up the
convergence. Estimates of the extrusion fraction vary from 10-50% [Molnar et al, 1987; Avouac
and Tapponnier, 1993], and determination of this quantity has important consequences for models
of the mechanics of convergence [England and Houseman, 1986; England and Molnar, 1997].

Figure 2-13. Summary of geodetically determined deformation rates in the India-Eurasia plate
collision zone from various studies. Large arrows indicate velocities relative to Eurasia. Arrows in
circles show velocities with no significant motion with respect to Eurasia at the 95% confidence
limit. Small arrows show local relative deformation [Larson et al., 1999].

The present GPS data, (Figure 2-13), are starting to provide strong constraints on the complex
surface velocity field. The data directly measure rates and directions of motion in different portions of the boundary zone, which could previously only be estimated indirectly. They illustrate
the overall plate convergence at a rate similar to NUVEL-1A’s prediction [Freymueller et al.,
1996], shortening across the locked Himalayan front (which gives rise to large destructive earthquakes) [Bilham et al., 1997; Larson et al., 1999], E-W extension in Tibet, eastward escape of
continental fragments, and rotation about the eastern Himalayan syntaxis [King et al., 1997]. The
1. UNAVCO support included 16 field engineer visits (one Chinese speaking), 94 GPS receivers, consulting services including reconnaissance and station installations, and ancillary equipment support.
UNAVCO and the PIs have trained local scientists, sometimes via visits to the U.S., who now operate
and maintain equipment, conduct surveys, and install CGPS stations. The Facility archives data from the
Altyn Tagh 1994-1998, Ladakh, India/Nepal 1992-1998, Central Asia 1992-1998, and Nepal/Tibet 19911998 campaigns. The Facility supports six permanent stations in Nepal and one in India.
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extent of the collision is illustrated by data showing that the Tien Shan intracontinental mountain
belt, 1000-2000 km north of the Himalaya, accommodates almost half the net plate convergence
in the western part of the zone [Abdrakhmatov et al., 1996]. Thus efforts to understand the collision trend naturally into attempts to understand the kinematics of southeast Asia and far eastern
Asia, discussed earlier.

Figure 2-14. (Top) Self-consistent velocity field (black arrows) [Holt
et al., 1999] determined by inversion of GPS and other data (red
arrows). Error ellipses for the model and GPS vectors represent 2
sigma uncertainty. (Bottom) Vertically averaged effective viscosity
determined by dividing the magnitude of the deviatoric stress tensor
[Flesch et al., 1999] by the magnitude of the strain rate tensor. Black
dots represent seismicity for the past 20 years. (Figure courtesy of
W. Holt).
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Although both U.S. and foreign
[Kato et al., 1998; Calais et al.,
1998; Heki et al., 1999] efforts are
ongoing to expand and densify GPS
coverage over this vast area, the initial results are already being incorporated into dynamic models. As
shown in Figure 2-14, GPS data
have been used to derive a velocity
field which has been combined with
the magnitude of the stress tensor
inferred from topography and plate
boundary forces to derive an effective viscosity structure. The results
predict a low effective viscosity for
Tibet, consistent with the weak
lower Tibetan crust implied by seismological data [Nelson et al., 1996;
Owens and Zandt, 1997]. These
results are intriguing in that they
imply that the complex deformation
pattern, including the lateral extrusion and strain variations around the
Tibetan plateau, can be explained by
a relatively simple model. In this
model, the crust flows as a vertically
coherent fluid, contrary to suggestions that lower crustal flow differed
from surface flow. This hypothesis
is supported by the observation that
the surface velocity field inferred
from the GPS data agrees well with
that implied at depth from seismic
anisotropy. These results illustrate
the value of the GPS data, which
will only grow with time.

2.2.3 Nazca-South America Convergence and Andean Orogeny
Data from UNAVCO-supported
GPS programs1 provide new
insights into a related process,
mountain building by the subduction of the oceanic Nazca
plate beneath South America,
which produced the Andes, second only to the HimalayanTibetan plateau as the largest
mountain range on Earth. A key
question is the role in formation
of the Andes of processes including magmatic addition [Fukao et
al., 1989; James and Sacks,
1999], thermal perturbations of
the asthenosphere, large-scale
mantle flow [Russo and Silver,
1996], and crustal shortening
[Isacks, 1988; Allmendinger et
al., 1997]. This issue is being
studied using GPS data from
continuous stations on islands on
the Nazca plate and in stable
South America, together with
campaign sites in the boundary
zone (Figure 2-15). These data
provide a velocity field from the
stable interior of the oceanic
Figure 2-15. (Top) GPS site velocities relative to stable South America.
Nazca plate, across the Peru[Norabuena et al., 1998]. Rate scale is given by the NUVEL-1A vector.
(Bottom) Cross-section across Andean orogenic system showing velocity
Chile trench to the coastal
distribution inferred from GPS data.
forearc, across the high Altiplano
and foreland thrust belt, and into
the stable interior of the South American continent [Leffler et al., 1997; Norabuena et al., 1998].
As noted earlier, the GPS data show present overall South America-Nazca convergence
slower than the 3 Myr average rate predicted by NUVEL-1A, consistent with longer term deceleration implied by paleomagnetic data [Norabuena et al., 1999]. Within the boundary zone, site
velocities relative to stable South America decrease relatively smoothly from the interior of the
Nazca plate to the interior of South America. About half of the plate convergence (30-40 mm/yr)
is locked at the plate boundary thrust interface, causing shortening across the Andes as indicated
by the roughly linear GPS-derived velocity gradient (Figure 2-16). Most of this gradient has been
modeled as elastic strain that will be released in future large interplate trench earthquakes,
whereas the rest is assumed to contribute to permanent crustal shortening, primarily in the sub1. UNAVCO support for these studies is summarized in Section 2.1.2.
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Andean fold-and-thrust belt (FTB). The GPS data imply 10-15 mm/yr shortening across the FTB,
consistent with geologic shortening estimates averaged over the past 25 Myr [Sheffels, 1990].
Thus the permanent shortening rate is only a fraction of the overall gradient seen in GPS data.

Figure 2-16. (Top) Snapshot of deformed mesh
of the finite element model. Thick line shows
the subduction zone thrust interface. An initially
flat crust is shortened by convergence. (Center)
Comparison of highest topography (averaged
over a 700-km swath in central Andes) with
model results of crustal shortening. Solid curve
assumes shortening at 18% of the plate convergence rate as it varied through time. Dashed
curve is for constant rate of 15 mm/yr. (Bottom)
Comparison of GPS velocity profile with respect
to stable South America to model results for
various rates of total crustal shortening at the
subduction zone. The rate which best fits the
GPS data (30 mm/yr) is higher than that for the
topography. [Liu et al., 1999]

These data, together with topographic and uplift data are being used to investigate whether
crustal shortening consistent with the GPS observations could have produced the present Andes.
Liu et al. [1999] use a finite element model with a viscoelastic rheology to simulate both shortterm and long-term crustal behavior (Figure 2-16). As shown, long-wavelength topography similar to that observed is predicted assuming that the permanent shortening rate remained a constant
fraction of the time-variable total convergence over the past 40 Myr. Alternatively, constant
shortening at 15 mm/yr over this period also matches the topography. However, the velocities
across the Andes indicated by the GPS data are much higher (about 30 mm/yr at the trench) than
required to fit the topography. As discussed later, this is because the GPS data reflect the sum of
both elastic (recoverable) and plastic (non-recoverable) strain.
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This model can also reconcile the apparently
contradictory observations that over the past 20
Myr plate convergence (Figure 2-5) slowed
whereas fission track data [Benjamin et al.,
1987] indicate accelerated uplift of the Andes
(Figure 2-17). As shown, the shortening model
predicts accelerated uplift similar to that
observed. This result is intriguing because the
accelerated uplift is more difficult to explain in
terms of other proposed mechanisms of
Andean mountain building (magmatism,
dynamic support by sublithospheric mantle
flow), whose effects should correlate with convergence rate.
Hence in the Andes, as in the Himalaya, GPS
data provide a powerful new tool for studies of
mountain building processes. In addition to the
application just discussed, we will see shortly
that the GPS data are being used to study seismic coupling, forearc sliver motion (slip partitioning), the relation between geodetically and
seismically inferred strain rates, and other
issues. GPS data are also being acquired for
portions of the Andes north [Freymueller et al.,
1993] and south [Kendrick et al., 1999] of the
area just shown. As data accumulate and their
uncertainties shrink, they will become even
more useful.

Figure 2-17. (Top) Comparison of uplift rate of the Andes
inferred from fission track data (dots) to model results for
crustal shortening at various rates (solid lines). (Bottom)
Predicted uplift history assuming crustal shortening at
18% of the plate convergence rate (solid line) and a constant rate of 15 mm/yr (dashed line) [Liu et al., 1999].

2.2.4 Microplate/block and Continuum Deformation
GPS data are ideally suited to address the long-standing issues of defining crustal motions
within plate boundary zones, determining whether they are better described as varying smoothly
or as taken up by a few microplates or blocks [e.g., Thatcher, 1995], and understanding how the
large-scale motions of the major bounding plates cause the boundary zone deformation. Investigation of these issues often follows a characteristic pattern in which the initial GPS data show average motions within the boundary zone, but are too sparse in either space or time to identify
possible block boundaries. For example, the present GPS data for the Basin and Range are consistent with either diffuse extension or rigid blocks. However, as data density and precision increase,
it will become increasingly possible to resolve the kinematic issues and explore their dynamic
implications. The results should also aid in understanding the often-significant seismic hazards
resulting from the complex motions.
For example, the Mediterranean collision zone involving the African, Arabian, and Eurasian
plates has long been regarded as a complex set of blocks in relative motion [McKenzie, 1972].
Although previous efforts to unscramble the motion from earthquake focal mechanisms and other
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data have proved challenging, GPS data from UNAVCO-supported programs1 involving both
continuous and survey mode sites provide the first compelling picture of motions in the area. Figure 2-18 shows the motions of sites in the western Mediterranean [Reilinger et al., 1997;
McClusky et al., 1999]. Northern portions of Arabia move approximately N40ºW, consistent with
global plate motion model NUVEL-1A. The resulting motion in Turkey and the Aegean varies in
a fashion which may reflect differing boundary conditions. Western Turkey and the Aegean rotate
as an Anatolian plate about a pole near the Sinai peninsula, as though its motion was unimpeded
by the Hellenic Arc. The increasing velocity toward the arc implies that this part of Anatolia is
deforming and being “pulled” toward the arc, perhaps by the foundering African plate or mantle
convection in the Aegean region [Sonder and England, 1989; Royden, 1993]. In contrast, eastern
Turkey is being driven against the strong lithosphere of the Black and Caspian Seas and the Eurasian continent, causing compressive strain which is accommodated by strike-slip faulting in eastern Turkey and compression across the Caucasus [Reilinger et al., 1997].

Figure 2-18. GPS observations of motion across a portion of the Africa-Arabia-Eurasia plate collision zone, relative to Eurasia [Reilinger et al., 1997].

Another complex boundary zone is the region in central and northern South America, where
the Nazca, Cocos, Caribbean and South American plates interact. Although there is general agreement that plate convergence occurs, the locations of the boundaries have long been a subject of
controversy [e.g., Dewey, 1972]. This complexity contributes to the previously noted difficulty in
1. During 1988-1998 UNAVCO supplied 15 field engineer visits, 133 GPS receivers, consultation services
(including site reconnaissance and installation) and ancillary equipment support. Projects archived at the
Facility include Aegean 1988- 1992, Bulgaria 1997, Eastern Mediterranean 1994- 1998, Turkey Earthquake 1992, and Turkey 1988-1998. The Facility currently supports five permanent stations in this region
and, if pending proposals are funded, will be involved in the installation and maintenance of two permanent stations in Saudi Arabia, one in Egypt and one in Lebanon.
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defining Caribbean plate motions. An extensive GPS program assisted by UNAVCO1 is defining
the complex tectonics (Figure 2-19) [Freymueller et al., 1993; Kellogg et al., 1995]. The North
Andes block moves northward relative to stable South America, and convergence occurs between
this block and the Caribbean plate. Panama and Costa Rica appear to not be part of the stable Caribbean plate. Instead, the South Caribbean deformed belt and North Panama fold belts probably
represent the southern margin of the Caribbean plate.

Figure 2-19. GPS-determined site motions in the complex area in central and northern South America, where
the Nazca, Cocos, Caribbean, and South American plates interact. (Figure courtesy of J. Kellogg).

1. UNAVCO support for these studies is summarized in Section 2.1.1.
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2.2.5 Slip Partitioning and Forearc Sliver Motion
UNAVCO is assisting a number of investigations studying subduction processes1. Especially
amenable to GPS study is the idea that when
convergence is oblique, i.e., not normal to the
trench, a forearc sliver may move separately
from the overriding plate (Figure 2-20). This
idea was suggested from the fact that earthquake
slip vectors at the trench often trend between the
trench-normal direction and the predicted convergence direction [Jarrard, 1986; Ekstrom and
Engdahl, 1989; DeMets et al., 1990; McCaffrey,
1991; 1992]. Such slip vectors are thought to
reflect thrust faulting between the subducting
plate and a forearc sliver, and strike-slip motion
Figure 2-20. Schematic illustration of forearc sliver is expected between the forearc sliver and the
motion when convergence is oblique. GPS data can
stable interior of the overriding plate, as the
directly detect such sliver motions, and identify deforsliver responds to stresses imparted to it by the
mation within forearcs. (Figure courtesy of D. Davis).
obliquely subducting plate. In the limiting case
of pure slip partitioning, pure thrust faulting would occur at the trench, and all the oblique motion
would be accommodated by trench-parallel strike-slip.
This process is of interest for several reasons. The extent of slip partitioning may reflect the
force balance between the thrust and strike-slip faults, and hence provide information on the physics of both interfaces [McCaffrey, 1992]. Moreover, slip partitioning may bias estimates of plate
motions, because the slip vectors do not represent motion between the major plates. Analysis of
global plate motion data suggests that this effect is real [DeMets et al., 1990], so discrepancies
between space geodetic data and a plate motion model may, in part, result from slip partioning
elsewhere in the global plate circuit.
Because slip partioning was previously inferred from comparison of slip vectors to the predictions of plate motion models, which might themselves have been biased by slip partioning or
other deviations from plate rigidity elsewhere in the global model, its significance was difficult to
assess. In contrast, GPS data can directly detect such sliver motions, and identify deformation
within forearcs. Such data are becoming available from regions including Indonesia [Prawirodirdjo et al., 1997], Mexico [Melbourne et al., 1997], Cascadia [Dragert et al., 1999; Goldfinger
et al., 1999], Ecuador, and Alaska [Freymueller et al., 1999], New Zealand, and Taiwan [Wiltschko et al., 1997]. For example, Figure 2-21 shows that the mean velocity of GPS sites in the
coastal Peru forearc (Figure 2-15) is rotated from the expected direction of South America-Nazca
convergence, in the trench-parallel sense expected for slip partioning. Although this effect is not
1. UNAVCO contributions to these studies include supplying 33 field engineer visits and 121 GPS receivers
from the UNAVCO equipment pool, consultation services (including site reconnaissance and installation), and ancillary equipment for projects in Indonesia, South America, New Zealand, New Guinea, Taiwan, and Mexico. Data archived at the Facility include GEOMEX 1989-1996 and Indonesia (APEX)
1989-1993. UNAVCO also supports many other regional projects, e.g., those discussed under South
America, Cascadia, etc., which also use their data to study slip partitioning.
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dramatic, it appears to be real. Interestingly, this difference varies along the coast, consistent with
the suggestion from paleomagnetic data of a “buttress effect” [Beck, 1991] in which southeastmoving crust in the coastal sliver in Peru has no place to go, due to the oroclinal bend around 18º
S and the change in sense of obliquity there. Such observations are being used to constrain numerical models of slip partioning [McCaffrey and Zwick, 1999].

Figure 2-21. (Top) GPS-derived site motion azimuths relative to stable South America, with 95%
confidence limits, as a function of latitude, for sites
in the coastal/forearc region. Site vectors are
rotated from the expected convergence direction,
consistent with a small degree of slip partioning.
Also shown are the convergence azimuth predicted
by NUVEL-1A and the trench-normal direction, and
the slip direction from earthquakes. (Bottom) Average velocity for GPS site groups, relative to stable
South America. The coastal site velocity is rotated
somewhat from the NUVEL-1A direction toward the
trench-parallel, implying that Nazca-forearc motion
should trend between the plate motion and trenchnormal directions. The trench slip vector predicted
by the GPS data is similar to observed from the
averaged seismic moments, consistent with a small
degree of slip partioning [Klosko et al., 1999].

2.3 Earthquake Processes
Although it has been recognized since Reid’s [1910] study of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake that the large, rapid, deformation in earthquakes is only part of a complex deformation
occurring over a broader region, the full deformation field was difficult to observe with conventional geodesy. GPS measurements make it possible to observe the full richness of the deformation process, and seem poised to lead to significant advances in understanding earthquake
mechanics and their relation to tectonic processes. UNAVCO is supporting some of the many
GPS investigations studying aspects of this issue1. Because earthquakes are key factors in plate
1. A special feature of earthquake-related GPS studies is measurement of postseismic motions via rapid
postearthquake deployments. UNAVCO has provided receivers and engineers following major earthquakes including Loma Prieta, Northridge, Landers, and Guam (1993).
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boundary deformation, a large fraction of plate boundary GPS studies focus implicitly or explicitly on earthquake issues. These studies often integrate various techniques. For example,
UNAVCO L1 receivers are being installed along the Hayward fault as part of a study using GPS
and InSAR to map locked portions of the fault. Similarly the proposed Plate Boundary Observatory is designed as a multi-disciplinary program to study both earthquakes as physical processes
and their relation to plate boundary deformation.
2.3.1 Coupling and Seismogenic Zone Geometry at Subduction Zones
Elastic rebound theory predicts that prior to a large earthquake, significant strain accumulates
on a locked fault over many years, and is then released [Scholz, 1990]. Geodesists have long studied deformation near faults to draw inferences about fault properties and future earthquakes. Subduction zone thrust faults are natural targets for such studies because the deformation and
expected earthquakes are large. In particular, geodetic data provide a good way of addressing the
issue that the slip rate at subduction zones inferred from the earthquake history is often significantly less than the total plate motion. Seismic slip fractions average about 50% [Pacheco et al.,
1993], but range from approximately 100% for the location of the great 1960 Chile earthquake to
essentially zero (no large interplate thrust events) in the Marianas [Kanamori, 1977]. Hence much
of the plate motion at subduction zones appears to occur aseismically, in contrast to the San
Andreas system where most of the expected plate motion is manifested seismically. The seismic
slip fraction is termed “seismic coupling”, although its relation to the physics of the plate interface
remains elusive and a major research issue.
GPS data provide an excellent way of investigating this issue, because the deformation of the
overriding plate (Figure 2-22) depends on the geometry of the locked plate interface and the rate
at which slip accumulates, to be released in future earthquakes [Savage, 1983]. Direct GPS measurements have advantages over seismological studies, which use an indirect approach in which
slip in past earthquakes is estimated from the seismic moment and fault area, measured for instrumentally recorded (approximately post-1900) earthquakes and inferred for earlier earthquakes
from historical records. Net slip over a time interval is then inferred from the history of past earthquakes, and a global plate motion model is used to assess the fraction of the plate motion released
in earthquakes. This process has several limitations. First, the uncertainties in estimating source
parameters of earthquakes from historical data are considerable. Second, the seismic cycle is typically longer than the instrumental record [McCaffrey, 1997], and the size and recurrence interval
of earthquakes on a given trench segment can be quite variable [Stein et al., 1986; Thatcher,
1990]. Third, some large earthquakes have significant slow aseismic slip associated with the main
event [Kanamori and Cipar, 1974; Cifuentes and Silver, 1989] whose seismic moment is not
included in conventional seismic moment calculations. Hence it is difficult to assess whether an
apparent deficit indicates a seismic gap where large earthquakes are overdue, or that much of the
interplate motion occurs aseismically [Stein, 1992].
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Figure 2-22. Investigation of interface locking with GPS. (Top) Geometry of profile across the
Peru Trench and subAndean fold and thrust belt. (Middle) GPS site velocities (Figure 2-15) in
the convergence direction, relative to stable South America. Red line shows predicted velocity
for best fitting model including both partial slip locked on plate boundary thrust and shortening
in the eastern Andes. Green line shows predictions of model with all plate motion locked on the
boundary thrust and no shortening. Blue line shows predictions of model with no shortening
and partial slip locked on the boundary thrust equal to the msum of best fitting slip and shortening. (Bottom) Contour plot showing misfit to the data. Best fit (red dot) occurs for about 30 mm/
yr of locking (about 50% coupling) and about 15 mm/yr shortening. [Norabuena et al., 1998].

A considerable amount of data about locked plate interfaces is accumulating from GPS programs, many of which are supported by UNAVCO1. Data for trenches including Indonesia
[Prawirodirdjo et al., 1997], Mexico [Melbourne et al., 1997], Peru [Norabuena et al., 1998], Cas1. UNAVCO support for these studies is summarized in Section 2.1.2, 2.2.1, and 2.2.5.
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cadia [Dragert et al., 1999; Goldfinger et al., 1999], Ecuador [Kellogg et al., 1997], Middle America [Dixon, 1993], New Zealand, and Alaska [Freymueller et al., 1999] show a range of locking,
from essentially zero to essentially full. Although surface observations record the integrated effect
of possibly-variable properties of the plate interface (partial locking may reflect some patches
locked and others free-slipping), GPS data in some places are already dense enough that detailed
two-dimensional images of the plate interface are being developed (Figures 2-23 and 2-24).

Figure 2-23. GPS velocities relative to North America for sites in the
Kenai Peninsula and surrounding area, southern Alaska. This region features along-strike variations in coupling at the plate boundary, as well as
a strong postseismic transient from the 1964 Alaska earthquake (Mw
9.3). Essentially 100% plate coupling in the eastern Kenai Peninsula and
western Prince William Sound causes sites to move to the north-northwest, the direction of Pacific-North America relative motion (thick white
arrows). To the west, essentially zero plate coupling combined with an
ongoing postseismic transient produce motion in the opposite direction.
[Freymueller et al., 1999].
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Figure 2-24. Image of fault slip at depth from inversion of GPS data in Figure 223. The scale bar is slip rate on the plate interface in cm/year. Areas colored
blue are fully or partially locked, areas in white slip at the full plate motion rate,
and areas in red slip faster than plate rate, presumably due to postseismic slip.
[Freymueller et al., 1999].

Such data should significantly improve our understanding of the plate interface locking process. The relation between the locked zone and the seismogenic part of the interface may not be
simple, because interface properties, especially downdip extent, inferred from geodetic data may
differ from those inferred from large earthquakes [Savage, 1990]. The difference between seismological and geodetic values may reflect asthenospheric rheology, and is thus of considerable interest. Similarly, the locked extent of the interface presumably reflects its physical nature, and has
implications for the mechanics of large subduction thrust earthquakes. The downdip extent may
reflect a thermally activated process, such that deformation changes from brittle or semi-brittle to
ductile or semi-ductile. Alternately, it may reflect onset of metamorphic reactions (thermally or
pressure-driven) that release water and increase pore pressure sufficiently to reduce brittle interaction (thermally activated creep should ultimately limit seismic interaction). Geodetic data already
play a major role in constraining thermo-rheological models of the interface, especially in Cascadia where data from large earthquakes are not available [Hyndman and Wang, 1993]. A new
seafloor GPS technology combining acoustic underwater positioning and high quality shipboard
GPS positioning1 [Speiss et al., 1998] will be of great value, because data near the trench can
improve the resolution of the interface geometry (Figure 2-25). Another issue of interest will be
1. UNAVCO works with the Scripps group developing seafloor GPS, including providing GPS receivers
and field engineering. This group is funded by NSF Ocean Sciences, including the new Margins program,
one goal of which is to study the nature of seismogenic subduction interfaces. Past project support
includes one field engineer visit and 27 receivers.
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the extent to which subduction zone GPS data are affected by postseismic transient deformation
[Pollitz and Dixon, 1998], as discussed next. In some cases, this effect may need to be included in
estimates of interface properties.

Figure 2-25. Numerical experiments assessing the resolution of GPS data for the seismogenic zone dip and downdip extent, comparing situations where only data on land
are available, and where seafloor GPS data are also available. Bold line with circles
represents the “true” geometry of 30º dip and 50 km of downdip extent. Line with stars
is for a fault with 10º dip and 30 km downdip extent; diamond line is for fault with 10º
dip and 70 km of downdip extent; triangle line is for fault of 50º dip and 30 km downdip
extent; square line is for 50º dip and 70 km downdip extent. Dip resolution improves
significantly with offshore data [Gomer et al., 1999].

2.3.2 Time-Dependent Aseismic Deformation
GPS data are starting to provide our best data to date on the full complexity of the temporal
and spatial deformation field associated with earthquakes. Until recently, although conventional
geodesy indicated that earthquakes were followed by complex post- and inter- seismic deformation, the difficulty of making these measurements led to relatively sparse data. GPS data now
show significant motion, not detectable seismologically, following earthquakes [e.g., Heki et al.,
1997, Burgmann et al., 1997]. The effects can be dramatic: in the Kenai Peninsula, GPS data
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show that large deformations from the 1964 Prince William Sound area (Mw 9.3) earthquake, the
second largest ever recorded, are still occurring [Cohen et al., 1995; Freymueller et al., 1999].
(Figure 2-23).
For example, Figure 2-26 shows results from a GPS program which UNAVCO is assisting1,
monitoring slip along the Rivera-North America subduction interface following a magnitude 8
earthquake [Melbourne et al., 1997]. These data are dense enough to show some of the complexity of the process. Inversion of the coseismic site displacements to infer the slip distribution during the large earthquake yielded results similar to analyses of seismic waveforms. After several
years, inland sites continue the expected seaward postseismic motion, whereas the coastal sites
have essentially stopped moving and should soon resume their expected landward interseismic
motion.

Figure 2-26. GPS site motions following Oct. 1995 M8 Jalisco thrust faulting earthquake (rupture zone dashed). (Figure courtesy of C. DeMets).

Such data offer the prospects of learning a great deal about the deformation process. This task
is challenging, as illustrated by the diverse interpretations of the postseismic GPS and SAR data
following the Landers earthquake. These data have been interpreted as reflecting processes
including afterslip on the fault [Shen et al., 1994; Wdowinski et al., 1997; Savage and Svarc,
1. The UNAVCO Facility supported this effort by supplying two field engineer visits, 12 receivers, consulting services, ancillary equipment, and data archiving for the Jalisco Block project. UNAVCO also prepared and shipped UNAM receivers for the surveys, and installed and monitors three permanent stations
which contribute to these studies. UNAVCO supports many other subduction zone projects also addressing similar issues, listed elsewhere.
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1997], fault-zone collapse [Massonnet et al., 1996], poro-elastic rebound [Peltzer et al., 1998],
and viscoelastic relaxation of the crust and upper mantle [Yu et al., 1996; Deng et al., 1998; Pollitz et al., 1999]. However, as data accumulate and modeling advances, understanding of different
possible postseismic effects and the rheology of the lithosphere and asthenosphere should
improve. These issues are of broad importance to the earthquake process, given the emerging
view that stress transfer between faults [Stein et al., 1994] and stress waves traveling large distances [Press and Allen, 1995; Pollitz et al., 1998] may contribute to earthquake triggering.
2.3.3 Geodetic, Seismic, and Permanent Deformation
It has been thought for some time that different
approaches to studying crustal deformation, which sample deformation in different ways on various timescales
(Figure 2-27), can give different answers. GPS data1
provide new ways of looking at this issue, which is
important both for understanding the mechanics of the
lithosphere and for seismic hazard assessment.
One topic of interest is comparison of the rates and
directions of deformation inferred from GPS and seismological data. Initial data from active regions around
the world suggest that these can be quite different. One
example, Figure 2-28, is comparison of GPS and seismological evidence for crustal shortening in the Tien
Shan, where GPS data indicate a shortening rate
approximately twice that inferred from seismic
moments. Similar observations have been made for the
sub-Andean fold and thrust belt [Klosko et al., 1999]
via comparison of strain tensors derived from GPS and
earthquake data. The shortening rate inferred from
earthquakes is significantly less than indicated by the
GPS. Although this discrepancy might reflect either a
Figure 2-27. Schematic illustration of how
significant component of aseismic shortening, or
crustal deformation on various timescales is
incompleteness of the short record of earthquakes with
observed by different techniques.
known mechanisms, earthquake frequency-magnitude
analysis imply that even if earthquakes larger than
observed to date were factored in, the seismic shortening rate remains significantly less than the
GPS rate. Similar analysis for the East African Rift [Chen et al., 1999] also implies that significant aseismic extension occurs. Hence GPS data seem to indicate that continental deformation
may often occur by largely aseismic processes. Further GPS studies should lead to an improved
understanding of the partitioning between seismic and aseismic deformation. The issue of this
1. UNAVCO support for projects discussed here is discussed in Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.4, and 2.2.2.
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partitioning is crucial for using GPS data in hazard assessment, because an apparent seismic
moment deficit might indicate either overdue earthquakes or aseismic deformation.

Figure 2-28. Comparison of geodetic and seismological evidence for crustal shortening in the
Tien Shan [Abdrakhmatov et al., 1996; Ghose et al., 1998].

The directions of deformation shown from GPS and earthquake data also sometimes differ.
For the Tien Shan, sub-Andean fold and thrust belt, the East African Rift, and Baikal Rift [Heki et
al., 1999], the focal mechanisms reflect the local strike of structures, rather than the direction
shown by the GPS data. These observations may reflect the idea that when rock has preexisting
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faults, slip on these faults is favored over the formation of a new fracture because the shear stress
required for sliding is less than required for new fractures to form [Handin, 1969]. A similar view
emerges from the observation that GPS observations often accord with the predictions of topographically derived stresses [Holt et al., 1999; Flesch et al., 1999]. The GPS data thus confirm the
idea that individual focal mechanisms may not be suitable for estimating directions of motion
[McKenzie, 1969].

Figure 2-29. (A) Model for a viscoelastic-plastic crust. Dashpot represents a
viscous body modeling permanent deformation, spring represents an elastic
body modeling transient deformation, and frictional plates represent plastic
body modeling earthquake cycle at the trench. (B) Stress evolution for the
viscoelastic-plastic system. σm is theoretical stress limit; σy is yield stress;

σb is background stress. (C) Displacement accumulates at the instantaneous
rate V0 except during earthquake events, when rebound ∆u occurs. GPS data
record a gradient starting at V0 from the trench, whereas the envelope of the
displacement curve Vc defines the slower long-term shortening rate reflected
in geological records and topography [Liu et al., 1999].
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A related issue is that GPS
data sometimes show rates
of motion exceeding those
inferred from long-term
measures of deformation,
such as topography or fault
offsets. As noted earlier,
GPS data across parts of the
Basin and Range [Martinez
et al., 1998; Wernicke et al.,
1998] imply extension faster
than inferred from Quaternary fault data. Similarly,
GPS data across the Andes
show faster shortening than
inferred from topography,
because GPS data record the
instantaneous velocity field,
the sum of both elastic
(recoverable) and permanent
(non-recoverable)
strain, whereas the topography reflects only permanent
deformation. Figure 2-29
illustrates this effect using a
simple one-dimensional system to approximate the
behavior of the crust: elastic
over short periods, viscous
over geological time scales,
and plastic (sliding along
faults)
when
tectonic
stresses exceed the yield
strength of the crust. When
the system is compressed at
a constant rate, stress
increases with time until it
reaches the yield strength,
when an earthquake occurs,

stress drops and the process repeats. Thus topography records the averaged long-term shortening
rate Vc shown by the envelope of the sawtooth displacement curve, whereas GPS data record the
higher instantaneous velocity V0. A similar model has been proposed by Wang et al. [1995] to
explain the relation between geodetic and seismic strain estimates for Cascadia. Such models
should draw increasing attention in years to come, as additional GPS data permit investigation of
deformation on various timescales.

2.4 Plate Rigidity, Intraplate Deformation, and Intraplate Earthquakes
GPS data are being used to investigate the rigidity of major plates, a key premise of plate tectonic theory that was difficult to quantify before the advent of space geodesy. Assessing plate
rigidity is crucial for at least three reasons. First, global plate motion models treat plates as rigid,
so that results from different plate boundaries can be combined by vector addition. As a result, a
misfit to plate motion data on any boundary may reflect a model bias due to intraplate deformation elsewhere [Stein and Gordon, 1984]. Second, for geodetic purposes, it is important to know
when continental plate interiors are rigid enough to constitute a stable geodetic reference frame,
against which other motions can be compared. Third, deviations from plate rigidity reflect the
important and poorly understood tectonic processes of intraplate deformation, which can cause
large earthquakes. These issues are ideally suited to the precise data coming from continuous GPS
stations and are among the reasons UNAVCO is active in the operation of the global GPS network.
As noted earlier, studies using UNAVCO-maintained global continuous GPS stations and
UNAVCO-assisted campaign studies assess motion in zones such as the East African Rift to see
whether they should be regarded as slowly-moving, but distinct, plate boundaries. The goal is to
solve for Euler vectors and then test whether the resulting vectors are distinct by F-test, and
whether the predicted motion is geologically reasonable. The initial results find resolvable motion
across the rift, favoring the two-plate scenario.
Other studies assess the overall rigidity of major plates. For example, comparison of the
velocities for permanent GPS sites in North America east of the Rocky Mountains to velocities
predicted by modeling these sites as being on a single rigid plate shows that the interior of the
North American plate is rigid at least to the level of the average velocity residual, about 1 mm/yr
(Figure 2-30) [Dixon et al., 1996; Newman et al., 1999]. Similar results emerge from GPS studies
of other major plates [Blewitt and Lavallee, 1998] and from VLBI data for North America [Argus
and Gordon, 1996]. Hence plates thought to have been rigid on geological timescales are quite
rigid on decadal scales. This consistency presumably reflects, in part, the steadiness of motion
shown by the observation that space geodetic data show rates of plate motion consistent with
those over millions of years. As additional continuous GPS stations become available and their
time series lengthen, these estimates will become even better. It is of considerable interest to
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investigate whether our best estimates of plate rigidity are ultimately limited by the precision of
the GPS system, the stability of geodetic monuments, or tectonic deformation.

Figure 2-30. Locations of continuously recording GPS stations used to estimate
an Euler vector for the presumably-stable portion of North America. The misfit
between the observed velocity and that predicted for a single plate averages less
than 1mm/yr, showing that the plate is rigid [Newman et al., 1999].

Intraplate deformation is being addressed both using platewide data, to place bounds on continental-scale differential motion, and by GPS programs focusing on specific regions of intraplate
deformation. For example, GPS data from a UNAVCO-supported program1 across the New
Madrid Seismic Zone in the central United States, show little, if any, of the interseismic motion
expected prior to a future large earthquake similar to those that shook the area in 1811-1812
[Newman et al., 1999]. These results are interpreted as indicating that the largest earthquakes
were either smaller or less frequent than previously assumed, and that the seismic hazard in the
area has been overestimated (Figure 2-31). Although this interpretation has been challenged [Schweig et al., 1999], it illustrates how GPS data will play an increasing role in attempts to under-

1. UNAVCO provided a majority of the 59 receivers for all three surveys, four field engineers for the first
two surveys, and archives the data. In addition, UNAVCO supports several of the permanent stations.
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stand intraplate deformation. UNAVCO also supports a GPS program in the nearby Wabash
Valley1 seismic zone [Rybakov et al., 1999].

Figure 2-31. Relation between interseismic motion and the recurrence time of large New Madrid earthquakes.
For an assumed horizontal slip in 1811-1812 of 5-10 m, the geodetically observed interseismic motion of less
than 2 mm/yr implies recurrence times greater than 2500 yr. Also shown are recurrence estimates from paleoseismic studies. The paleoseismic and geodetic data are jointly consistent with slip in 1811-1812 being
about 1m, corresponding to a magnitude 7 earthquake. [Newman et al., 1999].

Using GPS data for these applications is liable to yield new insights, because little is known
about the nature and causes of intraplate deformation. In contrast to plate boundaries, where we
have models (albeit simple) for the dynamics of the region and for how the smooth long-term
motion between plate interiors causes episodic earthquakes, we have no useful models for the
forces driving intraplate deformation and earthquakes. Similarly, in contrast to plate boundaries,
where known plate motions provide insight into the recurrence interval for large earthquakes,
plate tectonics makes only the trivial prediction that plate interiors should be rigid, so earthquakes
and deformation should not occur. Hence to augment the data that will come from GPS investigations specifically focused on these issues, and from existing continuous GPS stations, UNAVCO
is discussing merging GPS into the proposed USArray2 program, which will establish a mobile
seismic network across the U.S. with approximately 50 km spacing.
1. UNAVCO provided four GPS receivers, ancillary equipment, and consulting services for these surveys.
2. USArray, like the Plate Boundary Observatory, is part of the proposed NSF Earthscope initiative, discussed later.
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2.5 Volcanic Processes
Growing interest within the university community in using GPS to study volcanic processes
has led to an increasing number of such projects, many of which UNAVCO supports1. It has been
known for some time that geodetic measurements of ground deformation are sensitive to the processes associated with magmatic activity, including magma accumulation and ascent, evolution of
the volcanic plumbing system, and eruption dynamics [Dvorak and Dzurisin, 1997]. Moreover, it
has become clear that surface deformation measurements can play a role in identifying precursors
to major eruptions, such as the 1980 Mount Saint Helens eruption, the 1996 eruption at Monserrat, and the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo whose prediction is credited with saving some 30,000
lives [Newhall and Punongbayan, 1996].
2.5.1 Goals and Initial Results
Of the crustal deformation methods available to the volcanologist, GPS, especially in the
semi-permanent, continuously operating station mode, is among the most powerful for several
reasons [Dixon et al., 1997]. GPS gives high precision 3D positions permitting resolution of both
short and long wavelength deformation. In contrast to most conventional methods, line of sight is
not required. GPS operates in virtually all weather conditions, providing high time resolution data
in a cost-effective manner. Moreover, GPS systems can be automated, permitting observations
with no risk to personnel, a feature with obvious benefits (Figure 2-32).

Figure 2-32. Continuous GPS station on Montserrat, 2.5 km away from the erupting Soufriere Hills volcano, seen in
the background. This station was subsequently destroyed by a pyroclastic flow and surge. (Photo courtesy of G.
Mattiolli). The damaged receiver is now displayed at Trimble Navigation. (Photo courtesy of C. Conquest).

1. The UNAVCO Facility supports a large number of volcanic geodesy projects. These have involved 19
field engineer visits, 88 GPS receivers, consulting services, and ancillary equipment. The Facility
archives data from projects including Arenal Volcano 1997-1998, New Zealand 1994-1996, Hebgen
Lake/Yellowstone 1987-1995, Iceland 1986-1991, Kilauea 1990-1997, Mammoth/Long Valley 1990,
Medicine Lake 1996, Popocatepetl Volcano 1999, Snake River Plain 1990, South Soufriere Hills / Montserrat, Irazu, and Taal. The Facility monitors nine dual frequency permanent stations in active volcanic
areas. In addition, a large number of the new L1 receivers are being installed and monitored, including 13
at Taal, eight at Popocatepetl, eight at Long Valley, and 12 in Hawaii.
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Initial results indicate that
GPS measurements can identify
magma movement at depth, and
provide important information
about it, before it reaches depths
shallow enough to provide seismic
signals. Such deformation could
easily be missed by conventional
ground-based geodetic techniques,
even at “well-monitored” volcanoes, because the deformation
might be too broad to be captured
by geodetic networks designed to
monitor shallow-seated deformation. The potential of such an
approach is illustrated by results
Figure 2-33: GPS and seismic changes for a deformation event at
(Figure 2-33) from Long Valley.
Long Valley Caldera. [Newman et al., 1999] .
The rate of surface deformation on
the resurgent dome increased by more than an order of magnitude from July to December 1997,
compared to the previous 3 yr average. The increased deformation rate led the increase in seismic
moment by several months, an observation that has been made for earlier deformation events at
Long Valley [Langbein et al., 1993] and elsewhere [Bonafede, 1990] and has important implications for hazard assessment/monitoring. The source of deformation remained essentially constant
at a depth of 5-7 km beneath the dome, near the top of the seismically defined magma chamber.
Similarly, although the rate of seismic moment release increased dramatically, earthquake locations remained unchanged. The deformation rate increased exponentially with a time constant of
~45 days over 5 months, after which it decreased with about the same time constant. This range of
time constants is considerably longer than for typical deformation events at basaltic volcanoes,
and may be related to the viscoelastic properties of rhyolitic material at the top of the magma
chamber.
More generally, surface deformation data from GPS can help resolve fundamental questions
related to magma dynamics. Accurate identification of the location, depth, and geometry of
magma sources can constrain models of melt segregation and storage, models of the interaction
between tectonic and magmatic systems [e.g., Segall et al., 1999], and integrative models of volcanic structure that incorporate geodetic and geophysical data [e.g., Smith and Braile, 1994].
Temporal variations in the strain field can provide evidence for movement of magma between
reservoirs or from storage reservoirs to extrusive vents [e.g., Linde et al., 1994; Owen et al.,
1996]. Deformation measurements can help characterize the eruption triggering mechanisms,
including the role of volatile exsolution in pre-eruption deformation [Dzurisin et al., 1990], provide data on the interaction between magmatic and hydrothermal systems, and help real-time volcanic prediction [Banks et al., 1990]. The GPS data can also help constrain models of volcanic
deformation sources by constraining source geometries, material properties [Dvorak and Dzurisin, 1997; DeNatale and Pingue, 1996], and the rheology of the deforming medium [DeNatale et
al., 1991].
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UNAVCO supports data acquisition,
data archiving, and analysis of GPS data at
volcanoes including Long Valley, Yellowstone, [Meertens and Smith, 1991], Taal
and Pinatubo (Philippines), [Lowry et al.,
1998], Arenal (Costa Rica) [Schwartz et al.,
1999], Monserrat [Mattioli et al., 1998],
Misti (Peru), and Popocatepetl (Mexico).
When outside the U.S., these projects
involve collaboration between U.S. investigators and local scientists. Initial results
show the value of GPS, as illustrated by
results from a joint program between Indiana University and the Philippine Institute
of Volcanology and Seismology including
both campaign and continuous GPS observations. Repeat GPS measurements at Taal
provide evidence for a distinct deflationary
episode between 1996 and 1998 (Figure 234) whereas measurements at Pinatubo
show only marginally significant volcanorelated deformation. Ongoing installation
of a dense (10-15 receiver) single frequency network will address fundamental
questions on the volcano’s behavior,
including the behavior of the degassed,
unerupted magma in the aftermath of a
major explosive eruption, differences in
magma movement between an explosive,
dacitic volcano and a basaltic-andesitic
complex, the spatial and temporal relation
between volcanic seismicity and magma
movement as determined by crustal deformation measurements, and the relation
between subtle movements along tectonic
structures and changes in the magmatic system. In addition to these scientific issues,
the project seeks to use crustal deformation
to develop more reliable systems for volcanic prediction.

Figure 2-34: Results from the three-station network at
Taal Volcano. Source locations for Mogi model using
30- day (small dots) and long- term (large dot) velocities. Blue dots are deflationary, red dots are inflationary sources; dot size is scaled to the signal- to- noise
ratio of the pressure source. Vectors indicate longterm velocity (red for observed; black for modeled).
Deformation reflects fluid withdrawal deep beneath
the southeast rim of the caldera. (Figure courtesy of
M. Hamburger)
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Another interesting example is use of GPS data
from the Yellowstone area, one of the world’s largest volcanic systems, jointly with seismological
and other data to provide important new insight
into the interaction between the mantle plume and
continental lithosphere [Meertens and Smith,
1991]. GPS surveys over 1987-1995 (Figure 2-35)
show subsidence and contraction across the caldera, following a 50-year period of uplift. Recent
results suggest a return to uplift, illustrating the
complex time-dependent deformation. Such studies, using the expanding GPS network complemented by INSAR data [Wicks et al., 1998] should
provide new insights into the dynamics of this continental hotspot system. UNAVCO is supporting a
major program in the area recently funded by NSF
Continental Dynamics.
2.5.2 Technological Developments
To strengthen efforts in GPS volcano monitoring,
UNAVCO is conducting two development
projects. First, under joint NASA and NSF funding, UNAVCO has taken the lead in development
Figure 2-35. Three-dimensional site velocities
of a single-frequency, fieldworthy volcano GPS
of the Yellowstone caldera estimated from
GPS surveys. The results show subsidence of
monitoring system which can provide the required
up to 17 mm/yr accompanied by approximately
high-precision, high-rate data at dramatically lower
5 mm/yr contraction across the caldera. The
cost than previously possible, permitting GPS sysperiod shown (1987-1995) followed a 50-year
tems to be deployed in larger numbers than previperiod of uplift. Recent results suggest a return
to uplift, illustrating the complex time-depenously feasible [Meertens et al., 1998]. The system,
dent deformation.
based on commercially available components, consists of a receiver using only one (the L1) frequency, radio modem, mast/monument, and solar charged batteries at a cost of less than $4,000
(compared to $15,000 - $20,000 for similarly equipped dual-frequency systems)1. The system is
designed to be easily produced, portable, and allows considerable flexibility of installation in various volcanic settings. Tests are currently underway at Long Valley Caldera (California), Popocatepetl (Mexico), and Taal (Philippines). Additional deployments are ongoing in Hawaii, as part
of a joint project with Stanford and USGS, and elsewhere. Over short (<10 km) baselines, initial
tests show the system to have RMS repeatabilities comparable with dual-frequency systems.
Absence of the second (L2) frequency limits these units’ accuracy in a global reference frame, as
they are susceptible to ionospheric variations. However, for the short relative position baselines of
most interest on active volcanoes, these units provide data more than adequate to see the large displacements that probably accompany most major eruptions. Improved ionospheric models may
allow for improved precision over longer baselines as well.
1. Technical information about the L1 system is discussed in Section 3.5.4.
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A second development combines the L1 system with state-of-the-art digital satellite telemetry.
VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) satellite communications make it possible to return realtime data from remote areas, without reliance on ground-based telephone communication, at low
cost using small, rugged, low power systems. UNAVCO is testing such a system and is seeking
NASA funding to acquire the “hub” station required to receive VSAT data, as part of a proposal
to provide volcano monitoring capability to the Pacific Disaster Center in Hawaii (Figure 2-36).
Once a hub is established, any project can access this communication system by purchasing a
remote terminal and paying satellite fees (about $2,000 per year per volcano with planned L1
monitoring capability). This is about an order of magnitude cheaper than competing systems, and
could revolutionize volcano monitoring. Moreover, other sensors such as seismometers and tiltmeters could use the same data communications channel.

Figure 2-36. Schematic of proposed GPS/VSAT system (left) and photo of L1 remote station at
Long Valley Caldera (right). All components are solar powered.

2.5.3 Future Role
The prospects for GPS volcanic geodesy look very good, given the initial scientific results,
new technology, and proposed initiatives such as the Plate Boundary Observatory (which would
address volcanic as well as earthquake processes and hazards). UNAVCO will continue to play a
major role in this area, including support for data acquisition in ongoing campaign and continuous
GPS deployments at active volcanoes. This includes development of appropriate methods for
monumentation, data communication, and recording, many of which are widely disseminated via
the UNAVCO Web site. UNAVCO will have to meet increased demands for near-real-time data
archiving and management for volcano monitoring, as discussed in Section 3.4 on data archiving.
Continued development of low-cost single-frequency GPS monitoring systems, together with
development of software for analysis of these data, will be a high priority. One possibility is
development of a mobile L1 monitoring system, suitable for rapid deployment during a volcanic
crisis. To evaluate these and other possible future directions, UNAVCO is sponsoring a workshop
on volcanic geodesy in September, 1999, where volcanologists and geodesists from academia,
U.S. government agencies, and foreign colleagues can formulate plans to catalyze research in
these exciting areas.
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2.6 Vertical Motions
Although to date most GPS studies focus on using horizontal component data, vertical component data are of increasing interest. The focus on the horizontal has resulted from a number of factors. First, in most tectonic applications (including mountain building!) horizontal crustal motions
are significantly faster than vertical motions. Second, the scatter of the results in the horizontal is
about one-third that of the vertical, where inadequate modeling of parameters such as tropospheric water vapor, atmospheric and oceanic loading and satellite orbits has a more pronounced
effect.
Now, however, the vertical
is coming into its own.
Advances in GPS hardware
and data analysis software
and
techniques
have
improved daily vertical
repeatabilities to less than
one centimeter. At this precision we can observe slow
varying
long-wavelength
crustal motions such as
those associated with postglacial rebound, ice sheet
mass changes, volcanic
deformation and, in some
cases, tectonic uplift or subsidence1. UNAVCO thus
supports projects using vertical data and helps research
designed to improve their
precision.
One
example
is
the
BIFROST project using
GPS determinations of
three-dimensional deformation rates in Fennoscandia to determine mantle viscosity and ice load history. The redistribution
of mass from large ice complexes over the northern continents to water in the global ocean basins
results in a glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) of the crust. Because the amplitude and extent of the
GIA depends on the mantle viscosity and ice load history, present-day crustal motions can be used
to infer information about these quantities. Figure 2-37A shows the uplift predicted by a spherically symmetric viscoelastic Earth model with a lithosphere 70 km thick, an upper mantle viscosity of 4x1020 Pa-s and a lower mantle viscosity of 5x1021 Pa-s [Mitrovica, 1994]. The ice load
Figure 2-37. Comparison of Scandinavian uplift predicted by Earth model and
ice load history (left) to that interpolated from GPS observations (right). [Davis
et al., 1999]

1. UNAVCO assisted these studies by providing 43 GPS receivers, ancillary equipment, monumentation,
and system installation for projects in Fennoscandia, Chesapeake Bay, and Greenland. The Facility supports permanent station installations in Canada and Greenland to study postglacial uplift.
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model used is ICE3-G, with the Barents Sea and Fennoscandia ice replaced with the high resolution model of Lambeck et al. [1998]. Figure 2-37B shows the uplift calculated by fitting a Gaussian to the observed GPS uplift rates. Comparison of the data in the two figures permits
improvement of models of the ice load history and the mantle viscosity.
Another class of studies address global climate change. A primary consequence of global
warming is sea level rise due to both melting ice and the thermal expansion of water in the ocean
basins. Understanding the relationship and feedback mechanisms at work between the ocean, climate, and ice systems is hampered by (among other factors) a lack of information on the changing
ice mass of Greenland and Antarctica. One project addressing this issue combines GPS and absolute gravity measurements to infer changes in the mass of the southern third of the Greenland ice
sheet. The challenge is that the crust is rebounding both elastically because the present melting
decreases surface mass, and viscoelastically due to changes in ice mass from the last (Pleistocene)
deglaciation. Combining absolute gravity and GPS will allow separation of these effects. Initial
results indicate that the ice sheet is thickening in the south. However, more gravity data are
required to reliably remove the visco-elastic signal.
Another study builds on analyses of
100 years of global tide gauge data
indicating sea level rising at 1.8 mm/
yr. However, because tide gauges are
attached to the Earth’s crust, one cannot discriminate sea-level rise from
crustal subsidence. Hence, the tide
gauge data have been analyzed by
accounting for all known crustal
motions. Gauges in tectonically
active regions such as the northwest
coast of North America have been
removed from the analysis and all
remaining data have been corrected
using models of post-glacial
rebound. Still, sea level trends on the
east coast of North America vary
with latitude. Trends in the north are
slower than the global average and in
the south they are faster, indicating
that post glacial rebound has not
been removed adequately. A project
is underway to install GPS receivers
at tide gauges on the east coast of
Figure 2-38. Distribution of tide gauges and continuous GPS staNorth America [Nerem et al., 1998]
tions overlaid on an estimate of surface deformations predicted
to observe the geographical pattern
from a particular ice load history and Earth model. (Figure courand rates of crustal motion to contesy of T. van Dam).
strain Earth models and the ice load
history (Figure 2-38). Although GPS sites have been selected to maximize the information necessary to distinguish between the different Earth models, it is still too early to do so. Data from the
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site with the longest record indicate that the daily vertical repeatability is about 10 mm, whereas
the vertical rate is 0.2 mm/yr with a standard deviation of 0.2 mm/yr. Hence at least 4-5 years will
be required at the remaining sites to determine the vertical rate to the 1 mm/yr accuracy needed
for sea level studies.
2.6.1 Vertical Working Group (VWG)
Scatter in the vertical component results from errors in the troposphere model and estimates of
the satellite orbits, unmodeled loading effects, multipath, and other antenna and radome related
effects. Thus, there are still many technical issues to be addressed in the area of vertical GPS. To
prioritize these issues, UNAVCO sponsored a meeting of its Vertical Working Group which met
in June, 1999. Topics discussed included the spatial coherency of GPS vertical signals, annual
signals in vertical time series, and oceanic loading signals. A primary issue was found to be trends
in results by various International GPS Service (IGS) Analysis Centers. Over 200 continuous GPS
stations around the world are used by Analysis Centers to produce daily estimates of station positions. Horizontal velocities from different analysis centers are remarkably consistent; root-meanscatter (RMS) in the horizontal coordinates is about 2-3 mm [Herring, 1999]. The vertical scatter
is a bit larger with about 5-8 mm RMS. Systematic variations are evident in many time series.
Investigations of signal strengths indicate that some of the variation can be explained by perturbations in signal propagation near the antennas. However, not all of the variability can be explained
in this way, and regional coherence is often observed [Davis et al., 1999; Park et al., 1999]. Possible explanations include loading effects from nearby water storage areas, and unmodeled dynamical forces acting on the GPS satellites.
Comparisons of station height time series from different analysis centers indicate that the predicted site velocities can vary significantly. Two factors contribute to this problem; station
changes such as antennas, radomes, cables, etc., and changes in the processing strategy at individual analysis centers. Both can cause a step in the time series of station heights, which if
unmodeled, contributes to an erroneous velocity estimate. Moreover, a change in the processing
strategy, such as a change in the elevation cutoff angle, can significantly change the amplitude of
annual signals [Herring, 1999]. Typical users of these data are often unaware of processing
changes made by the analysis centers, and there is currently no way to get this information except
to communicate with those responsible for data processing at each analysis center. This issue
requires addressing.
Another important factor is that multipath or reflected GPS signals can significantly degrade
the quality of the GPS data. Significant progress is being made to address this issue by the
Antenna Research Consortium led by the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics with the
support and subsequent development of the Antenna Multipath Calibration System (AMCS) as
discussed in Section 3.5.2.

2.7 Other GPS Applications
Although UNAVCO was originally set up to support GPS investigations in regional-scale tectonics, seismology, and volcanology, various other applications in the Earth sciences are representing significant activities for UNAVCO.
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2.7.1 Geological and Environmental Applications
GPS data are increasingly being used in tectonic, geological, and hydrological studies with
smaller spatial scales than earlier studies. In some cases, UNAVCO assists investigators seeking
sub-meter (but not sub-cm) accuracy. Such positioning, though less precise than needed for geodetic applications, can be of great value in field research, especially in areas of active tectonics.
For example, UNAVCO provides GPS systems and training to R. Bruhn and coworkers’ study
of the tectonic geomorphology of the Katalla River Valley, Alaska. This glaciated valley is a
filled estuary with features interpreted as fossil beach berms uplifted during past earthquakes
including the great 1964 earthquake [Plafker, 1969]. The goal is to survey these features’ elevations and to test tectonic models for their formation. Similarly, UNAVCO is providing a real time
kinematic (RTK) GPS system for N. Pinter’s NSF-funded research project in the California Channel Islands. This research studies Late Quaternary deformation in the Northern Channel Islands,
as recorded by uplift and warping of a series of coastal terraces. One feature of such terraces, the
“shoreline angle”, forms in close association with sea level, so subsequent deformation is
recorded by elevation variations in shoreline angles. Thus the deformed landforms will be used to
infer the geometry and kinematics of buried reverse faults.
On the Gulf of Mexico passive margin, UNAVCO supports1 R. Dokka’s and colleagues’
study of local and regional strains. The project is examining the roles of normal faulting and
migrating salt bodies. The GPS data are also integrated with tide gauges to examine issues of sea
level change.
UNAVCO is also assisting C. Aiken and colleagues in development of accurate high-resolution 3D digital geologic mapping methods integrating real-time satellite positioning (GPS),
reflectorless laser systems, cameras, field computers and other information to position and “capture” (acquire digitally) geology and topography. All the information is linked geographically and
geometrically to cm-precision by GPS and lasers so it can be analyzed in the field in “real-time,”
maximizing data accuracy, quality, and completeness. The combination of surface (by fitting
mathematical surfaces to mapped contacts and by draping registered oblique photos onto digital
terrain) with subsurface information results in a 3D “virtual” model. Aiken and colleagues anticipate offering a short course at an upcoming national Geological Society of America (GSA) meeting on their new approaches, and UNAVCO will participate.
UNAVCO supports hydrological studies2, such as P. Glazer and coworkers’ use of continuous
GPS to determine elevational fluctuations at a bog and fen site in northern Minnesota. Large daily
fluctuations (up to 36 cm) occurred in the vertical relief of the peat surface during a late-spring
and mid-summer drought. These fluctuations may represent periods when gaseous methane and
carbon dioxide formed bubbles in the peat were ventilated to the atmosphere, supporting previous
studies in peatlands indicating a close linkage among climate, hydrology, and the seasonal methane cycle.
1. UNAVCO provided training and technical assistance for permanent station installation and campaigns,
supplied receivers and ancillary equipment for campaigns, and archived 1997-1998 campaigns.
2. UNAVCO supported hydrologic investigations in the Peatland Bogs and Saskatchewan with three field
engineer visits, 18 receivers, and consultation services.
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2.7.2 Polar Studies1
Under funding from NSF’s Office of Polar Programs, UNAVCO supports extensive GPS use
in polar and glaciological studies in Antarctica, Alaska, and Greenland. In a typical Antarctic
summer, up to 15 science projects are supported. Projects include determination of the pattern and
rate of ice-sheet thickening, measuring ice stream motions to investigate the balance of forces that
control the ice streams [Whillans and van der Veen, 1997], measuring ice-surface roughness,
assessing the mass balance of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets [Hamilton and Whillans,
1996], and surveying raised beaches with fossil deposits that reflect eustatic sea-level and West
Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) changes since the last glacial maximum. UNAVCO also assists the
Antarctic search for meteorites program, programs using aircraft for Antarctic geophysical
research, and the McMurdo Dry Valley long term ecological research project examining the mass
balance and melt water production from glaciers as indicators of climatic variation. As part of
these applications, UNAVCO operates a differential GPS (DGPS) broadcasting system at
McMurdo Station that provides meter level accuracy in real time from hand-held receivers (and
centimeter level differential corrections to properly equipped users in the vicinity of McMurdo),
simplifying many GPS survey tasks that would otherwise require time consuming collection and
post-processing of data.
2.7.3 Atmospheric Studies2
GPS is becoming a powerful tool in the atmospheric sciences. Because atmospheric moisture
limits GPS accuracy for geodesy, considerable effort has been invested in trying to measure this
moisture. Hence GPS receivers provide a powerful method to directly measure atmospheric moisture, a major factor in weather forecasting, as well as ionospheric electron density. UNAVCO
works with the GPS Science and Technology program of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research to explore this area of overlapping interest. Hence, for example, the low-cost
single frequency system discussed earlier is also being used for water vapor tomography studies
using data from densely deployed systems [Meertens et al., 1998]. UNAVCO will supply GPS
systems and technical support to university departments as part of a new NSF-funded program to
establish SuomiNet, a university-based, real-time, national GPS network for atmospheric research
and education. UNAVCO, in collaboration with JPL, will provide ground based GPS support for
COSMIC3, a proposed collaborative science project between the United States and Taiwan to
launch a constellation of eight micro-satellites to collect atmospheric remote sensing data for
weather prediction, climate, ionospheric, and gravity research.

1. Because these studies are separately funded and largely independent of those supported by NSF-EAR, we
only briefly summarize them. Full details are given in annual reports to the Office of Polar Programs.
2. Because these studies are separately funded and largely independent of those supported by NSF-EAR, we
only briefly summarize them here.
3. COSMIC is the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate project led by
UCAR.
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3.0 UNAVCO Operations
3.1 Overview of Community and Facility Activities
We request funding to continue ongoing support to the NSF-funded research community and
to initiate several new modest activities. In planning this request, we build on the activity of the
past few years described in previous annual reports and amplified below. Figure 3-1 illustrates the
organization of these activities, which are divided into several groups. The Boulder Facility conducts a wide range of activities in support of data acquisition, archiving, and distribution for both
specific projects and broad GPS community needs. Other activities are conducted on behalf of the
UNAVCO community at or in collaboration with other institutions such as the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. This section provides an overview of current UNAVCO operations. Future
activities will be outlined in Section 4.0 in concert with the proposed budget discussion.

Figure 3-1. UNAVCO community organization diagram.

UNAVCO’s primary role is support of specific research projects including project planning,
technical design and instrumentation, field implementation, network operations, data management and archiving, as discussed next in general terms and tabulated in the Appendices. In addition, UNAVCO provides a focal point for the broad community of Earth scientists interested in
either conducting studies with GPS geodesy or using its results. A key component of these activities is data archiving and distribution, to ensure that GPS data are made available for present and
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future investigations by researchers beyond those with primary responsibility for collecting the
data1. For this purpose, NSF requires investigators to comply with UNAVCO’s data policy, which
requires that GPS data be archived in a UNAVCO data center.
UNAVCO also works to promote new strategies and applications for GPS and data communication technologies that make collecting GPS data more efficient, cost effective, reliable and
timely. In addition, UNAVCO supports scientific interchange among investigators doing GPSrelated science, both from UNAVCO and other institutions, via an annual community meeting,
scientific working groups, and other forums.
3.1.1 Organization
UNAVCO policy is set by a Steering Committee comprised of seven voting members elected
by representatives of each member institution and three ex-officio members including the Scientific Director, a representative from NSF, and a representative from NASA. The Steering Committee has responsibility for setting consortium policy, selection and oversight of the Scientific
Director, and, in consultation with the Scientific Director, administration of the scientific and
technical working groups.
The Scientific Director’s responsibilities include promoting, supporting, and strengthening
GPS science emerging from the UNAVCO community, in coordination with scientific working
groups. These duties also include prioritizing the use of UNAVCO resources, coordinating the
technical support provided by the UNAVCO Facility, supporting activities to meet the technical
and infrastructure needs of the community (as determined by the scientific and technical working
groups), and acting as a liaison with sponsoring agencies and other research institutions.
The present organizational structure is evolving because UNAVCO is in the process of incorporating, based on new bylaws adopted unanimously at the 1999 annual meeting. This reorganization reflects UNAVCO’s growth from a small group of universities sharing equipment to an
organization providing a broad spectrum of support to a wide community of GPS-related scientists. Part of this reorganization will involve changes in the arrangement by which the UNAVCO
Boulder Facility is hosted by UCAR, a consortium of universities that award Ph.D.s in atmospheric and related sciences. Issues related to the reorganization will be addressed by a planning
committee drawn from the UNAVCO membership. As planned, after incorporation the Steering
Committee will become the Board of Directors of the new corporation, and the Scientific Director
will become its President.
3.1.2 Scientific Working Groups
Working groups are formed when groups of members seek a mechanism to involve a broad
range of scientists in focusing and coordinating research based on GPS technology. They identify
critical scientific issues, promote research addressing them, and determine critical technical and
infrastructure needs. The present working groups focus on volcanic processes, vertical tectonics,
atmospheric science, technology, western North America tectonics, and global GPS geodesy. The
1. The value of geodetic data increases with time, because longer time series are available to estimate steady
velocities and determine changes due to transient phenomena like earthquakes and volcanoes. Suitable
archiving also ensures that older data can be reprocessed with improved techniques, and can be used in
new generations of tectonic models.
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activities of most of these groups are discussed elsewhere in the proposal. UNAVCO supports
these groups primarily by facilitating communication, organizing meetings, and other appropriate
activities.
3.1.3 Annual Meeting
UNAVCO convenes a well-attended annual meeting allowing the GPS community to address
scientific, technical, and organizational issues. Details on the past annual meeting, including the
agenda, attendees, and presentations are on the UNAVCO Web site. In 2000, the meeting will be
held jointly with the annual meeting of the Seismological Society of America (SSA) and the
Southern California Integrated GPS Network (SCIGN) in LaJolla, California.
3.1.4 Boulder Facility
The UNAVCO Facility has been evolving over the three-year period of the present NSF grant
in response to the growth and diversification of GPS science carried out by UNAVCO members
and other investigators. Table 3-1 summarizes projects supported by the Facility during this grant,
and further details of project support are shown in Appendix A. We have changed from a primarily NSF-funded equipment and campaign-intensive organization to a multi-agency-supported
facility for GPS technology development and infrastructure support. Table 3-2 shows the growth
in functional responsibilities from 1990 to 2000. Figure 3-2 shows examples of Facility activities
in the primary areas of support to the GPS research community.
Table 3-1: Summary of UNAVCO Support for FY1997-FY1999
Support

No. of Projects

Agent Projectsa
FY97
FY98
FY99

29
23
25

Field Engineer Supported
Campaigns
FY97
FY98
FY99
Permanent Station Projects
(# of stations installed)
FY97
FY98
FY99
Other NSF Supported Projects
OPP, FY94-FY99
ATM, SuomiNet, starting Fall-1999

Permanent Stations Monitored

Details in This Document
Appendix A, Table A-1

Appendix A, Table A-2
3
3
2
Appendix A, Table A-3
6 (26)
6 (54)
12 (95)
- Satellite facility
- 100 permanent
stations to be
installed
194

Table 3-3

a.Agent projects are generally campaign-style measurements using UNAVCO pool
equipment, receiving technical and consulting support, but no field engineer to directly
manage data collection.
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Table 3-2: UNAVCO Facility growth in functional responsibilities--1990 to 2000
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Campaign support
Equipment and field engineering
Data archiving/RDBMS development
Quality control software
Data communications
- radio modems, Internet
Permanent station infrastructure development and implementation
- enclosures, power, monuments
- configuration, data management, download S/W
ARI receiver testing
Community receiver purchases,1995 and 1998, volume discounts
GPS equipment repair capability
Support to Antarctica projects
Network operations
- network engineering
- data distribution by request

Network Operations
Group formed

TEQC development and support
- multiple data translators
- robust data editing
- user support
Seamless Archive development and implementation
- metadata development
- map/temporal interface/RDBMS
- geographic expansion of participants
- seamless data access/retrieval
L1 development and support
- volcanoes, fault zones, tide gauges,
structures
Develop data streaming software
Automated handling of regional array
data
On-line permanent station data distribution
On-line campaign data
LEO mission support
- operational mission
support
Space-based data communications (VSAT)
- real-time data
- remote access
Archiving research products
- velocity fields
- geophysical models
Combined measurement
systems (IRIS, IGS, other
international)

Some trends are obvious from these figures. First, although we continue to play a significant
role in supporting GPS field programs, a service performed since 1986, UNAVCO’s role in permanent station development and implementation has grown considerably. The use of these continuously recording stations was driven by the need for higher precision to measure smaller and
time-dependent tectonic signals and was facilitated by the availability of lower cost GPS receivers. The large infusion of GPS equipment into the university community from the UNAVCOcoordinated NSF Academic Research Infrastructure1 award increased the overall measurement
1. Under this grant to UNAVCO ($2,000,000 NSF and $1,200,000 institutional cost sharing) 29 universities
acquired 172 GPS receivers.
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Figure 3-2. Boulder Facility snapshot of activities.
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capability of the community. The widespread use of these receivers in permanent networks has
been supported by the Facility by an increased emphasis on network installation and maintenance,
development of communications and data management tools, and archiving and distribution of
continuous data. Secondly, we now also play a growing role in supporting the international GPS
infrastructure, including the NASA GPS Global Network (GGN) and the International GPS Service (IGS). Accompanying technology development includes improving reliability of data flow
from continuous stations and developing lower-cost data acquisition systems, including the single
frequency (L1) array technology.
NSF-funded studies benefit directly from our multi-agency funding which significantly
increases the capability of the Facility and community at low cost to NSF. For example, we have
a demanding new task providing ground GPS support for the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s
(NASA/JPL) role in various international Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite missions, which
require high data rates with extremely low data latencies and losses. Such improvements in the
global GPS network benefit all GPS-based research by providing both improved orbits and reference frames and valuable data for regional and global tectonic studies. Similar synergy, via joint
planning and implementation, applies to research projects which have joint NSF and NASA funding as in the western U.S., the Philippines, Central Asia, Costa Rica, the Eastern Mediterranean,
the Pacific Northwest, China, and South America. Technology development activities also benefit
from joint support. Software tools for data communications have been designed by the Facility for
general application by the community and development of the Seamless Archive with NSF support includes participation of NASA’s Crustal Dynamics Data Information Service (CDDIS). The
jointly funded single frequency (L1) receiver technology benefits present and future NSF-supported projects.

3.2 Campaign Support
UNAVCO’s initial role focused on supporting survey mode GPS programs in which geodetic
monuments were occupied for several days during campaigns months to years apart. This strategy
was natural for two reasons. First, geodetic quality GPS receivers were a scarce resource, often
beyond the budgets of university investigators. Second, due to the newness of GPS technology,
many university scientists sought assistance in organizing and conducting GPS programs.
UNAVCO thus supplied both GPS receivers, and in most cases, a field engineer who assisted
with various aspects of the field programs. Their primary tasks were the complex logistics of shipping and maintaining large quantities of equipment, training observers in its use, and bringing
data back to the archive. In some cases, they also assisted in selection of sites, which are chosen to
meet geological (ideally in stable bedrock), logistical (e.g., access, security), and operational (e.g.,
open sky for satellite tracking) criteria. The field work was supported by extensive efforts at the
Boulder Facility to maintain and ship equipment. Once field work was completed, Facility staff
often carried out the initial stages of data reduction, conversion of raw data from GPS receivers to
formats suitable for analysis by the investigators. UNAVCO also archived the GPS data both
physically and on electronic media1.
1. Given faculty duties and graduate student turnover, investigators often turn to the archive to locate their
own data from previous years, as well as data from other studies.
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These efforts played a major role in the success of the first generation of major GPS field programs, which typically involved tens of GPS receivers and dozens of sites. As discussed earlier,
they demonstrated GPS’s ability to provide unprecedentedly detailed views of crustal motions
over large areas. Although UNAVCO continues to support such survey mode programs, its role
has changed for several reasons. First, as the cost of GPS receivers declined, many were acquired
by universities, often via NSF proposals coordinated by UNAVCO, which obtained significant
volume discounts1. Second, many investigators acquired the expertise to conduct routine GPS
surveys without direct UNAVCO help. Third, as costs declined, it became feasible to install GPS
receivers permanently. As a result, some regional GPS programs are being conducted using permanent stations. Though more costly, these stations can provide more accurate data for reasons
including error reduction due to daily measurements and elimination of equipment set up errors.
The relative mix of permanent and survey mode GPS most appropriate for different applications
remains under discussion, due to the cost/accuracy trade-off (within the U.S., a 20-station network can often be occupied once for the installation cost of a single permanent station).
As a result, the fraction of UNAVCO’s efforts going into survey mode GPS has declined.
Now, instead of sending a field engineer to assist most campaign projects, UNAVCO typically
provides equipment, telephone consultation, and Web support which is defined as an “agent”
project. Field engineers are still sometimes required for projects headed by inexperienced investigators or those with exceptionally complex logistics. This change has freed field engineers for
permanent station installations where their technical expertise is more critical. UNAVCO continues to support survey mode GPS programs, which seem likely to continue, and possibly increase,
due to their lower costs and utility for an expanding list of Earth-science applications (e.g., terrace
mapping, hydrology).
As part of campaign support the Boulder Facility provides in-depth training in the use of GPS
for precise positioning at the Facility, at PI institutions, in conjunction with scientific meetings,
and in the field. Investigators and field personnel are trained in equipment setup, data download
and management, power management, and equipment support such as tribrach calibration.
Increasingly, the UNAVCO Web site is becoming the primary medium for training and technology transfer to collaborators on a worldwide basis. Many groups, both domestic and international,
conduct GPS campaigns and establish permanent GPS networks based on equipment and technical specifications provided on the UNAVCO Web site. Key pages of these documents have been
translated into Russian, Chinese, Spanish, and French by UNAVCO staff or in-country collaborators.
The UNAVCO Facility provides many investigators with GPS receivers from a pool of
receivers and associated ancillary equipment (antennas, tribrachs, tripods, solar panels, download
PCs, and support cables). The Facility receives, tests, calibrates, repairs, upgrades, packages,
ships, and documents this equipment. Currently the pool contains 19 full-time and 37 time-share2
Trimble 4000 series receivers and two Ashtech Z-12 systems. Since 1995, twelve Trimble SSE
systems have been moved from the UNAVCO pool to long-term loan at continuous stations
1. For example, in 1998 UNAVCO coordinated the purchase of 63 systems for 12 institutions, realizing a
$3,000 per systems savings.
2. Time-share receivers were jointly funded by NSF-EAR and PI institutions and their use is split between
the UNAVCO pool and the PI.
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funded by NSF-EAR. The Facility also acts as a broker to facilitate sharing receivers among universities when the pool is over-subscribed. Receiver usage over the past three years is shown in
Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3. UNAVCO pool receiver usage over the past three years. In addition to being in use on NSF projects,
receivers may be under repair, in transit, or provided to community users for small projects which often lead to
development of successful proposal concepts.

In addition to normal equipment support described above, the UNAVCO Facility negotiated
an innovative and cost-effective agreement with Trimble Navigation in 1998 to become an
Authorized Service Depot. Under this agreement, the Facility is provided repair parts and is reimbursed by Trimble for warranty repairs of their equipment belonging to the UNAVCO community. This permits the Facility to speed up receiver repairs and even provide loaner systems while
investigator’s equipment is being repaired. The reimbursement is kept on-account at Trimble and
used to purchase repair parts for older equipment that is out of warranty. This agreement extends
the life and service support to the community's equipment at no additional cost. The Facility is
pursuing similar agreements with other GPS vendors including obtaining two in-stock replacement receivers from Ashtech for temporary loans to academic investigators.

3.3 Permanent Station Support
Permanent continuous GPS stations have played a growing role in solid-Earth science studies
over the last few years. Although permanent installations are more expensive than episodic campaign surveys, they provide site motions at the highest precision and are especially suited to
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observing volcanic, postseismic, or other deformation transients. NSF-funded investigators use
permanent stations in various ways. Some install a few stations in a region in which they conduct
dense campaign measurements. Others have installed arrays ranging from tens of stations in the
Pacific Northwest to 250 stations in southern California. Data from permanent GPS stations are
widely considered part of a shared research infrastructure, used by a large number of investigators
beyond those who installed them. Increasingly, researchers combine results from permanent stations and episodic measurements to form regional velocity fields. The global distribution of permanent stations supported by UNAVCO is shown in Figure 3-4.

World Map of Permanent Stations

Figure 3-4. UNAVCO currently plays a role in site reconnaissance, site installation, site
maintenance, data download, data flow management, and/or archiving for over 200 global permanent stations (dots). These include stations that are part of NASA’s SENH and
GGN networks, and NSF-, USGS-, and DOE-supported networks. UNAVCO currently
provides public ftp access to recent RINEX data from over 65 stations. All of UNAVCO’s
archived permanent station data will be translated to RINEX and presented on the public
ftp area. As the GPS Seamless Archive becomes operational, UNAVCO’s permanent
station data holdings will be included among those available through any of the Seamless Archive Centers.

Support requirements for permanent GPS stations vary tremendously depending on the scale
and location of the network, and the experience of and institutional facilities available to the
investigator. The Boulder Facility has accumulated substantial expertise and can provide a range
of support services, from consulting to complete installation. Permanent station installations
present technical challenges quite different from those in campaign measurements. These include
high-stability monuments, permanent antenna installations, robust power systems that may
require solar, wind or other alternative sources of power, and reliable data communications.
Remote communications links can be extremely complex and require solutions unique to each
station. For example, data may flow from GPS receiver, to radio modem, to repeater radio
modem, to download site phone modem, to Internet connection, to the Facility, to the archive, and
then to the investigator (Figure 3-5). Many PIs request substantial technical support for at least
one aspect of permanent station installation. Management of the data flow is a major task, which
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is often divided between individual investigators and the UNAVCO Boulder Facility. Data are
downloaded from the receiver in the field, quality-checked, and transferred to a UNAVCO data
archive for archiving and dissemination. Routine monitoring of station operation is the most reliable way to detect problems rapidly and avoid data losses.

Figure 3-5. Example data flow diagram for Basin and Range
Station CHLO.

For Facility-supported projects, UNAVCO provides “cradle to grave” support for the installation and operation of robust stations providing low-latency, high-quality data. During proposal
preparation by PIs, Facility staff consult on the design and budget of the stations. Once the project
is funded, a field engineer works closely with the PI on the detailed planning and can conduct or
consult on site reconnaissance and selection. A detailed design including the technical specification of the monument, power requirements, communication flow, and support and security infrastructure is developed in consultation with the PI. Most aspects of station design can be taken
from or adopted from existing ones installed by the Facility. Standard software and hardware
tools addressing these issues have been developed by the UNAVCO community and Facility, and
are available publicly on the UNAVCO Web site.
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Once a specific station has been designed, the components are purchased, the systems are fabricated, and software and hardware integration and testing are conducted. The installation
includes the monument (e.g. drilled/braced monument, Invar rod, concrete pillar), power source
(e.g., AC with battery backup, solar power), communication hardware (e.g., telephone modem,
radio modem, satellite telemetry), receiver and data communications equipment, and support
infrastructure (e.g., communication antenna mount, concrete pad, fence). Many investigators contract monument installation according to UNAVCO or SCIGN specifications.
Data flows from the GPS receiver to the station download computer via direct connection or
telemetry. The field engineer often acts as a system administrator, especially for foreign installations, to integrate the data download computer with a preexisting local area network or create a
new one. During an initial monitoring period, a network engineer at the Facility collaborates with
the PI and field engineer to ensure that the data flow path is stable. The station is then declared
operational and daily data flow and monitoring begins.
Under NASA support, UNAVCO monitors and maintains a subset of NASA’s GPS Global
Network (GGN) which comprises a significant component of the International GPS Service
(IGS). UNAVCO also provides backup downloading capability for NASA, and assists with the
operation of the IGS Central Bureau. This NASA-funded work benefits NSF investigators in multiple ways. First, reliable operation of the IGS network is critical for all present GPS investigations because of the need for precise orbits and clocks, the need for a well-defined and stable
reference frame, and the necessity of incorporating data from regional permanent stations in campaign solutions. NSF-funded permanent stations also contribute to the global GPS infrastructure.
Second, NASA-funded activity allows the Boulder Facility to maintain a larger pool of skilled
field engineers and support staff, which enhances the Facility’s ability to meet the wide range of
support required by NSF investigators. Third, the steady operational requirements allow for more
efficient utilization of staff since many NSF projects require episodic use of staff. Finally, NASA/
JPL software forms the foundation of UNAVCO’s permanent station data management scheme
for handling NSF data.
Permanent stations are often installed in collaboration with other institutions. UNAVCO collaborates with IRIS to collocate GPS receivers with the Global Seismic Network (GSN). The
Facility supported the installation of three NASA-provided receivers at GSN sites in Siberia by
preparing and shipping the receivers, and consulting on hardware, installation techniques, and
download software. UNAVCO staff work with IRIS on satellite communications to retrieve data
from remote locations including Galapagos Islands, Gabon, Uganda, and Brazil. These stations
will have seismic, GPS, and meteorological instruments, as well as improved frequency standards, benefiting several major Earth science investigations. In particular, the Gabon and Uganda
sites, together with one on the Ivory Coast, will help address the dearth of CGPS stations in Africa
which make certain tectonic studies difficult (see Section 2.1.4). UNAVCO also works with
NOAA in developing a network of approximately 250 U.S. stations with reliable power and realtime data communications. These stations are designed to provide data for meteorological applications, but with improved monumentation will also provide geodetic-quality data.
The Boulder Facility monitors close to 200 stations daily (Table 3-3). These are located
worldwide, often in remote areas with limited communication and on-site support. To handle this
increased support requirement, UNAVCO created a Network Operations Group (NOG) at the
Boulder Facility in February, 1999. A network engineer maintains communications with PIs to
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make sure the data flow requirements and scientific objectives of regional and global permanent
stations are understood and met. The engineer focuses on logistics and data flow so the PI can
concentrate on scientific issues. Daily status reports indicate if there is an interruption in data
availability. If a problem is identified, the engineer intervenes to identify the source and coordinates a solution with other Facility staff. When a regional project has multiagency-funded stations, a single engineer supports the entire array. This model is used effectively for projects in
Central Asia, Eastern Mediterranean, and the Western U.S.
Table 3-3: Permanent Station Networks Currently Monitored by the Facility
Network

Stations

PI

Funding Source

Alaska

3

Freymueller

NSF

E. Mediterranean

5

Reilinger

NSF, NASA

Ethiopia

2

Bilham

NSF

Mexico

2

Bilham, Larson, Kostavlodic

NSF

Montserrat

2

Mattiolli

NSF

Nepal

6

Bilham

NSF

BARGEN

50

Wernicke, Davis

NSF, DOE,NASA

Oregon

2

McCaffrey

NSF

Philippines

3

Hamburger, Meertens

NSF

Yellowstone

8

Smith, Meertens

NSF, USGS

Central Asia

9

Hager, Herring

NSF, NASA

Popocatepetl

2

Dixon, UNAM

NASA

Costa Rica

2

Lundgren

NASA

GGN, LEO
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Zumberge

NASA

Philippines

13

Hamburger, Meertens

NSF, NASA

Popocatepetl

8

Dixon, Meertens, Cabral

NSF, NASA

Hawaii

12

Meertens

NASA

Long Valley

8

Dixon, Dzurisin

NASA

L1 Networks

Total

194

The complexity of providing support to permanent stations requires a database of site-specific information. The Facility database describes the path of GPS data from the antenna to the
UNAVCO archive. Included are details of all equipment by make and serial number, software and
firmware versions, data paths, site descriptions, maintenance logs, and any other information
affecting operation or maintenance of the station.
UNAVCO is working to develop technology to make permanent stations more reliable and
less expensive. To improve data communications, we are testing an advanced Very Small Aper-
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ture Terminal (VSAT) system to telemeter GPS data from extremely remote sites, as discussed
elsewhere in Section 2.5. UNAVCO is also developing a low-power single frequency (L1) system
with integrated radio modem communications. Tests are currently underway in California, Mexico, the Philippines, and Hawaii. The Facility is addressing the significant challenges posed by the
complex data communication paths and high data volumes associated with these dense arrays.

3.4 Data Management and Archiving
One of UNAVCO’s most important roles is to maintain a secure long-term archive of GPS
data and their ancillary information (metadata), required for high precision processing. Because
the volume of GPS data has increased rapidly and automated processing of permanent station data
is becoming common, the archive has implemented a structure to support users who require noninteractive pickup of data for daily processing. Also, because there are continued improvements
in the physical and statistical models used in GPS data processing, much information will be
obtained in the future by reprocessing previously collected GPS data. This reprocessing is possible when the GPS data and metadata are readily accessible.
Hence the basic operations and features of a GPS archive system in priority order are: (1) data
are stored in a secure fashion; (2) data are easily available for analysis; (3) both interactive and
noninteractive access to data, metadata, and analysis results is easy; and (4) updates of data, metadata, and analysis results are easy. These operations and features are provided by the Boulder
Facility for data and metadata from more than 3000 worldwide monuments (approximately 150
campaigns and 85 permanent stations).
UNAVCO’s archiving efforts involve a number of institutions, but are led by the Boulder
Facility and the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center (SOPAC). The Boulder Facility has
primary responsibility for downloading, archiving, and near real-time distribution of data from
regional NSF-supported permanent station networks and related permanent stations, and archiving of campaign GPS data. SOPAC focuses on data from permanent global GPS stations that
transmit data in near real-time (i.e., data distributed to ftp sites within a few days of collection).
Both groups participate in the development of the GPS Seamless Archive, to provide seamless
access to their own and other GPS archives.
3.4.1 Boulder Facility Archive Activities
The Boulder Facility is responsible for archiving and data management, development of software for data communications and management, data translation, editing and quality checking,
database and archive data entry, data distribution, and data visualization. An overview of the data
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management and archiving system is shown in Figure 3-6, and a summary of these activities over
the present grant period follows.

Figure 3-6. Overview of data management and archiving by the Boulder Facility.

Figure 3-7 shows the global distribution of the UNAVCO archive data holdings.

Figure 3-7. UNAVCO holds data for over 3000 sites worldwide. These include approximately 85 permanent stations,
and approximately 150 completely archived campaigns, with data from 1986 to the present. On the map, magenta
sites are permanent stations with UNAVCO participation; red sites represent episodic (campaign-style) data; green
sites are NGS CORS network stations; blue sites are IGS permanent stations.
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Data archiving
We seek to both archive recent and ongoing projects expeditiously, and to collect and archive
data from past campaigns. Table 3-4 shows archive statistics for the past three years, while Figure
3-8 and Figure 3-9 show archive trends over the past seven years. Details of our archiving activity
are shown in Appendix B. With recent improvements in data handling, hardware and staff
resources, we anticipate archiving approximately 50 campaigns per year for the next three years.
For the first eight months of FY1999, 30 Gb from permanent stations were archived, compared to
10.2 Gb for all of FY1998 and 1.7 Gb in FY1997. Starting in November 1998, raw data for reliable permanent stations are automatically archived, and corresponding RINEX1 files are generated and available in an anonymous ftp space within 15 minutes of receipt at UNAVCO.
Currently this directory structure holds about half of UNAVCO-archived permanent station raw
data. The remainder, archived prior to automated handling, will be translated into RINEX by early
FY2000.
Table 3-4: Boulder Archive Statistics for FY97 to FY99
Permanent Stations
# Archived
# Files

GBytes

Campaigns Processed
# Archived
# Files

GBytes

FY97

18

2072

1.7

37

4314

3.2

FY98

42

7639

10.2

43

8626

8.0

FY1999*
(8 months)

85

18460

30.0

32

3051

3.9

80

35

70

30

60

25

50
20

Gbytes 40

Permanent

15

Campaign

30

Permanent

Gbytes

Total
20

10

10

5

0

Campaign
Total

0

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Fiscal Year (*note 1999 is for 8 months)

Data Archived Each FY (*note FY1999 is for 8 months)

Figure 3-8. UNAVCO archive cumulative data volume
by fiscal year (1999 is for 8 months).

Figure 3-9. Data archived each FY (1999 is for 8
months).

1. RINEX is the Receiver Independent Exchange format adopted by the GPS community to promote
exchange of data collected by various receivers, each with its own manufacturer-specific format.
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Infrastructure activities
Significant hardware and software upgrades were implemented in FY1999, along with establishment of ftp access to recent permanent station RINEX data, upgrade to an Oracle 8 database
engine, implementation of JPL- based GNRT/GNEX permanent station data management software, and development of new databases for tracking of archive progress for campaign and permanent station data and metadata. The information systems infrastructure shown in Figure 3-10
has been adopted with the goal of accommodating the GPS research community data and metadata archive and retrieval needs until at least 2003. Web-based, interactive, and automated access
pathways to data and metadata are available while a security (fire wall) is maintained. A combination of RAID disk array technology and multiple tape backup methods provide for secure longterm data and metadata storage.

Figure 3-10. Current hardware infrastructure support for Facility data management and archiving.

Software development
GPS download software, called Local Automated Process for Downloading of Global Stations
(LAPDOGS), was developed and improved over the last three years to manage permanent station
data. New communications methods are being developed for streaming and collecting more reli-
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able and less costly real-time data from remote stations via Internet and satellite communications
systems. All software are designed to be computer and GPS hardware independent for maximum
flexibility in configuration and data management. Our Translate, Edit, and Quality Check (TEQC)
software [Estey and Meertens, 1999], used to place data into the archive, has been updated and is
now used for automatic handling of permanent station data. The program now also produces standard RINEX data for Ashtech GLONASS1 receivers. Translation capability for other receiver
types widely used by the UNAVCO community, and the new L1 system, have been completed or
are under development (Table 3-5).
Table 3-5: Formats Currently Read by TEQC
Ashtech B/E/S downloads

Trimble dat/eph/ion/mes downloads

ConanBinary

Ashtech RS-232 realtime stream format

Trimble RS-232 real-time
stream format (“binary cyclic
mode printout”)

TurboBinary

Canadian Marconi
binary format

Trimble TSIP format

Rockwell Zodiac binary format

TI-4100 GESAR format

TI-4100 BEPP/CORE format

TI-4100 ROM format

Leica DS format

Leica LB2 format

ARGO exchange format

RINEX OBS

RINEX NAV

RINEX MET

In FY1999, there were four releases of TEQC. The subscribed user list has increased by about
40% since last year, with about 130 users worldwide. TEQC-related e-mail now averages more
than five e-mail queries and/or responses per day.
Data management for permanent stations
Data management for permanent stations involves transfer of data from the receiver all the way to
the end user. For stations archived and RINEX’ed by UNAVCO, a wide variety of raw data formats, file-naming conventions, and data transfer methods are accommodated. If Internet access is
available, data can be pushed to UNAVCO's anonymous ftp drop-off area; UNAVCO can also
pull data from download computers. In these cases, data handling is automated and data are provided in near real-time to the end-user. Figure 3-11 shows how data flow from the receiver to
UNAVCO for archiving and RINEX translation and are then made publicly available. Data flow
between nodes can occur as a download session, via ftp, LDM 2, VSAT or other media, or as a
data stream using newly developed data streaming capability. In a download session (indicated
by a solid line) data flow occurs as either a “push” or “pull” depending on which node initiates the
flow (indicated with circles). Data are downloaded from receivers to a remote computer using
software such as UNAVCO's LAPDOGS. Once on the download computer, data are pushed,
pulled, or streamed to UNAVCO's drop-off ftp area. A UNAVCO-modified version of JPL's Gen1. GLONASS is the Russian satellite navigation system, conceptually similar to GPS.
2. LDM is the atmospheric science community’s Local Data Manager software.
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eralized Real Time Network Operations System (GNRT) automatically moves data into the
UNAVCO archive, creates RINEX files using TEQC, and makes the RINEX and raw data publicly available on the ftp pick-up area.

Figure 3-11. Data flow from GPS receiver to archive and to public users.

Binary Exchange (BINEX) format
Secure transport and retrieval of data are critical for data management. The GPS community
uses both native receiver formats and ASCII formats (e.g., RINEX, SINEX), sometimes with
additional compression methods (e.g., zip, gzip, compress). However, many native formats and
all the ASCII formats lack integrity checks (e.g. record checksum). Data corruption or alteration
is often difficult or impossible to detect and may lead to suspect processing or data elimination.
Furthermore, many researchers are interested in using data which is available in native format but
not as RINEX. To address these issues, Facility staff are developing a binary exchange format for
GPS and GLONASS data and metadata, called BINEX. Data is encapsulated in binary records on
an epoch-by-epoch basis. Each BINEX record has a checksum, which can be used statistically to
validate the record content and reject corrupted records. Other record types allow for site metadata, satellite navigation information, and ancillary site data such as meteorological and/or geophysical data. TECQ is used as both a writer (converting native receiver formats to BINEX) and
as a reader (converting BINEX to traditional exchange formats such as RINEX). The availability
of a BINEX format will greatly increase the efficiency and robustness of moving large continuous
data sets from the receiver and between archives and data users.
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3.4.2 Seamless Archive Development
There are many independent GPS data archiving and distribution centers in the U.S. and
worldwide. Each typically has a few types of data, for instance, from a regional network, from the
worldwide IGS network, or data collected under particular national agency sponsorship. To simplify use of these data, UNAVCO proposed the GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) concept
for exchanging GPS data and metadata. This concept was formalized and adopted following community workshops in 1997 and 1999.
The first phase of this effort, to be completed this year, will permit views of the monument
locations and related data holdings of the multiple archive centers, making it possible to search
multiple archives through a single interface. The present participating archive groups are: Boulder
Facility, SOPAC, SCEC, NGS, NCEDC/BARD, NASA CDDIS, NASA JPL, PANGA, and
USGS1. This is a community-wide effort, with software development coordinated by UNAVCO
and carried out by various archives. The Boulder Facility and SOPAC have developed computer
programs which will make it easy for any GPS data archive to generate the required information
exchange files and to maintain a standardized GSAC ftp area.
This effort, which includes a complex multi-institutional software engineering task, is going
well. Two levels of archives, data wholesalers and retailers, have been defined. Wholesalers
export information about their data to the retailers, who are the primary user contacts, and each
type archive has specific software needs. Major milestones to date include:
1. Development of the format for Data Holdings Records (DHR), which detail information
about data in wholesale archives. Retail archives read these to know what data are available where.
2. Development of software permitting a wholesale archive to generate DHRs and maintain
the ftp-access area where they are stored.
3. Development of software permitting a retail archive to collect DHRs from wholesale
archives and insert this information into their database.
4. Several wholesale archives have generated test sets of DHRs while the Facility, SOPAC,
SCEC, and CDDIS generate them routinely. These files are located in standard pub/GSAC
ftp areas.
The next stage of Seamless Archive implementation includes:
1. Making retail archives usable. SOPAC anticipates a few months of complex Java programming before a 1.0 version of user interface software is available. The UNAVCO
Facility has a version 0.5 (not yet ready for release) interface in testing. Only SOPAC
and the Boulder Facility have the resources (and desire) to be retail archives at this point.
2. Getting other international wholesale archives to routinely generate DHRs.
3. Advertising GSAC availability to the data user community. As usage increases other
1. Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC), National Geodetic Survey (NGS), Northern California
Earthquake Data Center/Bay Area Regional Deformation Network (NCEDC/BARD), Pacific Northwest
Geodetic Array (PANGA), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).
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archives with data will be encouraged and hopefully want to participate.
4. The GSAC should be well established with “core” users (those directly involved with the
geophysical applications of GPS) by FY 2000. We then anticipate additional foreign
(especially European and Japanese) participants, based on initial discussions.
Toward these goals, the major thrust for the remainder of this year will be completing the
monument location tables at all archives and installing data holdings tables available to all GSAC
participants. Dr. H. Johnson of Scripps is coordinating development of retailing software by
SOPAC and the Boulder Facility as part of the proposed FY2000 activities. In addition, Internet
graphical user interface tools are being implemented to make finding and recovering data easier.
The UNAVCO Facility has been developing map- and temporal-interface tools that permit review
of data holdings via the Web, both geographically and by time. Figure 3-12 shows the prototype
interface to the GSAC contributors (wholesalers) and spatial, temporal and tabular views of the
data.

Query Results

Tabular View

Java
Browse Report

Browse Link
GSAC Data Link

Figure 3-12. A representative sample of screens which display data
and metadata results of a query via UNAVCO’s prototype GSAC
Query Interface (GQI).
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Activities of SOPAC
SOPAC’s primary task deals with the user interface to the seamless archive, allowing access
to the ever-expanding holdings of the participating wholesale-level archives. Geographic-based
database techniques such as GIS are used to help the user locate and acquire data. The large volume of data available from the GSAC’s also favors graphical approaches to display this information instead of list-based systems.
The interface will serve as a Web-portal for geodetic data in a way analogous to a search
engine. It will provide data and identify both the data source and funding agency. The user will
see a map of the world with points for which GPS data are available. Using drag-boxes and zoombuttons the user will navigate the globe to find useful data; additional information can be included
on the map as the scale increases, such as a more complete set of GPS sites, political boundaries,
topography, etc. Once the user selects one site, or a set of sites, he will be presented with additional graphics showing the days on which data exist. Each day-graphic will identify the archive
in which the data reside, because when a data file is available from multiple locations within the
GSAC (a distributed backup mechanism) it will be advantageous to download from the nearest
archive. The user will click on data of interest and add them to a “shopping basket.” At “check
out” the user will be presented with options for retrieving the selected data. One option transfers
the data immediately to the user's computer from the wholesale-level archives. Another will send
the user a batch-script to be run later from their computer to download the information. For a
small number of files the former option will be more effective, while for large data requests the
latter will likely be preferred. No matter how the information is delivered the GSAC will track all
data requests and forward access statistics to all participants so that individual archives can know
how often their data have been requested.
For GSAC data that are not geographically based, such as precise satellite orbits pertaining to
all sites, the strategy will be modified. For example, to obtain time-specific data (such as orbits)
users skip the map interface and move directly to the day-graphics. Users who know what data
they need to retrieve, such as GPS analysis centers that download the same set of sites daily, can
use a non-interactive interface linked directly to the GSAC database. By providing access to many
functions of the database query language, these sophisticated users will be able to find their information quickly and in a manner similar to how it is currently done. These interactions with the
GSAC will be automated so that routine and recurring requests will be efficiently handled. For
these users the main advantage to using the GSAC, instead of accessing individual wholesale
archives as is done currently, is having access to the combined data holdings from a single location. In addition, the distributed backup capability of the GSAC will mean that data flows to the
user from wherever it is available; if one wholesale archive is temporarily off-line then data will
be retrieved from elsewhere.
As discussed at the beginning of this section, obtaining and updating the metadata (e.g.,
antenna types and heights) associated with GPS data are critical. Efficient methods, both for users
and the GSAC, need to be developed to allow these types of data to be incorporated into the
GSAC database. Currently, such data are transcribed from paper log sheets for campaign data and
are electronically updated for site logs associated with permanent stations. SOPAC will continue
its development of graphical interface software that will make this task easier and more reliable.
This software is used to update an Oracle database system, and therefore the developments should
be applicable to the Boulder Facility Oracle database system.
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3.5 GPS Technology Support
Many researchers in the UNAVCO community study methods for improving the accuracy of
GPS measurement techniques. Over the past 15 years, such studies have led to new understanding
of many GPS error sources with significant improvements in GPS data reduction techniques. We
are thus increasingly able to address geophysical problems that a few years ago seemed beyond
the capabilities of GPS.
UNAVCO supports GPS technology development in three ways. First, UNAVCO working
groups bring together researchers to address specific problems. Two such working groups are the
Technology Working Group, chaired by D. Agnew, and the Vertical Working Group, chaired by
T. vanDam. Second, the UNAVCO Facility engages in a limited amount of equipment testing and
development in support of community requirements. These activities fill a vital role in evaluation
of GPS receiver systems since the vendors, who are generally not focused on high-quality geodetic measurements, generally do not provide the necessary test information. Finally, there are
several investigator-led activities for which we request continued funding. As with the proposed
scientific initiatives to be discussed in Section 3.6, support is requested because the proposed
research aims to develop capability or infrastructure for the entire community.
3.5.1 Support for GPS Data Analysis
UNAVCO endeavors to make GPS analysis software more accessible and usable, via maintenance and enhancement for the GAMIT and Bernese software packages. The GAMIT effort is led
by MIT, and the Bernese effort by UCAR/GST.
The MIT analysis group (R. King, S. McClusky and T. Herring) was funded for activities supporting investigators using the GAMIT and GLOBK software. These include improving the utility of the software for a broad spectrum of users, improving the documentation, and training
investigators and their overseas collaborators. The first two tasks benefit the most users and hence
have highest priority. A list of GAMIT users is contained in Appendix C.
During this grant interval, there have been two releases of the software in June 1998 and June
1999 with numerous beta-releases used to test new features. In 1999, the software was converted
to public licensing so new users no longer need license agreements; downloading the software
from the Web constitutes agreement with the license conditions. There have been extensive
upgrades to the Web and paper documentation. Feedback from users indicates that the GLOBK
manual has been significantly improved with the addition of examples of the different types of
analyses. The installation scripts have been made robust and automatically detect the system type.
Systems currently supported are SUN and PC SOLARIS, HPUX, LINUX, DEC ULTRIX and
OSF1, and IBM IRIX and AIX.
Most software changes are analysis enhancements. Among the most significant of these are
better models including time dependent atmospheric gradients, pole tide corrections, new diurnal
tide models, and new solar radiation pressure models used in integrating GPS satellite orbits. New
models were also needed for the new Block IIR satellites, the first of which was launched in July
1997. Three other major changes were made to: implement postfit editing and display of one-way
phase residuals; automatically reconcile the antenna type and height between the values used in
the GAMIT or SINEX files with a standard set of tabulated values; and allow processing of L1-
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only data. This latter change was not anticipated in the original proposal but was accommodated
within current funding.
Web pages to assist both GAMIT users and the high-precision GPS community in general can
be accessed from http://www-gpsg.mit.edu. One page is for GAMIT support and for downloading
the software and associated data files. The other two pages show results that users can use to
assess their results. Both pages allow interactive viewing of GPS time series generated either by
the MIT daily analysis of a selected set of GPS sites or from the IGS weekly analyses. These
pages allow users to examine results in detail for comparison with their own analyses.
During the past year, there have been 25 visitors at MIT learning about GAMIT/GLOBK and
methods for interpreting the geodetic results from these programs. There are now in excess of 100
licenses issued to the research community for GAMIT/GLOBK. Recently added licenses include
Ohio State, Lamont, Texas A&M, and the AMIGO Project. New users still report that the learning
curve is steep and keeping track of the numerous data files needed is still complex. These issues
are addressed in the tasks proposed for FY2000 and beyond.
The UCAR/GST Bernese support group focuses on software installation and training. In the
past year training sessions were run for UC Davis, the Geological Survey of Canada, University
of Utah and University of Idaho. The Bernese Menu system was upgraded to work under LINUX.
A Bernese support Web page was set up with extensive documentation.
3.5.2 Antenna and Multipath Calibration System (AMCS) Development
A consortium of researchers, presently funded under a separate NSF award (EAR-9708251),
is performing research on several related topics relevant to GPS antenna and receiver accuracy.
This research is funded through the first year of the current proposal, so we seek support for its
continuation beginning with the second year of this proposal.
One of the most important sources of error in GPS positioning at the 1-10 mm level (or
greater) is unmodeled phase variations during the observing session (typically 24 hours except for
kinematic and rapid-static experiments). [e.g., Elósegui et al., 1995; Larson, 1994; Mader and
Schenewerk, 1994; Jaldehag, 1995; Campbell et al., 1996; Jaldehag et al., 1996; Mikolojcik et al.,
1996]. Such variations bias estimates of site position and other parameters that are obtained from
the analysis of the observed phases. The phase errors include radio-frequency interference, multiple reflections, or scattering of the primary GPS signal (multipath) which are not rejected by the
antenna; errors introduced by the antenna itself (including the radome); and errors introduced by
the GPS receivers.
Although these errors exist, it has not been possible to quantify them unambiguously or to
eliminate them. This situation occurs because receivers and antennas are developed commercially. Commercial development of GPS systems has enormous benefits to our community, since
their price has become low due to competition. However, it yields “black box” receivers, whose
technical details are generally proprietary. The other reason that we have not been able to eliminate these errors is that they are quite small relative to the accuracy requirements of the overall
GPS community, primarily civilian surveying and navigation. Geophysical GPS users are at the
“leading edge” of GPS accuracy requirements. Few studies exist of GPS errors at the mm-level
except those by the geophysical community, and these have been limited since the primary effort
has been directed toward the geophysical results themselves.
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To calibrate the GPS receiver/antenna systems at the mm-level, several efforts aim to isolate
the effects of individual error sources. One of the largest efforts is development of the Antenna
and Multipath Calibration System (AMCS), the only method for determining unambiguous absolute in-situ multipath. Other methods have been put forward, but (except for the SNR method of
T. Herring also being developed under the same grant) these are relative methods which may not
account for site changes. The prototype AMCS being constructed at Haystack Observatory consists of a “multipath-free” antenna to be used to create a short baseline with the GPS antenna to be
calibrated for multipath and electrical phase-center variations. The white parabolic reflector of the
AMCS can be can be seen in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13. AMCS parabolic antenna.

Because fabricating the AMCS antenna and GPS receiver from scratch would have been
exceedingly expensive, we used existing components. The first two years of AMCS development
have been taken up by detailed testing of components to assure that the accuracy goal of 1 mm
could be met. The first year was used to study the two main components of the system: the highgain parabolic antenna and the GPS receiver. Careful understanding of the operating characteristics of these components was required to select suitable ones.
Theoretical studies verified that a 3-m parabolic antenna would have the required multipath
error of less than 1 mm for reasonable elevation angles. To evaluate GPS receiver noise, a number
of “zero-baseline” tests were performed using five different types of receivers. In the test, two
GPS receivers of each type are connected to the same antenna eliminating antenna- and sitedependent effects. For each receiver type, we collected data simultaneously using power splitters.
DC blocks were interposed between the splitters and receivers to prevent signal reflections. (The
Leica MC-1000 GPS receivers do not allow for such input.) Based on these tests, we purchased
two Trimble 4000Ssi GPS receivers using funds from the Smithsonian Institution.
During the second year rapid progress was made on construction of the AMCS prototype.
Once appropriate permissions were obtained the site was designed and constructed to the specifi-
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cations of the parabolic antenna. Next, the antenna and mount (including drives) were assembled.
The pointing system required to point the antenna at specific satellites and track them was constructed. Pointing software was written which controls the “tracking” of a GPS satellite, enabling
the AMCS to remain “on source” as the satellite moves in the sky. The completed pointing system
was thoroughly tested to ensure that the required pointing accuracy could be achieved. A simple
design for the antenna feed was implemented. This design appears to yield good results, but further tests are required. Data acquisition software, coupled to the antenna pointing software, was
developed. On June 1, 1999, a demonstration of the prototype AMCS was given to the UNAVCO
Vertical Working Group at Haystack Observatory.
3.5.3 GPS Equipment Testing
The UNAVCO Boulder Facility has a long history of conducting GPS testing activities in support of high precision scientific studies. In addition to participating in the AMCS development,
[Jarlemark et al., 1998] described in detail above, ongoing Facility activities include assessment
of new equipment and identifying and quantifying potential sources of measurement error. Field
and laboratory experiments are used to evaluate data download and control capabilities, and manufacturing consistency of antennae, [Mencin et al., 1998]. The results were placed on the
UNAVCO Web site. UNAVCO continues to develop the capability to characterize and mitigate
GPS error sources.
UNAVCO recently sent three chokering antennas to be tested by B. Schupler at Allied Signal
Technologies and T. Clark at NASA-Goddard in their new anechoic chamber. These Dorne-Margolin-type chokering antennas (Trimble, Ashtech and AOA) are designated as our “Gold Standard” antennas. Chamber-calibrated antennae are essential for referencing relative field
estimations of antenna phase center variations (PCV) and will be available for use by the community. We have implemented the capability for field PCV estimates and will use them at our Table
Mountain test range for new antenna and dome equipment tests and at Haystack for calibration
checks of the AMCS. In addition, we have conducted GPS receiver clock tests, evaluated the
AOA Benchmark receiver which supersedes the SNR-8000 (Turborogue) and AOA/JPL antennas, systems which will be widely deployed in the global GPS network. We have also made precise physical measurements of chokering antennae made by various manufacturers which will be
used for defining antenna characteristics and have been used for dome development.
The Boulder Facility engages in a limited amount of equipment testing in support of community requirements. Generally, testing and dissemination of information focuses on new developments in technology that are made available by various manufacturers or institutions (such as
domes and antenna mounts developed by SCIGN). The Facility assesses the accuracy, reliability,
compatibility, and general performance of new GPS receivers, antennas, domes and ancillary
devices (such as those used for remote communication or power systems). This activity is an
important community service, since manufacturers rarely perform such detailed tests. Resources
are not available to test every device that becomes available, so community input on what systems
to test is solicited to assure that the highest priority tasks are completed. The Facility also tests
ancillary equipment needed for permanent station installations. For example, remote radio
modem technology used now in several important permanent GPS and seismic networks was
adopted and tested long before permanent GPS networks were common. Thus, the technology
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was well tested, compatible subsystems were available, and the package was ready for deployment. The resulting system has proved to be extremely robust.
3.5.4 Development of Single Frequency (L1) GPS Systems1
As mentioned earlier (Section 2.5.2), a low cost single frequency GPS receiver system has
been developed which can be deployed in dense arrays to monitor crustal deformation and to provide data for tomographic estimation of three-dimensional atmospheric water vapor fields. The
system design combines a commercial inexpensive single-frequency (L1) GPS carrier phase sensor with a Time Delay Multiple Access (TDMA) radio modem network. One to 10 second sampled data are continuously sent to a central collection and processing site from typically up to 12
remote receivers. GPS processing software is being modified to automatically process the data at
hourly or shorter intervals, calculate deformation rates, and estimate tropospheric parameters.
Kinematic processing will also be possible. Augmentation of such networks with a few dual-frequency sites will allow calculation of local ionospheric models to correct and improve the single
frequency results.
Our design allows up to three redundant paths from the remote sites to the base via repeater
stations. This redundancy is critical because remote stations may be destroyed by volcanic or
other hazards. The total number of stations per base radiomodem depends on how many redundant data routes are selected, with a maximum of 75. Additional base radiomodems can be added
if necessary. The TDMA protocol at the base master modem automatically sorts out the data
packets and presents them to the data collection/processing computer which transfers data to the
UNAVCO archive via Internet or satellite communications.
Deployments of the system are ongoing to monitor volcanoes in Long Valley, Mexico,
Hawaii, and the Philippines, and other investigators have expressed serious interest in these systems. A dense network (1-10 km) proof-of-concept experiment also will be conducted during the
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program’s Intensive Observation Period of July 1999 near
the Lamont Cloud and Radiation Testbed in the central U. S. (funded by the Dept. of Energy).
Tomographic techniques will be used to estimate 3-D atmospheric water vapor fields. The technique has important applications in atmospheric radiation studies and has potential use in weather
prediction.
Development of the L1 GPS system illustrates how the UNAVCO Facility seeks to respond to
the needs of the academic GPS community. Previously, volcano monitoring required relatively
expensive dual-frequency GPS systems, although such monitoring does not require the 1-mm
accuracy of other types of geodetic research. Input from the UNAVCO community resulted in a
system that is nearly an order of magnitude less expensive than previous systems, yet meets the
scientific needs2.
1. L1 system development is fundamentally complete so no NSF funds are requested for this project. The
L1 system is being used to support NSF projects and is therefore discussed here.
2. The L1 system is also being tested for other applications including deformation on the Hayward fault,
tide gauges, and real time monitoring of bridge stability for seismic safety.
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3.6 Community Scientific Initiatives
In the past year, UNAVCO has begun scientific initiatives dealing with topics which are better
addressed by community-wide efforts than individual investigators. These activities involve
development of capability or infrastructure to be used by the entire community and are led by
groups of researchers. These new initiatives are described briefly below.
3.6.1 Distribution of Site Motion Vectors
Recently, as noted earlier, GPS technology and data analysis have matured to the point where
GPS data are often used to form velocity vectors which are used by investigators other than those
who acquired them. UNAVCO already plays a major role in this process via archiving and community meetings. We feel the time has come to be proactive in helping synthesize and distribute
data products such as velocity vectors and help make them useful to the broad community of
Earth scientists interested in conducting studies with the results of GPS geodesy.
Such scientists can face four barriers to the use of GPS velocity vectors for geophysical modeling. First, they may be uninterested in or unable to reprocess the GPS data to derive velocities,
because such processing is computationally intensive and laborious. Second, although increasingly GPS investigators make their velocity vectors easily accessible, there is no central source
for these results. Third, velocity vectors from different studies, even in nearby areas, are often difficult to combine owing to differences in the reference frame or in other data processing choices.
Fourth, the results may not include essential information (e.g., covariance matrices) enabling
users to robustly combine results. This situation has prompted discussions about a communitywide synthesis effort and leads us to propose several general initiatives.
An initial step will be to invite researchers to provide their site velocity vectors and related
information (e.g., errors, reference frame, and analysis results including publications) to the
UNAVCO Web site. Already some investigators place such information on their own sites, so we
may often need only links. Although these data will not be ideal (ideally GPS results would be in
a consistent reference frame and include all essential information) they will be useful for many
applications and further encourage the exchange of valuable results.
3.6.2 GPSVEL: A Dense Global GPS Velocity Field
Going a step further, a UNAVCO working group is being organized to synthesize data from
various studies to produce a combined, consistent, high quality global GPS velocity field (GPSVEL). This task is extremely ambitious, but is clearly needed. One goal of this project is to
encourage the international GPS community to contribute data from their networks and campaigns. Such a high quality, self-consistent solution for station kinematics will be useful as a tectonic tool, given motions in a rigorous global kinematic frame. It will also ensure the quality and
documentation of present GPS data for future generations of scientists. Already a wide range of
scientists from different countries have expressed a desire to participate, and we anticipate that as
this effort ramps up others will join. The resulting velocity field will be a key input to a project
under the International Lithosphere Program led by W. Holt, which seeks to determine a global
strain rate map by combining GPS, seismological, and neotectonic data.
This effort will build on the efforts of the International GPS Service (IGS), which coordinates
over 200 continuous GPS stations around the world. IGS analysis centers routinely produce daily
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estimates of GPS station positions, and hence provide a robust global velocity solution. IGS provides methodology and standards that could be applied to this project (e.g., SINEX files with full
documentation of a priori constraints and antenna heights). Nevertheless, considerable additional
data will be needed, because IGS stations are sparse and often not well located to address tectonic
issues. Technical issues will need resolving, given that much campaign data is not in the desired
form.
In addition, the GPSVEL Working Group will assess and advise on whether and where new
global permanent GPS stations and related infrastructure are needed for tectonic applications. The
present global network has grown up in a largely unplanned fashion, as stations are installed by
various investigators in different countries, often for very specific purposes. In many cases these
stations reflect local geodetic (rather than tectonic) interests, spacecraft orbit determination needs,
and atmospheric science needs. As a result, the global continuous GPS network is in good shape
in North America and Europe, in reasonable shape in some other areas, and very deficient in others, especially Africa. A group led by C. DeMets and M. Bevis will assess future siting needs, and
plans to use numerical simulation to determine appropriate locations.
The working group will then work with IGS, UNAVCO, NSF, NASA and international
groups to promote the necessary station expansions. The working group, chaired by G. Blewitt,
had its initial meeting at the April 1999 UNAVCO community meeting, with R. Neilan, Director
of the IGS Central Bureau, as a key participant. Both U.S. and international researchers have
already expressed considerable interest in this activity. Many of the more modern data sets have
been processed in forms appropriate for combination. This project will coordinate with the IGS
and the western North America synthesis work group discussed next.
3.6.3 Western North America Synthesis
Because of the extensive GPS activity in western North America, efforts to synthesize data
from various studies in this area are the most advanced. One of the first such syntheses was conducted by the Southern California Earthquake Center [Shen et al., 1997], which continues to
upgrade this velocity field and its tectonic interpretations. A broader scale (though sparser) synthesis including northern California and the Basin and Range discussed earlier (Figure 2-9) has
been produced by combining data from five continuous GPS networks, two campaign GPS networks, and a VLBI network. These results are being widely used in tectonic interpretation.
Based on these successes, a UNAVCO working group has been organized to combine GPS
data from various networks to derive a detailed velocity field for the broader Pacific-North America boundary zone. The objective is to create a velocity field that can be used by a variety of
investigators for their specific research applications. Given the broad utility of such a generalpurpose data product, we feel its generation is a suitable UNAVCO-wide community activity.
The Western North America (WNA) Working Group, chaired by J. Davis, had its initial meeting at the April 1999 UNAVCO community meeting, and decided to initially focus on geodetic
issues involved with creating a consistent velocity field. These include the realization of global,
regional, and user-specific reference frames, software issues (such as memory and CPU limitations), determination of “stable” North America, and the combination of other geodetic data (e.g.,
gravity, InSAR) as well as seismic and geologic data. Because these issues naturally are impacted
by the project's goal of producing a tectonically useful velocity field, the group will look into
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identification, development, and documentation of algorithms and software required to use the
GPS velocities to address the geophysical research questions. Finally, the group will rigorously
assess whether and where new GPS stations may be required to address these questions, an issue
crucial for the proposed Plate Boundary Observatory.
The activities of the WNA Working Group will be coordinated with those of the GPSVEL
Working Group. (The working group chairs are members of both.) The WNA velocity field will
be an important component of GPSVEL. However, the WNA effort is separate since it seeks a
denser velocity field and directly deals with the field’s relation to North American-Pacific plate
boundary dynamics. Furthermore, results from the WNA group are expected sooner than those
from GPSVEL.
3.6.4 Scientific Software Sharing
Members of the UNAVCO community have played major roles in developing software for
modeling GPS results. As interest in doing science with GPS data spreads, there is increasing
interest in utilizing such software. A great deal of useful, but undocumented and unmaintained,
software exists for applications including data analysis, determination of plate motions, strain
analysis, and forward and inverse geodetic modeling for faults and volcanos. At present, there is
no obvious way for interested scientists to look for such information. Many authors are willing to
make software public, but have no way to document and support such an effort. We will organize
a clearing-house for such software, via UNAVCO’s Web site. In many cases, the UNAVCO site
would simply link to the author’s (or other) sites. We also envision assisting authors in preparing
and documenting the software, including sample inputs and outputs, and for working with other
researchers for software comparison and verification. We do not plan a full-scale software development effort, but feel that very useful results can result from a small-scale community software
sharing effort.
3.6.5 Volcano Working Group
In response to scientific issues discussed in Section 2.5, the UNAVCO community has formed
a Volcano Working Group (VWG) focusing on applications of GPS to crustal deformation at
active volcanoes. The group is charged with evaluating scientific needs and proposing technology
to address problems in basic and applied GPS-based volcanology research. A critical component
of this effort will be to address methods of incorporating real-time data acquisition and analysis
for volcano monitoring.
The VWG has organized the UNAVCO Volcano Geodesy Workshop cosponsored by NSF,
NASA, and the USGS to be held at Jackson Hole, Wyoming, September 15-17, 1999. The workshop will address issues in volcano science, volcano geodesy techniques, source models, data
inversion, and volcano monitoring.
As discussed earlier, UNAVCO investigators are conducting a variety of GPS projects, some
using the new single frequency (L1) receiver technology. The initial results indicate that it is now
feasible to conduct real-time remote volcano monitoring. Members of the VWG have thus submitted a proposal to NASA for participation in the Pacific Disaster Center. The focus of this proposal is exploiting GPS for volcano monitoring. Nine volcanoes (Pinatubo, Taal, Augustine,
Pavlof, Mt. St. Helens, Popocatepetl, Colima, Irazu, and Misti) would be instrumented with con-
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tinuously operating single frequency GPS receivers with real-time download capability provided
in part by the VSAT technology if this proposal is successful. In addition, such volcano monitoring would be part of the proposed Plate Boundary Observatory.
3.6.6 EarthScope
EarthScope, a proposed NSF initiative combining several large-scale proposed experiments,
will utilize GPS in its Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) and U.S. Array components. UNAVCO
is participating in the development of EarthScope, through the coordinated activity of its working
groups, several of which are addressing similar issues, and through the UNAVCO Facility, which
will among other organizations provide technical support to the GPS activities of EarthScope. The
UNAVCO Scientific Director, S. Stein, represents UNAVCO in the planning and serves on the
PBO Steering Committee. An important component of the Western North America Working
Group activities is the identification of additional permanent GPS stations and related infrastructure to address the scientific goals of EarthScope.
3.6.7 New Permanent Stations and Related Systems
UNAVCO will continue to support the establishment of new permanent GPS stations and the
development of infrastructure that is required to support permanent GPS systems. Development
of the VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) technology for remote GPS applications will
enable satellite communication with remote GPS stations with modest satellite access fees. The
UNAVCO Facility is collaborating with NASA/JPL on a project to test a remote low-power
VSAT system, to begin in July 1999. Furthermore, as described above, UNAVCO is seeking
NASA funding to acquire the “hub” station required to receive VSAT data for volcano monitoring. Experience from these activities will benefit NSF investigators interested in exploiting this
cost-effective technology. The Boulder Facility also is collaborating with IRIS and JPL to install
permanent GPS stations near seismometers in the Galapagos Islands, Gabon, and Uganda. Such
development activities benefit both GPS users and the greater solid-Earth science community. As
discussed earlier, the GPSVEL Working Group is beginning to assess future siting needs, and
plans to work with IGS, UNAVCO, NSF, NASA and international groups to promote the necessary station expansions.

3.7 Education and Outreach
One important role of an investigator-based organization like UNAVCO is communicating
the activities of and scientific results generated by its members. UNAVCO accomplishes this by
various low-cost but high-yield methods. UNAVCO also supports several educational activities
conducted by other organizations under their own grants.
3.7.1 Web Site Information Distribution
Through its experience with different aspects of GPS technology, UNAVCO is an important
source of information for investigators. Much of this information is available from the UNAVCO
Web site which contains information on the types of project support that UNAVCO offers, equipment available for loans, hardware required for GPS surveys of different types, and GPS data
management software. The site also offers access to the UNAVCO data archive, information on
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automated data transfers, and technology information including development and testing results.
Links to other sites (e.g., SCEC, SCIGN, SOPAC) having additional information are also provided. The site also contains important information on community activities, such as meetings,
workshops, and funding sources.
3.7.2 Informational Material
UNAVCO seeks to broadly disseminate the scientific results from GPS
projects, especially to Earth scientists
in different disciplines who might
make use of GPS technology. A
widely distributed poster and brochure
describing GPS methods and scientific
results was produced in the past year.
These materials, which can also be
downloaded from the Web site, are
being widely used in geophysics, tectonics, and structural geology classes.
In addition, UNAVCO is active at scientific meetings. At recent AGU meetFigure 3-14. GSA class, led by GSA educational director E. Geary, ings, UNAVCO had a booth that
touring the Boulder Facility.
described its scientific activities and
Facility support. At GSA meetings,
UNAVCO has run GPS primer sessions that proved to be extremely popular. UNVACO has
offered short courses at GSA meetings and participates in short courses organized by others (Figure 3-14).
UNAVCO-supported GPS programs often draw public interest, given the combination of
advanced technology and interesting science. Examples include R. Bilham’s role in the IMAX
film Everest, and the national media coverage of recent results for the New Madrid Seismic zone.
The Discovery Channel will be filming the upcoming Stanford-UNAVCO-USGS L1 system
deployment in Hawaii.
3.7.3 Educational Projects
UNAVCO shares the general commitment by Earth scientists to convey better both the content and excitement of our science to students. Students generally have heard about GPS, like the
idea of being involved with space technology, and are drawn both to its high-technology aspects
and its application to exciting phenomena like earthquakes, volcanoes, and mountain building.
They are also intrigued with learning how GPS is used in activities ranging from pure science to
locating cars, boats, and aircraft.
Already, GPS has significantly impacted graduate programs in geoscience. Outstanding
young scientists are being trained as GPS specialists, and a much larger group is learning to use
GPS data as an integral part of the diverse data sets for their tectonic studies. In addition, GPS
projects form part of undergraduate research programs at many institutions, and undergraduates
often participate in field projects. GPS is also appearing in elementary and secondary education,
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via participation of students in field projects and a variety of other channels. For example, as seen
in Figure 3-15, Alaska high school students operated GPS equipment for a UNAVCO-supported
earthquake hazards study [Sauber et al., 1998].

Figure 3-15. Alaskan high school student
checking his GPS setup. Photo courtesy of J.
Sauber.

UNAVCO supplies small hand-held receivers to the Global Learning and Observations to
Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) program, which has trained 8000 U.S. and foreign teachers to
use GPS in their courses. The GPS coordinates are used to locate study areas for which GLOBE
provides remote sensing images for studies in biology, geology, atmospheric science and hydrology. UNAVCO also coordinates loans of hand-held GPS receivers to Project ATLAS (Assisted
Transnational Learning using Artificial Satellites), sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution.
Project ATLAS provides students in grades 7-9 with an experience that is simultaneously creative, scientific, multicultural, and global by simulating a collaborative global geodetic experiment. Students around the world collect and exchange information over the Internet, defining
“important places” in their community and determining these locations with GPS. In exchanging
data, students learn about the communities of other ATLAS participants. More importantly, perhaps, they learn what participants living in different places and cultures consider important.
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4.0 Future Activities and Budget Justification
Summary
UNAVCO community and Facility activities have been funded under NSF grants since 1984
with relatively constant funding for the Boulder Facility for the past seven years and recent modest growth in community activities and non-Boulder initiatives. This budget request for the fouryear period of FY2000 to FY2003 continues that trend. This request is based on the activities discussed in Section 3.0 in support of scientific efforts like those reviewed in Section 2.0.
After 15 years, we are reasonably successful in projecting the demand for various types of
Facility support1. Although the success of individual GPS research proposals in a given year varies and is not predictable, the aggregate demand for UNAVCO services seems to vary only slowly
with time as illustrated over the past several years by projects supported and receivers used (Table
3-1 and Figure 3-3). In most cases, we expect that on a several year time scale, ongoing campaign
projects will secure funds for additional field programs, and some new ones will be launched. The
associated costs have become predictable as our mode of supporting such projects as discussed in
Section 3.2 has evolved to one in which we primarily provide equipment and technical support. In
addition, we see steady growth in the types of new projects requesting support. For example, the
demand for permanent stations in the volcano monitoring area is growing rapidly (Table 3-3).
Correspondingly, the complexity of archiving duties is growing rapidly, both due to increased
data volume (Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9) and a broadening user community’s desire for increasingly sophisticated data services. The maturing of GPS-related science is increasing the level and
significance of our community activities such as annual meetings, scientific workshops, and
working groups.
Table 4-12 shows a summary of UNAVCO NSF funding over the present three-year grant
period (FY97-FY99)3 as well as a breakout of proposed funding for the next four years (FY00FY03). The blue-shaded area shows funds available under existing NSF-EAR I&F grants to
UCAR, Scripps, Harvard-Smithsonian and MIT while the green-shaded area indicates the new
funding request. This proposal consolidates all UNAVCO-affiliated activities under a single NSF
grant. In FY2000, existing NSF grants will support the AMCS work at Harvard-Smithsonian and
Bernese support at UCAR/GST. This makes the new funds requested for FY2000 total $2,150k,
which would yield total NSF funding of $2,377k. Starting in FY2001, work at Harvard-Smithsonian related to the AMCS and Bernese support by UCAR/GST would come under UNAVCO subcontracts. The following discussion provides amplification of the work proposed in each of these
areas. Table 4-2 shows the proposed Boulder Facility staff totals and funds requested by functional activities as discussed in Section 3.0.
1. UNAVCO has provided Annual Progress Reports and Budget Projections for FY96, 97 and 98 to NSFEAR I&F. These reports provide detailed discussion of community and Facility support activities for
those fiscal years as well as detailed budget requests/justifications for follow-on years.
2. A graphic similar to Table 4-1 was presented to and discussed with Dan Weill and Russ Kelz at a meeting
at NSF on February 16, 1999. The issue of consolidating funding for UNAVCO-related work at other
institutions under a single grant was also discussed.
3. The exact period of performance is November 15, 1997 to November 15, 1999.
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Table 4-1: UNAVCO NSF Funding Profile for FY97 to FY99 and Proposed Funding for
FY2000 to FY2003
ACTIVITY

FY97

FY98

FY99

FY00

FY01

FY02

FY03

209,000

291,000

442,307

461,874

459,043

467,410

1,291,000

1,359,000

1,460,749
277,758
227,926
554,377
400,688

1,661,160
291,632
345,018
575,764
448,746

1,863,886
307,395
492,944
597,148
466,399

1,892,902
317,393
475,859
618,536
481,114

117,000

126,472

126,472

126,472

126,472

250,000

198,000

202,000

206,900

206,900

206,900

62,000

63,000

25,000

19,141

12,760

6,381

43,000

47,000

61,900

66,900

66,900

66,900

58,572
6,276
25,010
25,010
2,276

102,553
11,276
54,242
34,759
2,276

114,039
3,276
71,977
23,510
15,276

108,035
3,276
78,224
24,259
2,276

2,645,000

2,850,000

2,875,000

Community Support Activities
Boulder Facility
- Management and Operations
- Campaign Support
- Permanent Station Support
- Data Management and Archiving
SOPAC (Archiving Support)

1,500,000

100,000

Smithsonian (AMCS)
UCAR (Bernese Support)
MIT (GAMIT Support)

15,000

New Initiatives
- Vertical Working Group
- Global GPS Velocity Field W.G.
- W. North American W.G.
- Volcano Working Group
TOTAL Funds to UNAVCO

1,615,000

1,855,000

2,075,000

TOTAL New Funds Requested

2,377,000
2,150,000

Existing Grants

New Funds Requested

Table 4-2: Total Proposed Boulder Facility Staff (FTE) and Total UNAVCO Funds
Requested by Functional Activity Discussed in Section 3.0
FY00

Functional Activity
(Discussed in Section 3.0)

FTE

FY01

Budget

FY02

Budget

1.25

461,874

FTE

FY03

Budget

459,043

TOTAL

Budget

1.25

467,410

FTE

Budget

1.25
2.60

277,758

2.60

291,632

2.60

307,395

2.60

317,393

1,194,178

3.2 Campaign Support

2.25

227,926

2.25

345,018

2.25

492,944

2.25

475,859

1,541,747

3.3 Permanent Station Support

6.30

554,377

6.30

575,764

6.30

597,148

6.30

618,536

2,345,825

3.4 Data Management and Archiving

3.55

527,160

3.55

575,218

3.55

592,871

3.55

607,586

2,302,835

3.5 GPS Technology Support

0

68,176

0

304,217

0

289,836

0

283,457

945,686

3.6 Community Scientific Initiatives

0

52,296

0

91,277

0

110,763

0

104,759

359,095

15.95

2,150,000

15.95

2,645,000

15.95

2,850,000

15.95

2,875,000

10,520,000
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1.25

FTE

3.1 Community Support Activities
Facility Management and
3.1 Operations

Total

442,307

FTE

1,830,634

4.1 Community Activities
Community Support Activities
The detailed budget request for continued community activity is shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Proposed Budget for Community Support Activities
NSF - Community Support Activities
FTE

FY00
Budget

FY01
Budget

FTE

FTE

FY02
Budget

FTE

FY03
Budget

FTE

TOTAL
Budget

Steering Committee Chair
Salary (1 month)/Benefits (50%)/Overhead (30%)
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Steering Committee Chair

14,681
4,052
18,733

15,268
4,214
19,482

15,855
4,376
20,231

16,443
4,538
20,981

62,247
17,180
79,427

Steering Committee Meetings
Meeting Supplies/Support (room, A/V rental, mailings)
Travel (3 trips per year for seven members)
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Steering Committee

2,500
20,000
6,210
28,710

2,500
20,000
6,210
28,710

2,500
20,000
6,210
28,710

2,500
20,000
6,210
28,710

10,000
80,000
24,840
114,840

Scientific Director
Salary/Benefits/OH (via Subcontract to NWU)
Travel - Meetings (SC, NSF, AGU, Vendors, etc.)
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Scientific Director

183,000
20,000
12,420
215,420

185,000
20,000
12,420
217,420

187,000
20,000
12,420
219,420

189,000
20,000
12,420
221,420

744,000
80,000
49,680
873,680

Annual Community Meeting
Meeting Supplies/Support (room, A/V rental, mailings)
Meeting Room/AV Requirements
Rental of Local Transportation (Vans)
Travel - Participant Support Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Annual Community Meeting

4,500
2,500
250
30,000
2,001
39,251

4,500
2,500
250
30,000
2,001
39,251

4,500
2,500
250
30,000
2,001
39,251

4,500
2,500
250
30,000
2,001
39,251

18,000
10,000
1,000
120,000
8,004
157,004

18,978
5,415
26,939
13,902
65,234

71,265
20,334
101,160
52,203
244,962

9,479

35,594

Facility Support to Community Activities
Salaries - Full-Time Staff
Facility Manager (Shiver)
Finance/Admin. Mgr. (Barrett)
Outreach/Tech. Transfer/Web Admin. (Riley)
Administrative Assistant (Yevsyukova)
Total Full-Time Staff Salaries

0.20
0.10
0.55
0.40
1.25

16,654
4,752
23,641
12,200
57,247

Salaries - Student Assistant

0.20
0.10
0.55
0.40
1.25

8,318

17,429
4,973
24,740
12,767
59,909

0.20
0.10
0.55
0.40
1.25

18,204
5,194
25,840
13,334
62,572

0.20
0.10
0.55
0.40
1.25

8,705

9,092

65,565

68,614

71,664

74,713

280,556

29,104

30,458

31,812

33,165

124,539

Materials and Supplies
Display/Materials/Brochures for Meetings
General Materials (Office Supplies, etc.)
Total Materials and Supplies

4,750
950
5,700

4,750
950
5,700

4,750
950
5,700

4,750
950
5,700

19,000
3,800
22,800

Purchased Services
Web Server/Applications/User Software
Office Support (l.d. phone calls, express mail, etc.)
Total Purchased Services

4,500
2,000
6,500

4,500
2,000
6,500

4,500
2,000
6,500

4,500
2,000
6,500

18,000
8,000
26,000

Travel
Managers to Steering Committee Meetings
Total Travel

3,000
3,000

3,000
3,000

3,000
3,000

3,000
3,000

12,000
12,000

0
0

6,000
5,200

0
0

0
0

6,000
5,200

0

11,200

109,869

Total Salaries
Benefits (49.3% Staff, 10.6% Student Asst.)

Equipment
Community Web Server Replacement (every third year)
Computer Workstation (replacement
system every 3 years for 1 staff member)
Total Equipment
Total Direct Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6%)
Total Facility Support

-

-

-

-

0

0

11,200

125,472

118,676

123,078

477,095

30,324

31,539

32,755

33,970

128,587

140,193

157,011

151,431

157,048

605,682
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The primary elements include a new request for one month of funding for the Chair of the
Steering Committee, and continued funding for the UNAVCO Scientific Director, annual community meeting, and Facility staff for their work in direct support of community activities. This
budget request reflects the ongoing UNAVCO reorganization where the new, recently-adopted
bylaws will be implemented to create a member consortium with legal status as a not-for-profit
scientific corporation. The membership of the consortium will be reviewed and recertified by a
Membership Committee, the Steering Committee will become the Board of Directors with legal
and fiduciary responsibilities to the consortium members, and the Scientific Director will become
the President and serve as Chief Operating Officer of the consortium. In the future, UNAVCO
may negotiate with NSF for grant funds to flow directly to the incorporated UNAVCO rather than
through an administrative host organization such as UCAR.
The new request for support for the Chair recognizes the considerable work required during
this intense reorganization period and the need for the Chair to be intimately involved in both
UNAVCO and broader Earth science initiatives such as EarthScope. This request recognizes the
difficulty of a university researcher devoting this amount of time to such outside work without
salary support. As discussed in Section 3.1, the Scientific Director (S. Stein) is responsible for
developing and implementing a broad science agenda for the GPS research community. Stein has
also represented the GPS research community in the early planning of EarthScope and his responsibilities to UNAVCO will broaden over the next year to include a primary management role as
President of the incorporated UNAVCO. The proposed budgets for the UNAVCO Chair and Scientific Director for the four year proposal reflect only modest inflation. Level funding for meetings of the Steering Committee is also included.
The annual UNAVCO community meeting has become a primary opportunity for the GPS
research community to exchange scientific results and coordinate community-wide initiatives.
Necessary consortium business is also conducted with the goal of promoting more efficient and
targeted use of community resources. Future annual meetings will continue to showcase exciting
research results among a broad range of disciplines using GPS technology and will hopefully
become the premiere GPS science meeting for the community. The FY2000 meeting will be held
jointly with the annual Seismological Society of America meeting and the SCIGN annual meeting
in La Jolla, CA. This will promote mutual exchange of science results as well as planning for the
U.S. Array and Plate Boundary Observatory components of EarthScope. The proposed budget for
the annual meeting is increased by $10k from FY99 reflecting the significantly increased number
of attendees over the last several years but remains level for the four year proposal period.
The proposed level of Facility staff support to community activities such as the consortium
reorganization, Steering Committee meetings, annual community meeting, and Scientific Director
remain relatively level over FY99. The Facility Manager (W. Shiver) supports the work of the
Steering Committee and community working groups by providing advice, planning and logistics
support, and funding for their activities. Shiver also often provides staff-level input to the Steering
Committee on various issues that require investigative or analysis support. The primary focus
over the past three years has been development of the reorganization plan, recruitment and support of the Scientific Director, developing revised UNAVCO bylaws, completing the preliminary
incorporation steps, hosting two successful annual community meetings, as well as many meetings of the Steering Committee, working groups, and annual business meetings.
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Staff support for outreach, technology transfer and community communications via the
UNAVCO Web site has been increased to reflect the explosion of information being made available over the Web. Everything from GPS monument design, to archived data, to on-line registration for meetings and workshops is being handled via the Web. Since the focus of this work is
community support, those elements of the budget are included in this section. The administrative
support included in this budget is for support to the Scientific Director, Steering Committee,
working groups and annual community meeting including administrative, travel and logistics support. The remaining cost elements include materials, supplies and purchased services to support
community outreach, e.g., booth and materials for AGU, and maintain the UNAVCO Web site. A
new Web server is requested in year two to maintain capability and supportability of the primary
hardware system supporting the UNAVCO Web site. A computer workstation is proposed in year
two to replace one desktop system for one staff person engaged in community support. This will
result in a new system every three years.
Facility Management and Operations
This budget category shown in Table 4-4 includes a set of activities that support the management and operational underpinning of the Facility.
Table 4-4: Proposed Budget for Facility Management and Operations
NSF - Facility Management and Operations
FTE
Salaries - Full-Time Staff
Facility Manager (Shiver)
Finance/Admin. Manager (Barrett)
Systems Administration (McCallum)
Administrative Asst. (Arthur/Yevsyukova)
Total Full-Time Staff Salaries

0.35
0.50
0.85
0.90
2.60

FY00
Budget

29,145
23,758
42,295
23,353
118,551

Salaries - Student Assistant
Total Salaries
Benefits (49.3% Staff, 10.6% Student Asst.)

FTE

FY01
Budget

0.35
0.50
0.85
0.90
2.60

FTE

30,501
24,863
43,987
24,287
123,638

0.35
0.50
0.85
0.90
2.60

FY02
Budget

31,857
25,968
45,679
25,221
128,725

FTE

0.35
0.50
0.85
0.90
2.60

FY03
Budget

33,212
27,073
47,370
26,155
133,810

FTE

TOTAL
Budget

124,715
101,662
179,331
99,016
504,724

8,922

9,337

9,752

10,167

38,178

127,473

132,975

138,477

143,977

542,902

59,391

61,943

64,495

67,046

252,875

Materials and Supplies
Computer Parts/Supplies/Media (Facility Use)
Office Supplies and General Materials
Total Materials and Supplies

4,500
3,315
7,815

4,500
3,534
8,034

4,500
3,758
8,258

4,500
3,542
8,042

18,000
14,149
32,149

Purchased Services
Systems Maintenance for Facility Servers
Applications/OS Software and Yearly Licenses
Office Support (Copier/Printer/Fax Maint., etc.)
Modem Line/Long Distance Phone/Faxes
Computer/Software Training
Computer Workstation/Hardware Maintenance
Total Purchased Services

6,500
4,000
3,700
2,900
1,800
1,100
20,000

6,500
4,000
3,700
3,000
1,800
1,100
20,100

6,500
4,000
3,700
3,000
1,800
1,100
20,100

6,500
4,000
3,700
3,000
1,800
1,100
20,100

26,000
16,000
14,800
11,900
7,200
4,400
80,300

1,000
1,000
1,000
0
3,000

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

4,000
4,000
4,000
7,500
19,500

5,200

Travel
Domestic - 1 trip to NSF
Domestic - 1 trip to AGU
Domestic - 1 trip to Vendor
Foreign - 1 trip to Science Meeting
Total Travel
Equipment
Computer Workstation @ $5,200 each (replacement
system every 3 years for 2 staff members)
Total Equipment

0

0

5,200

5,200

10,400
10,400

Total Direct Costs

217,679

228,552

242,030

249,865

938,126

60,079

63,080

65,365

67,528

256,052

Total

277,758

291,632

307,395

317,393

1,194,178

UOP Overhead (27.6%)

0

0

-

-
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5,200
-

-

These functions, e.g., systems administration, are critical to Facility operations but do not fit
neatly into the functional support activities discussed in Section 3.0. As background, the
UNAVCO Facility resides administratively in the GPS Science and Technology Program (GST)
within the UCAR Office of Programs (UOP). GST includes the UNAVCO Facility and a GPS
Research Group that focuses on ground- and space-based GPS applications for atmospheric sensing. The Facility covers no portion of the GST Director’s salary through NSF or other agency program funds.
The Facility Manager (W. Shiver) supervises the managers of the Data Acquisition, Data
Management and Archiving, and Network Operations Groups to ensure that the Facility meets its
obligations to its sponsors and community in an efficient, timely and cost-effective manner. Figure 4-1 shows the current Facility structure including the addition of the Network Operations
Group which occurred in 1999. This group was created to be the single point of contact with agencies, PIs and collaborators in the daily monitoring of data flow from continuous stations, as well
as trouble shooting and repair to maintain timely and reliable data availability. This concept was
initiated to support the NASA GPS Global Network and was so successful that it was extended in
mid-1999 to NSF-supported permanent stations.

Facility
Manager

Data Acquisition
Group
•
•
•
•

equipment
field engineering
equipment testing
permanent station/network installation and
maintenance
• network engineering

1997-1999

1999

•
•
•
•
•

Facility
Manager

financial management
administrative support
systems administration
Web
community support

Data Management
and Archiving Group
• data archiving
• seamless archive
• operational data management
• s/w development for
data communications
and management
• TEQC
• technology development
(e.g., L1)
• AMCS support
• equipment testing

Data Acquisition
Group

Data Management
and Archiving Group

• same functions
(-) network engineering

• same functions
(-) s/w development for
data communications

• same functions

Network Operations
Group
• LEO program management
• s/w development for
data communications
• network engineering
• “other” network program management

Figure 4-1. UNAVCO Facility organization.

Shiver is also the business manager for the Facility, writing proposals and annual reports,
negotiating funding levels, and ensuring the necessary Facility infrastructure is available. He also
played the lead role in a large community buy of GPS receivers, which saved substantial costs
based on a quantity discount.
Several support functions report to the Facility Manager. The Facility Administrator (T. Barrett) performs budgeting and financial management activities and ensures that Facility space, government property, and security requirements are met. Most Facility subcontracting and
purchasing is also handled through this position. Barrett had the primary burden for the large
equipment purchases made in 1998 and supported a number of UNAVCO subcontracts including
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ones to Northwestern University to fund the Scientific Director, the University of Miami and University of Texas-Austin for data archiving, and Scripps for leadership on the Seamless Archive
project.
The Facility Systems Administrator (M. McCallum) designs and implements the necessary
network and computing systems required for normal office functions (e.g., word processing,
spreadsheets, e-mail, graphics, scientific computing, database support, and networking). Considerable systems support is also provided to the data management and archive hardware and software management systems including the RAID1 and DLT2 systems. A major revamping of the
Facility network was undertaken in 1999, with significant improvement in system performance
and reliability. The Facility also continued its participation in a major UCAR security initiative to
reduce the impact of hackers. The implementation of a UCAR-imposed network “firewall”
required that an independent network to the outside world be established to maintain connectivity
to the permanent GPS stations supported by the Facility.
The Facility Web Administrator (J. Riley) maintains the UNAVCO Web server and related
software, coordinates community Web publishing efforts, and designs the UNAVCO Web site.
Riley also supports development of outreach material including reports, proposals and brochures.
Web use will continue to grow in the future as a means for data, research results and model distribution as discussed in Section 3.6. Funding for this position is included under community support
as previously discussed.
Finally, the Facility requires normal administrative support, which is provided by the Administrative Assistant for office support, desktop publishing, meeting coordination, and travel support. This position performs the desk-top publishing function for proposals and reports, maintains
the community database, and provides travel, logistics and administrative support for Facility
staff.
The priority for management of the UNAVCO Facility in the next four years will remain twofold, with the first priority continuing to be the efficient and cost-effective operation of the Facility. A principal task under this priority is to ensure that management and operations costs are both
contained and spread equitably between Facility sponsors. In that regard, the Facility and NSF
have benefited over the last several years from NASA’s increased funding for core functions of
the Facility. NASA's priority is the Facility role in maintenance of the international infrastructure
required for all GPS-based research applications. With an increased NASA role by the Facility,
the cost-share between NSF and NASA of management and operations costs is approaching 50%50%. The second priority of Facility management will be continued support for the goals and
activities of the ongoing UNAVCO reorganization.
The percentages of staff time covered in the proposed budgets shown in Table 4-4 are level
compared to those presented in the FY98 Facility Report and FY99 Projections submitted to NSFEAR. Overall, management and operations costs have been level over the present three year grant
period and are anticipated to remain level over the next four years with slight salary inflation
(4%). The materials and supplies and purchased services budgets are based on historical costs as
1. RAID is the Redundant Array of Independent Disks which provides near on-line data storage capabilities.
2. DLT is the Digital Linear Tape system which is a tape-based jukebox system providing off-line data
archive capability.
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documented in the last three annual reports. Travel is primarily for Facility Manager visits to
NSF, meetings such as the AGU and visits to vendor. One computer workstation is requested in
years three and four to permit replacement of desktop systems for management and operations
staff on a three year basis as previously discussed.

4.2 Campaign Support
The Facility role supporting campaign measurements is discussed in Section 3.2. Facility support over the past three years has been essentially level and is anticipated to remain level over the
next four years. The number of agent projects with equipment loans and Field Engineer-supported
campaigns has remained steady. Campaign support activities include coordination with PIs during
proposal preparation, budget development, development of detailed project/occupation schedules,
equipment preparation and shipping, on-site reconnaissance and operator training, data retrieval
and submission of data to the archive. The Facility staff who devote a portion of their time to
these activities include:
Barbara Perin (Senior Engineer/Manager): Manages the planning, design, coordination, and
execution of all field projects including equipment support. Coordinates Facility support with PIs
during proposal preparation and project implementation. Manages the Facility technology transfer
and training program. Supervises the Data Acquisition Group (DAG) staff and budget and is a
member of the Facility management team.
Katie Chick (Field Project Coordinator): Oversees financial coordination of field projects,
including account management, purchases, project related travel, shipping arrangements, and
assisting in the development of project budgets and expenditure reports.
Jay Sklar (Field Engineer): Plans, designs, coordinates, and executes campaign field projects.
Coordinates equipment preparation and shipping, on-site operator training, in-field data quality
control, and return of data to the UNAVCO archive and PI.
Amy Rosewater (Database Engineer): Designs, develops, and maintains the information management system that records project support information including project requests, project budgets, receiver and equipment usage, equipment maintenance, and vendor information. Develops
Web-based tools to support PI and collaborator access to technical and training information.
Curt Conquest (Senior Equipment Engineer): Manages equipment flow for campaign field
projects. Provides technical leadership and training in the testing, development, and implementation of new GPS-related capabilities. Serves as the UNAVCO liaison for agent projects. Manages
other technicians supporting equipment inventory, maintenance, calibration and shipping.
Effendi Sihombing (Equipment Technician): Prepares receivers and ancillary equipment for
direct project support, including inventory, test, calibration, repair, cleaning, packaging, and shipment.
The proposed budget for campaign support is shown in Table 4-5. The proposed staff level of
2.25 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) staff and materials, supplies and purchased service estimates are
based on campaigns supported over the last three years (Appendix A, Tables A-1 and A-2) and
assumes level support with slight salary inflation (4%) over the next four years. Computer workstation replacements for campaign support staff are scheduled on a three year basis.
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Table 4-5: Proposed Budget for Campaign Support
NSF - Campaign Support
FTE
Salaries - Full-Time Staff
Senior Engineer/Manager (Perin)
Field Project Coordinator (Chick)
Field Engineer (Sklar)
Equipment Database Support (Rosewater)
Equipment Technician (Conquest/Sihombing)
Total Full-Time Staff Salaries

0.30
0.20
0.50
0.30
0.95
2.25

FY00
Budget

FTE

20,064
7,128
21,916
4,427
33,639
87,174

Salaries - Student Assistant

FY01
Budget

0.30
0.20
0.50
0.30
0.95
2.25

20,998
7,460
22,793
4,633
34,985
90,869

FTE

0.30
0.20
0.50
0.30
0.95
2.25

FY02
Budget

21,931
7,791
23,669
4,839
36,330
94,560

FTE

0.30
0.20
0.50
0.30
0.95
2.25

FY03
Budget

22,864
8,123
24,546
5,097
37,676
98,306

FTE

TOTAL
Budget

85,857
30,502
92,924
18,996
142,630
370,909

2,147

2,246

2,346

2,446

9,185

89,321

93,115

96,906

100,752

380,094

Benefits (49.3% Staff, 10.6% Student Asst.)

43,204

45,036

46,867

48,724

183,831

Materials and Supplies
Download PC Replacements for Pool
Ancillary Equip. Upgrades/Replacements for Pool
Computer Spare Parts/Field Kits for Field Engineers
Spare Boards for SSE/SSI Repairs for Pool
Computing/Workbench/Office Supplies
Total Materials and Supplies

4,000
3,250
2,650
2,600
2,500
15,000

4,000
3,250
2,650
2,600
2,500
15,000

4,000
3,250
2,650
2,600
2,500
15,000

4,000
3,250
2,650
2,600
2,500
15,000

16,000
13,000
10,600
10,400
10,000
60,000

Purchased Services
Insurance for GPS Receivers (Damage/Replacement)
Office Support (Copier/Printer/Fax Maintenance)
Applications Software and Yearly Licenses
Shipping (includes $500 for Pool LRU shipping)
Off-Site Equipment Storage
Long Distance Phone/Cellular/Faxes
Maint. for Testing/Calibration/Lab Equip. (Pool)
Local Transportation Vehicle
Total Purchased Services

16,000
2,500
2,500
1,500
1,200
1,100
950
850
26,600

16,500
2,500
2,500
1,500
1,200
1,100
950
850
27,100

17,000
2,500
2,500
1,500
1,200
1,100
950
850
27,600

17,500
2,500
2,500
1,500
1,200
1,100
950
850
28,100

67,000
10,000
10,000
6,000
4,800
4,400
3,800
3,400
109,400

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,500
0
4,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
0
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,500
2,500
7,000

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,500
2,500
7,000

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,500
7,500
24,000

0

0

108,000
0
0
108,000

216,000
25,000
5,200
246,200

216,000
0
5,200
221,200

540,000
25,000
10,400
575,400

178,625

293,751

439,573

420,776

1,332,725

49,301

51,267

53,371

55,083

209,022

227,926

345,018

492,944

475,859

1,541,747

Total Salaries

Travel
Domestic - 1 trip to NSF
Domestic - 1 trip to AGU
Domestic - 1 trip to Vendor
Domestic - New Staff Relocation
Foreign - 1 trip to Science Meeting
Total Travel
Equipment
GPS Receivers and Ancillary Equipment for
Pool Repl./Upgrade ($18K per system)
RTK GPS Receiver System ($25K per system)
Computer Workstation (replacement
system every 3 years for 2 staff members)
Total Equipment
Total Direct Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6%)
Total

0
0
-

A key component of the campaign support budget is a proposed three year phased approach to
upgrading the community GPS receiver pool with six systems purchased in year two and twelve
in each of years three and four. This budget assumes a $12k price for receivers and $6k for ancillary equipment including download computers, tripods, tribrachs, cables, carrying cases, solar
panels, batteries, and miscellaneous components. This plan will support the upgrade of the entire
pool by 2003, with older pool receivers going into NSF-supported permanent stations. This will
allow the older pool equipment which is shipped frequently and subject to harsh handling to be
replaced, while still playing a useful and cost-effective role in permanent stations. Failure to
replace the aging receiver pool will result in a substantial loss of capability to support campaigns
over the next several years. The Facility also proposes to purchase a new Real-Time Kinematic
(RTK) system at $25,000 in year three to support the growing geological applications (Section
2.7.1) that require only cm-level measurement capability. The Facility system which is currently
time-shared with the Office of Polar Programs is not available during the Antarctic summer
(October to April) and represents aging technology.
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4.3 Permanent Station Support
The Facility role in support of permanent stations is discussed in Section 3.3. Specific permanent station activities include coordination with PIs during proposal preparation, project budget
development, development of detailed hardware and software specifications, component purchase, system fabrication and testing, site reconnaissance, station installation, establishment of
data communications, daily monitoring of data flow, and ensuring availability of data to the PI
and the UNAVCO archive. The proposed budget for permanent station support is shown in Table
4-6.
Table 4-6: Proposed Budget for Permanent Station Support
NSF - Permanent Station Support
FTE
Salaries - Full-Time Staff
Senior Engineer Manager (Jackson/Perin)
Perm. Station Coordinator (Chick)
NSF Network Engineer (Feaux)
Field Engineers (Reeder/Sklar)
Station Database Support (Jeffries)
Equipment Database Support (Rosewater)
Data Comm. Eng. Support (TBD)
Equipment Technicians (Gallaher/Owen)
Field Maint./Repair Technician (Jordan)
Total Full-Time Staff Salaries

0.75
0.35
0.95
1.25
0.35
0.20
0.75
1.30
0.40
6.30

FY00
Budget

50,292
14,738
49,020
52,990
5,165
5,315
19,931
46,032
17,193
260,676

FTE

FY01
Budget

0.75
0.35
0.95
1.25
0.35
0.20
0.75
1.30
0.40
6.30

52,304
15,424
51,300
55,110
5,405
5,562
20,858
47,873
17,993
271,829

FTE

0.75
0.35
0.95
1.25
0.35
0.20
0.75
1.30
0.40
6.30

FY02
Budget

54,315
16,109
53,580
57,229
5,646
5,809
21,785
49,715
18,792
282,980

FTE

0.75
0.35
0.95
1.25
0.35
0.20
0.75
1.30
0.40
6.30

FY03
Budget

56,327
16,795
55,860
59,349
5,886
6,056
22,712
51,556
19,592
294,133

FTE

TOTAL
Budget

213,238
63,066
209,760
224,678
22,102
22,742
85,286
195,176
73,570
1,109,618

Total Student Assistant Salaries

2,147

2,246

2,346

2,446

9,185

Total Salaries

262,823

274,075

285,326

296,579

1,118,803

Benefits (49.3% Staff, 10.6% Student Asst.)

128,741

134,250

139,758

145,267

548,016

Materials and Supplies
Misc. Perm. Station Hardware For Test Lab
Computing/Workbench/Office Supplies
Computer Spare Parts/Field Kits for Field Engineers
Total Materials and Supplies

3,750
3,500
2,250
9,500

3,750
3,500
2,250
9,500

3,750
3,500
2,250
9,500

3,750
3,500
2,250
9,500

15,000
14,000
9,000
38,000

Purchased Services
Continuous Data Modem Lines (7 at $1,200 each)
Applications Software and Yearly Licenses
Office Support (Copier/Printer/Fax Maintenance)
Long Distance Phone/Cellular/Faxes
Repeater Site Lease for Test Lab
Off-Site Equipment Storage
Shipping
Local Transportation Vehicle
Total Purchased Services

8,400
2,800
2,500
1,500
1,400
1,300
1,000
850
19,750

8,400
2,800
2,500
1,500
1,400
1,300
1,000
850
19,750

8,400
2,800
2,500
1,500
1,400
1,300
1,000
850
19,750

8,400
2,800
2,500
1,500
1,400
1,300
1,000
850
19,750

33,600
11,200
10,000
6,000
5,600
5,200
4,000
3,400
79,000

Total Travel

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

4,000
4,000
4,000
10,000
22,000

Equipment
Computer Workstation @ $5,200 each (replacement
system every 3 years for 6 staff members)
Total Equipment

10,400
10,400

10,400
10,400

10,400
10,400

10,400
10,400

Travel
Domestic - 1 trip to NSF
Domestic - 1 trip to AGU
Domestic - 1 trip to Vendor
Foreign - 1 trip to Science Meeting

Total Direct Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6%)
Total

41,600
41,600

436,714

453,475

470,234

486,996

1,847,419

117,663

122,289

126,914

131,540

498,406

554,377

575,764

597,148

618,536

2,345,825

The Facility staff devoting a portion of their time to these activities include:
Barbara Perin (Senior Engineer/Manager): Manages the planning, design, coordination, and
execution of all field projects including permanent station installations. Coordinates Facility sup-
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port with Principal Investigators during proposal preparation and station implementation. Manages permanent station design, fabrication, installation and maintenance activities and evaluates
new technologies for permanent station applications. Coordinates co-location of GPS stations
with infrastructure established for other measurement systems, e.g., seismic, atmospheric.
Mike Jackson (Senior Engineer/Manager): Manages data flow from globally distributed, continuously operating stations including daily monitoring, trouble-shooting, repair, and configuration management, and develops improved communications capability to increase the reliability,
timeliness and quality of continuous data. Ensures that data are available to the GPS community
and are appropriately archived. Supervises Network Operations Group (NOG) staff and budget
and is a member of the Facility management team.
Katie Chick (Permanent Station Coordinator): Coordinates financial management of permanent station installation projects, including managing account keys, making and tracking purchases, overseeing all project related travel arrangements, overseeing and reconciling shipping
invoices, and assisting in the development of field project budgets and detailed expenditure
reports.
Karl Feaux (Network Engineer): Monitors the daily flow of continuous data from NSF-funded
permanent stations. Performs trouble-shooting to identify data flow problems, coordinates repairs
and upgrades, and ensures availability of data to PIs and to the general user community.
Spencer Reeder and Jay Sklar (Field Engineers): Plan, coordinate and implement the installation and operation of permanent stations. Coordinate network installation budgets with appropriate PIs and agencies, conduct site reconnaissance, install stations, establish data communications
via modems, the Internet, cell phones and/or satellite telemetry. Provide station configuration data
required for data processing and station configuration control.
Susan Jeffries (Station/Equipment Database Support): Designs, develops, and maintains the
information management system that records permanent station information including site-specific data, monument type, equipment type and serial numbers, software versions, firmware versions, data communications links and any other data required for precision processing. Develops
Web-based tools to support PI and community access to station database information.
TBD (Data Communications Engineer): Develops, tests and implements advanced data communications software related to receiver downloading, receiver to data-link connections, and data
communications via a mix of technologies and capabilities. This software controls the operation
of the receiver, parses the data according to pre-set specifications, initiates the data communications links, checks data quality and continuity, and provides visibility into system operations.
Warren Gallagher and John Owen (Equipment Technicians): Design, fabricate, test, pack and
ship permanent station systems and necessary ancillary equipment. Work with Field and Network
Engineers to identify and implement system upgrades to improve performance and reliability.
Support integration of multi-sensor systems, e.g., GPS-seismic-atmospheric-borehole.
Tom Jordan (Field Maintenance/Repair Technician): Conducts in-field trouble-shooting and
repair of permanent stations. Works in coordination with the Network Engineer to identify
upgrades to improve system performance and reliability of data flow.
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Support to permanent station installation and operations is now the single largest functional
responsibility for the Facility because of the growing number of NSF-funded stations (Section 33) and the complexity of data communications technologies being employed. As a result, the portion of the present and requested budget directed to these activities is increasing.
The creation of the Network Operations Group within the Facility was discussed in Section
4.1. M. Jackson was hired in 1999 as the head of this group and shows up in this budget request
for the first time. Only 30% of Jackson’s salary (0.3 FTE) is requested under this proposal since
his primary focus is supporting continuous data flow from the NASA GPS Global Network.
Accordingly, 70% of his salary derives from NASA and other support. The position of NSF Network Engineer was introduced in last year’s annual report and was funded for the first time in
FY99.
The Data Communications Engineer budgeted at 0.75 FTE is a new position to support the
complex task of developing and supporting the application of data download software. Each
receiver type used in permanent stations has a vendor-specific data structure. Receiver-specific
software must be developed and supported to control the remote operation of the receiver, the data
buffering and sessions from the receiver to a download computer (e.g., 1 sec. data downloaded
every 30 min.), and the data communications from the computer to multiple communications link
(e.g., modem or Internet). The community is currently operating with three major receiver types Trimbles, Ashtechs, and AOA Benchmarks and the older TurboRogues - which require a degree
of customization for operation in permanent stations. The Data Communications Engineer effort
is divided between new software development, retrofitting existing permanent stations with
upgraded download capability, developing technical documentation, and implementing configuration management over the many stations and networks already in place and those to be installed
in the next several years. The ability to track station configurations and maintain a degree of configuration control given the many hardware, firmware and software components in a permanent
station requires a robust relational database.
Finally, the need for increased in-field technical support for permanent station repair, upgrade
and maintenance led in FY99 to moving one technician from general equipment support to being
an on-call field technician for permanent stations. This reallocation of resources to reflect shifting
support priorities does not require new staff. Other components of the permanent station support
budget are shown in Table 4-6 and are consistent with previous year’s budgets. Replacement of
staff desktop computer systems is again slated on a three year basis for permanent station support
staff.

4.4 Data Management and Archiving
The proposed budget for data management and archiving activities is shown in two parts in
Table 4-7 with a break-out of Boulder Facility and SOPAC activities. The staff request for the
Boulder Facility is reduced from FY99 reflecting the transfer of some responsibilities related to
data communications software and permanent station database development to the permanent station support budget. The only area showing growth from previous years budgets is under equipment. The rapid growth in the volume of permanent station data requires the annual addition of
RAID data storage capacity starting in FY2001. Desktop computer replacements are planned for
archiving staff every three years. SOPAC’s role in support of archiving continuous, real-time
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GPS data and development of the “retail” front end for the Seamless Archive is reflected in the
SOPAC subcontract line which shows proposed salary support, supplies, materials and travel
costs, as well as Scripps and UCAR overhead. The specific archiving activities to be performed
by the Facility and SOPAC are discussed next.
Boulder Facility
The data management and archiving activity and capability of the UNAVCO community have
evolved significantly over the past three years as discussed in Section 3.4.
Table 4-7: Proposed Budget for Data Management and Archiving

NSF - Data Management and Archiving
FTE

FY00
Budget

FTE

FY01
Budget

FTE

FY02
Budget

FTE

FY03
Budget

FTE

TOTAL
Budget

Facility Support to Archiving
Salaries - Full-Time Staff
DMG Head (Meertens)
Data Manager (Estey/Anderson)
Archivist (Boler/Maggert)
Communications Engineer (Mencin)
Archive Technician (Richardson)
Total Full-Time Staff Salaries

0.45
0.75
1.25
0.60
0.50
3.55

Salaries - Student Assistant
Total Salaries
Benefits (49.3% Staff, 10.6% Student Asst.)

31,602
41,503
56,085
30,374
13,287
172,851

UOP Overhead (27.6% 0f MTDC)
Total Facility Support to Archiving

34,542
44,823
60,572
33,200
14,523
187,660

0.45
0.75
1.25
0.60
0.50
3.55

36,012
46,483
62,815
34,613
15,141
195,064

135,228
175,972
237,800
129,974
56,856
735,830

11,239

11,672

12,104

45,822

191,494

199,332

207,168

781,652

86,361

90,057

93,754

97,450

367,622

6,000
2,500
8,500

8,000
2,500
10,500

10,000
2,500
12,500

10,000
2,500
12,500

34,000
10,000
44,000

17,700
4,300
3,000
2,500
2,500
0
30,000

17,700
4,300
3,000
2,500
2,500
8,300
38,300

17,700
4,300
3,000
2,500
2,500
8,600
38,600

17,700
4,300
3,000
2,500
2,500
8,600
38,600

70,800
17,200
12,000
10,000
10,000
25,500
145,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,500
5,500

4,000
4,000
4,000
10,000
22,000

0
0

15,000
5,200
20,200

15,000
5,200
20,200

45,000
15,600

0

15,000
5,200
20,200

314,019

356,051

369,886

381,418

1,421,374

86,669

92,695

96,513

99,696

375,573

400,688

448,746

466,399

481,114

1,796,947

Total Travel

Total Direct Costs

0.45
0.75
1.25
0.60
0.50
3.55

10,807

Travel
Domestic - 1 trip Seamless Archive
Domestic - 1 trip to AGU
Domestic - 1 trip to SIO
Foreign - 1 trip to Science Meeting

Equipment
Disk Array (RAID) Hardware
Computer Workstation @ $5,200 each (replacement
system every 3 years for 3 staff members)
Total Equipment

33,072
43,163
58,328
31,787
13,905
180,255

183,658

Materials and Supplies
Archive Computer Media for Data Storage
Computing/ISDN Hardware/Office Supplies
Total Materials and Supplies
Purchased Services
Software/License Maint. (Oracle, DLT, SUN, Seamless Database)
Modem Lines (2), ISDN Lines, L.D. Phones/Fax
Oracle Support
Training - Database/Java/Corba
Office Support (Copier/Printer/Fax Maintenance)
Archive Systems Maintenance
Total Purchased Services

0.45
0.75
1.25
0.60
0.50
3.55

-
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60,600

Table 4-7 continued: Proposed Budget for Data Management and Archiving
Subcontract to SOPAC
Salaries and Benefits
Research Geodesist (Bock, for 1 month)
Assoc. Proj. (Johnson, for 2 months)
Programmer/Analyst (Dean, for 1.5 months)
Programmer/Analyst (Roelle, for 1.5 months)
Programmer/Analyst (Scharber, for 2.5 months)
Research Project Asst. (Pike, for 1 month)
Total Salaries and Benefits

10,959
13,000
9,578
7,695
10,620
5,488
57,340

10,959
13,000
9,578
7,695
10,620
5,488
57,340

10,959
13,000
9,578
7,695
10,620
5,488
57,340

10,959
13,000
9,578
7,695
10,620
5,488
57,340

43,836
52,000
38,312
30,780
42,480
21,952
229,360

Materials and Supplies
Database Maintenance Support
Office and Computing Supplies
Total Materials and Supplies

5,000
2,500
7,500

5,000
2,500
7,500

5,000
2,500
7,500

5,000
2,500
7,500

20,000
10,000
30,000

Purchased Services
IGPP Mass Store Maintenance ($350/month)
Computer Support and IGPP Network Charges
Mailing, Faxes, Phones, Copying ($200/month)
Total Purchased Services

4,200
3,900
2,400
10,500

4,200
3,900
2,400
10,500

4,200
3,900
2,400
10,500

4,200
3,900
2,400
10,500

16,800
15,600
9,600
42,000

3,585
3,585

3,585
3,585

3,585
3,585

3,585
3,585

14,340
14,340

Travel
Domestic - 3 Project Related Meetings
Total Travel
Total Direct Costs

78,925

78,925

78,925

78,925

315,700

SOPAC Indirect Costs (51.5% of Direct Costs)

40,647

40,647

40,647

40,647

162,588

Total to SOPAC

119,572

119,572

119,572

119,572

478,288

6,900

6,900

6,900

6,900

27,600

Total Cost of Subcontract to SOPAC

126,472

126,472

126,472

126,472

505,888

Total Archiving Support

527,160

575,218

592,871

607,586

2,302,835

UOP Overhead (27.6% of first $25K/year/subcontract)

The Facility will continue to archive data from approximately 85 permanent stations, growing
to include as many as 143 additional stations in FY2000 (Appendix B, Table B-1). This activity
includes acquisition and long-term archiving of raw continuous GPS data and near real-time distribution of RINEX data via ftp. The core function of archiving and managing data from episodic
campaigns continues at a steady pace as seen in Appendix B, Tables B-2, B-3 and B-4. We anticipate archiving data from approximately 50 campaigns/year for the next four years. We receive
about 25 new campaigns per year and have a backlog of 100 for which we are pursuing data. Creation of on-line RINEX files for all previously archived permanent station data and verified “publicly released” campaign data will be initiated in FY2000. Routine paper log scanning and CDROM production of campaign data, site descriptions, field logs, and RINEX data will continue.
TEQC development will continue, focusing on software user support and priority needs for
new data translators and functionality as identified by the community. The recently-developed
BINEX format will be implemented into new real-time, continuous data streaming software
called JSTREAM. The current implementation of JSTREAM for the Ashtech Z-XII receivers
(developed under NASA support) will be expanded for other receiver types such as Trimble. Data
streaming is the most efficient and cost effective data download methodology because it requires
only a simple interface with the receiver (less receiver-dependent), allows total flexibility and
control over data packaging (to meet project-specific data needs), and requires lower bandwidth
(lower cost) data communications.
The Facility effort related to developing and supporting other session-based data download
software such as LAPDOGS will be moved to the Network Operations Group in FY2000 but the
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archiving group will continue the integration of NSF permanent station data management into the
JPL/UNAVCO-developed GNRT/GNEX systems that move data between archives and investigators.
Seamless Archive development will include temporal views of the Data Holding Files for the
interactive JAVA-based user interface tools developed in FY98-99. H. Johnson of Scripps will
coordinate development and implementation of the “retail” interface for data distribution from the
multiple archives. Johnson will also develop international participation in the GSAC. Modifications to the archive and presentation methods needed to support the GPSVEL and western North
America community efforts will also be undertaken beginning in FY2000.
These specific activities described above require considerable staff, hardware and software
resources to maintain capability such as mass storage for the archive, the relational database system used to query the archive, Web access to the archive, and data flow into and out of the
archive.
The Facility staff for these activities include:
Chuck Meertens (Project Scientist/Group Head): Responsible for the development, operations
and management of the UNAVCO Facility Archive and related data management activities. Contributes to the development of the Archive Web interface tools, GPS Seamless Archive Center
(GSAC) tools and related GSAC community activities. Supervises the Data Management and
Archiving Group (DMAG) staff and budget and is a member of the Facility management team.
Lou Estey (Data Manager/Software Programmer): Develops and implements methodologies
for real-time permanent station data flow into the archive and RINEX data distribution via anonymous ftp. Develops and provides user support for the TEQC program and related archive data
ingestion and extraction tools. Contributes to archiving of campaign data, develops database
tools, and develops strategies to meet evolving GPS data management needs. Maintains the
UNAVCO Archive and Software Web pages.
Natalie Anderson (Data Manager): Implements, monitors, troubleshoots, and manages operational data flow from NSF and NASA permanent stations to the UNAVCO archive including
GNRT, LDM, and other data management and transport tools. Responsible for implementation
and operation of the Linux computer systems and software used for communicating with and
transferring data from GPS permanent stations. Participates in coordination of network operations
within and among UNAVCO, JPL and the extended GPS data user community.
Fran Boler (Archivist): Directs the administration, support, maintenance and development of
the Oracle Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). Responsible for implementation
of the seamless archive tables, CD-ROM data transfer and automatic scanning system. Directs
archiving of campaign and non-real-time permanent station data. Primary developer of SQL/Perl/
data extraction tools from the Archive. Responds to community data requests.
David Maggert (Archivist): Enters campaign and non-real-time permanent station data into
the archive. Supports Oracle programming and develops new SQL-based reporting tools for data
management and streamlined data and metadata entry into the Archive.
David Mencin (Communications Engineer): Responsible for developing and testing remote
communications software for automated data download and collection, including LAPDOGS and
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JSTREAM, and data retrieval from a diverse set of GPS receivers, download computers, and
communications systems. Focus in FY2000 and beyond will be continuous data distribution to
user community via GNRT/GNEX and other advanced data management tools.
Vera Richardson (Archive Technician): Updates and maintains archive data records, in addition to organizing and entering metadata into the archive. Serves as primary contact with investigators for transferring campaign data to UNAVCO including reviewing status of backlogged
datasets and retrieving outstanding datasets.
SOPAC Activities
SOPAC proposed activities via a subcontract to Scripps for FY2000 and beyond include:
1. Maintaining and continuing to develop an on-line short-term and long-term archive/data
base of regional continuous GPS data, including data collected by UNAVCO investigators. The data will be archived at the geophysical mass storage facility at IGPP. We will
continue to develop user application software such as the Site Information Manager
(SIMpl). Staff: J. Dean (1.5 mo), C. Roelle (1.5 mo), M. Scharber (0.5 mo)
2. With other UNAVCO and related facilities, maintaining and improving the UNAVCO
Seamless Archive. Developing and implementing the retail-level Seamless Archive software. Staff: H. Johnson (2 mo), M. Scharber (2 mo).

4.5 Technology Support
The proposed budget for technology support is shown in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8: Proposed Budget for Technology Support
NSF - GPS Technology Support
FTE

FY00
Budget

FTE

FY01
Budget

FTE

FY02
Budget

FTE

FY03
Budget

FTE

TOTAL
Budget

Subcontract to Smithsonian
Antenna Multipath Calibration System (AMCS)
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Subcontract to Smithsonian

0
0
0

200,000
6,900
206,900

200,000
6,900
206,900

200,000
6,900
206,900

600,000
20,700
620,700

Subcontract to MIT
GAMIT Support
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Subcontract to MIT

55,000
6,900
61,900

60,000
6,900
66,900

60,000
6,900
66,900

60,000
6,900
66,900

235,000
27,600
262,600

Subcontract to UCAR
Bernese Support
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Subcontract to UCAR

0
0
0

15,000
4,141
19,141

10,000
2,760
12,760

5,000
1,381
6,381

30,000
8,282
38,282

1,000
5,000
276
6,276

1,000
10,000
276
11,276

1,000
2,000
276
3,276

1,000
2,000
276
3,276

4,000
19,000
1,104
24,104

68,176

304,217

289,836

283,457

945,686

Vertical Working Group Meeting
Meeting Supplies/Support (room, A/V rental, mailings)
Travel - Participant Support Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Vertical Working Group

Total Technology Support

As discussed in Section 3.5, technology support includes several activities designed to
improve the precision and accuracy of GPS data for geophysical applications. These are data analysis, the development of the Antenna and Multipath Calibration System (AMCS), Facility-based
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receiver and antenna testing, and an initiative to improve vertical measurement accuracy. The
proposed budgets for these efforts consist of subcontracts to Harvard-Smithsonian for the AMCS
development, MIT for GAMIT support, UCAR/GST for Bernese support, and Facility-based
funding for the Vertical Working Group.
4.5.1 Support for GPS Data Analysis
GAMIT/GLOBK support
Support by MIT for GAMIT/GLOBK users was discussed in Section 3.5.1. The tasks proposed for its continuation are:
1. Continued improvements to the documentation, particularly in the application of GLOBK
for defining reference frames. This is a subtle area because of the interactions between
orbit models, Earth rotation parameters, and the definition of the terrestrial reference
frame. These interactions are complex for horizontal position determinations with sub-mm
precision, which can be routinely achieved for good GPS stations in a regional network
(extent ~500 km). For global networks, results are not this good (RMS scatter of 2-3 mm).
The global network results have temporal and spatial correlations seen by all IGS analysis
groups and the documentation will address the impact of these global correlations on the
definitions of regional scale reference frames.
2. Documentation of methods for interpreting the one-way phase residuals now generated by
GAMIT. The focus will be on detecting problematic position determinations (either due to
adverse weather or instrumental problems including local multipath). For campaign measurements, outlier position determinations can be problematic when there is little redundancy in the time series. This documentation will be coupled with the use of the signal-tonoise ratio to determine local multipath characteristics, using the Antenna and Multipath
Calibration System.
3. Development and documentation of an automatic GPS processing system. This system
runs from raw data (using the UNAVCO TEQC program), RINEX files, GAMIT internal
data files, or any combination. Most of the GAMIT part of this script has been developed
and we are now testing it on a variety of data sets. The script automatically detects files
and directories that it needs and ftp’s to the necessary archives and servers to get data and
files (such as IGS orbit files and Earth rotation parameters) that are not available on the
local processing system. Users have a wide choice of options here, but the setup comes
with default values for most user needs. The areas to be worked on are robustness of the
system, documentation of user options and failure modes, and incorporation of standard
GLOBK processing. A preliminary version of this script is used for MIT daily processing
including Web page generation. The primary aim is to allow users to easily reprocess old
data and to include new data in an automatic fashion. For data collected after June 1992
(start of the IGS pilot program), autonomous processing should work well (we have successfully used this procedure for data collected in July 1992). Prior to this date, there is no
universally available source for high-precision orbits. We are still not certain how to best
handle this lack of information. The UNAVCO Seamless Archive is likely to become a
source for such information. The cost of this system development will be jointly funded
between Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) and NSF.
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4. Continued visitor and email support. Visitors will continued to be hosted at MIT, largely
at their own expense. Support will also be continued for e-mail questions and the analysis
of problematic data sets sent by community members.
The MIT group will spend five months each year on support of GAMIT users, divided almost
equally among code development, documentation, and user support. The $55k requested for the
MIT subcontract in year one covers primarily the salaries of King (0.2 FTE) and McClusky (0.2
FTE); Herring’s salary is covered for the academic year by MIT. We have also allocated $5k for
computation expenses and reproduction of software manuals in years two through four.
Bernese support
Because the GPS community is increasingly using software other than Bernese, UNAVCOfunded support for community users of Bernese will be continued in FY2000 under an existing
NSF-EAR grant but will be reduced over years two through four of this proposal. The UCAR/
GST group will continue to support Bernese documentation and Web-based technical support.
Bernese training will be conducted with PIs and students on a one-on-one basis in Boulder during
this period.
4.5.2 Antenna and Multipath Calibration System (AMCS)
The ongoing AMCS development work was described in Section 3.5.2. The next steps include
three tasks to be completed in FY2000 under existing funding (EAR-9708251), lead by J. Davis
of SAO, in collaboration with B. Corey and A. Niell of Haystack Observatory/MIT and C.
Meertens of the Boulder Facility. These tasks include:
1. Accuracy testing using the prototype AMCS. Mechanical tests are being conducted using
high-accuracy survey instruments to indicate whether we need to modify the antenna
mount or structure to improve the mechanical stability. A number of electrical effects
(e.g., temperature dependence, cable stretch) and the pointing accuracy will also be
assessed.
2. Constructing a second AMCS prototype for comparison and system accuracy assessment.
As a by-product, the AMCS systems could be used as an accurate interferometer to measure small-scale horizontal atmospheric variations, another potential source of positioning
error. Methods are being developed, based on a first-order expansion of these variations
[Davis et al., 1993], to estimate their effects on the analysis of GPS data. We will test the
accuracy of these models and their limitations for high-accuracy geodetic applications.
3. Running the two AMCS systems in parallel for accuracy assessment. Emphasis will be
placed on understanding the limitations of environmental conditions and elevation angles
and on developing standard operating procedures.
The next three tasks scheduled for the second year (FY2001) of this proposal under funding
requested here, will be led by C. Meertens in collaboration with Davis, Corey and Niell. These
tasks include:
1. Shipping the AMCS prototypes to the UNAVCO Facility, which has the lead for this
phase of the project. The prototype AMCS has been developed with an emphasis on accuracy rather than mobility and will require minor re-engineering so it can be transported to
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and between remote sites. The re-engineering must be balanced against any possible degradation in accuracy. Standard AMCS deployment procedures will be developed.
2. Deploying the AMCS at a number of remote sites with different environmental and operating conditions, to test the system and procedures under varying conditions. The
UNAVCO Community (via the Technology Working Group) will participate in planning
this phase of the research.
3. Using the AMCS to study site multipath for a number of sites with a wide variety of site
and environmental conditions. Emphasis will be placed on understanding the multipath/
scattering effects of different monuments, site configurations (e.g., fences, solar panels),
and environmental conditions (e.g., desert, forest).
The overall AMCS budget request in this proposal is zero in the first year and $200,000 in the
next three. In each of years two through four, a $40k subcontract to SAO will support the collaborative efforts of J. Davis (1 month) and P. Elósegui (1 month). Similarly, a $40k subcontract to
Haystack/MIT will support the effort of B. Corey (1 month) and A. Niell (1 month). These investigators will work with C. Meertens of UNAVCO to design the required modifications to the
AMCS for site deployment, develop and modify AMCS data analysis procedures, and perform
data analysis for accuracy assessment and site characterization.
The remaining $120,000 per year for years two through four will support UNAVCO Facility
technician and engineer time for the AMCS hardware re-engineering development in years two
and three, and deployment of the system for site-specific measurements in years three and four. In
addition, these funds will support the Facility efforts in GPS equipment testing described in Section 3.5.3. The Facility will undertake equipment tests to assess the accuracy, reliability, compatibility and general performance of new-generation receivers, antennas, domes and ancillary
equipment to meet the needs of the precise GPS research community. Several new technologies
for data communications from permanent stations such as VSAT will continue to be evaluated as
options for lower-cost data transmission from remote locations. The parameters for these evaluations will be specified by the community via the Technology Working Group. The total Facility
level of effort for AMCS re-engineering plus equipment testing is approximately 1.25 with a mix
of C. Meertens to lead the effort, Senior Technician, and Senior Engineer effort depending on the
complexity of the AMCS effort and number of equipment tests to be conducted. Some Field Engineer support will be required for deployment of the AMCS in years three and four but the goal is
to piggy-back AMCS deployment with other project support. In this scenario, the only additional
cost will be shipping of the AMCS system.
4.5.3 Vertical Accuracy
Although the vertical rates are of extreme interest in many applications of GPS, this component of deformation is the most poorly determined by GPS. There are several reasons for this, but
the basic cause is that many sources of important systematic error in GPS (e.g., atmosphere, ionosphere, multipath, scattering) have a large elevation-angle dependence. Many of the different
activities supported by UNAVCO have had and will continue to have an important contribution to
improving determinations of vertical rates from GPS. The task of the UNAVCO Vertical Working Group (chaired by T. vanDam) is to provide the coordination among these activities to focus
on improvements in the vertical component. The budget for the Vertical Working Group includes
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general travel support for meetings, and support for a workshop to exchange technical and science
results related to community efforts in year two.

4.6 Community Scientific Initiatives
As part of UNAVCO’s role promoting GPS community-wide activities, we request funding
for three scientific working groups, in addition to the Vertical Working Group previously discussed. Table 4-9 shows the proposed budget for these community science initiatives. Of these,
relatively larger funding is requested for the global and western North America velocity groups,
because they will produce specific data syntheses involving considerable effort. Several other
community science initiatives discussed in Section 3.6, such as the scientific software interchange
and work of the Atmospheric and Technology Working Groups, can be accomplished without
additional funding under auspices of the Facility, annual community meetings, and by using the
UNAVCO Web site.
Table 4-9: Proposed Budget for Community Scientific Initiatives
NSF - Community Scientific Initiatives
FTE

FY00
Budget

FTE

FY01
Budget

FTE

FY02
Budget

FTE

FY03
Budget

FTE

TOTAL
Budget

Global GPS Velocity Field Working Group
Chair - Salary (months/FY - 1/FY00, 2/FY01,
3/FY02 & FY03)/Benefits (50%)/Overhead (30%)
Meeting Supplies/Support (room, A/V equip., mailings)
Travel - Participant Support Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Global GPS Velocity Field

14,682
1,000
5,000
4,328
25,010

30,538
1,000
14,000
8,704
54,242

47,571
1,000
10,000
13,406
71,977

49,332
1,000
14,000
13,892
78,224

142,123
4,000
43,000
40,330
229,453

Western North American Synthesis Working Group
Chair - 1 month salary/Benefits (50%)/Overhead (30%)
Meeting Supplies/Support (room, A/V equip., mailings)
Travel - Participant Support Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total North American Synthesis

14,682
1,000
5,000
4,328
25,010

15,269
1,000
14,000
4,490
34,759

15,857
1,000
2,000
4,653
23,510

16,444
1,000
2,000
4,815
24,259

62,252
4,000
23,000
18,286
107,538

Volcano Working Group
Meeting Supplies/Support (room, A/V equip., mailings)
Travel - Participant Support Costs
UOP Overhead (27.6% of MTDC)
Total Volcano Working Group

1,000
1,000
276
2,276

1,000
1,000
276
2,276

1,000
14,000
276
15,276

1,000
1,000
276
2,276

4,000
17,000
1,104
22,104

52,296

91,277

110,763

104,759

359,095

Total Community Scientific Initiatives

Global Velocity (GPSVEL) Working Group
As discussed earlier in Section 3.6.2, a UNAVCO working group has organized to construct a
global velocity model of the Earth by gathering, combining, archiving, and presenting a joint GPS
solution integrating the results of various campaigns and networks conducted by researchers
around the world. The goal is not to do research, but to produce a publicly available model usable
by investigators without regard to specifics of GPS technology. We envision a global reference,
like the CMT earthquake mechanisms or NUVEL-1 plate motion model, which would help ensure
that GPS data reaches its full potential as a geological tool. The time is ripe since the international
GPS community seems very open to a cooperative project. UNAVCO, with its broad international
membership, is the natural framework under which such a synthesis can be organized.
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This major undertaking will be organized by G. Blewitt, a leader in international GPS science,
who is leaving the University of Newcastle to join the University of Nevada faculty. Blewitt, who
is already working on aspects of the problem [Blewitt and Lavallee, 1998], will organize and
coordinate the effort between many investigators and analysis centers including those related to
UNAVCO, the IGS Global and Associate Analysis Centers, and other international groups such
as WEGNER already working on regional combinations of campaign data. This effort involves
collecting results, setting standards, and collecting and distributing tools for exchanging results.
Ultimately, new tools for viewing geophysical information may also have to be developed. GPSVEL will involve interaction with the UNAVCO Seamless Archive project and coordination with
existing (mostly foreign) permanent station operators that do not presently participate in the IGS
(and hence do not have publicly available data).
Although most of the work will be done by working group members via data and software
exchange, critical parts of this task are beyond such a distributed scope. The actual synthesis
involves difficult geodetic (rather than geological) and data analysis issues as well as major coordination efforts. Accordingly, we request one month salary support for Blewitt in the first (organizational) year, two months in year two, and three in each of the final two years. We also request
meeting support including travel funds in each year, largely to assist foreign colleagues in attending meetings, for the exchange of data, and for GPSVEL workshops scheduled for years two and
four.
Western North America (WNA) Working Group
A parallel effort, also discussed in Section 3.6.3, is being conducted by the Western North
America Working Group chaired by J. Davis. This project faces many of the same geodetic and
technical issues as GPSVEL. While logistically easier because most participants are in the U.S., it
seeks a much more detailed solution than the global synthesis. Also, because of the higher resolution sought, it faces the greater challenge of separating transient earthquake effects from steady
motion in the GPS data. Given the scope and importance of the task, we request one month salary
support for WNA Chair, J. Davis, who has led the initial successful velocity synthesis for part of
the area (Figure 2-9). We also request modest meeting support and travel funds in each year, to
assist members in attending working group meetings, and funds in year two for a broader community workshop.
Volcano Working Group (VWG)
The Volcano Working Group, in existence for several years, provides a forum by which a
range of scientists interested in using geodesy to study volcanic processes can focus and coordinate research. As noted in Section 3.6.5, the VWG has organized the UNAVCO Volcano Geodesy Workshop cosponsored by NSF, USGS, and NASA to be held at Jackson Hole, Wyoming in
September 1999. The workshop will address issues in volcano science, volcano geodesy techniques, source models, data inversion, and volcano monitoring. There is considerable interest in
the workshop by U.S. academic and government, as well as foreign, scientists and the proceedings will be published, probably in the Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research.
Since this initial work of the VWG is already partly funded, we request lesser funds in years
one and two to support smaller meetings, held either at AGU or jointly with the UNAVCO community meeting. In year three we would like to hold another major workshop similar to the one
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this year. Given the rapid growth in this sub-discipline, it will be very useful to review three years
from now how far we have come in both the science and technology.
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J.Dickerson

2 SSE systems

New Zealand
Haystack

J. Beavan
J. Davis

Community
NSF-EAR-IF

GPS Buoy / Seafloor
Geodesy

D. Chadwell

3 met packs
4/1/99 - 7/1/99
3 SSE/i systems, chokering
5/1/99 - 6/18/99
antenna, Dorne Margolin element
5 turborogues (arranged loan from 5/15/99 - 7/14/99
NGS)

UC Davis

R. Burgmann

2 systems (organized loan from
NGS)

N/A

Community

Alaska Uplift

J. Freymueller

3 receiver systems with solar panels

5/15/99 - 10/15/99 NSF-EAR-PH

3/10/99 - 4/14/99

NSF-ATM
NSF-EAR-TE
Community

NSF-OCE, NASA/
SENH

Kenai

J. Freymueller

6 SSE systems

5/15/99 - 10/15/99 NSF-EAR-PH

VCDE

J. Wardell

2 SSE/i systems, computer, solar
panels, GPS survey key

6/15/99 - 7/30/99

Community

St. Elias

R. Bruhn

2 4800 receivers, solar panels

6/25/99 - 7/29/99

NSF-EAR-TE

Southern Alaska-99

B. Hallet

2 SSE systems and solar panels

6/28/99 - 7/20/99

NSF-EAR-Geology &
Paleontology

Morocco

C. Burchfiel

Ancillary equipment

7/1/99 - 7/30/99

NSF-EAR-PH

Harvard
Yellowstone Hotspot

J. Normandeau
R. Smith

Total station
Pionjar drill

7/1/99 - 8/1/99
7/15/99 - 8/1/99

NSF-EAR-EAR-IF
NSF-EAR-CD

Solar Eclipse

K. Streander

1 Handheld

7/15/99 - 8/15/99

ATM

Basin and Range

B. Wernicke

4 SSe/i systems

8/8/99 - 8/17/99

NSF-EAR-CD, DOE

A-2

Project/Location

PI

Resources Requested

Dates
8/2/99 - 9/30/99

Project Funding
Source

Peatland Bogs

P. Glaser

Ancillary equipment - cables,
remote box
(unable to meet 6 rx request)

NSF-DEB-Ecosystems

Cascadia

R. McCaffrey

3 receivers, 3 solar panels, 1 PC

8/2/99 - 8/30/99

NSF-EAR-PH

Macedonia
New Zealand

B. Burchfiel
P. Molnar

3 SSE/i systems
3 SSE systems

9/1/99 - 11/17/99
9/1/99 - 10/29/99

NSF-EAR-TE
NSF-EAR-PH

Table A-2: UNAVCO Support of Campaigns for FY1997-FY1999
Project/Location

PI

Engineer Travel
Dates

Number
of RXs

Period of Receiver
Usage

Project Funding
Source

FY97
Eastern Mediterranean

R. Reilinger

8/22 - 10/21/96

12
10
4

8/13/96-10/10/96
8/12/96-10/4/96
8/13/96-11/8/96

NSF-EAR- PH

Peatland Bogs

P. Glaser

6/6-6/14/97
9/23- 9/28/97

3
3

6/4/97-10/1/97
6/4/97-6/1/98

NSF-DEB-Ecosystems

Tien Shan - Chinaa

B. Hager

6 weeks in early summer 3 weeks in fall

4
2

3 months, summer,
1997
long term loan from 5/
97

NSF-EAR-CD/IF

Philippine Volcano

M. Hamburger

5/20/98-6/23/98

5

4/24/98-7/14/98

Guererro Coast

K. Larson

9/7/98-9/25/98 (recon) 5
10/8/98-11/8/98

10/2/98-11/18/98

NSF-EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry
NSF-EAR-PH

Eastern Mediterranean
FY99

R. Reilinger

8/19/98-10/9/98

20

8/3/98-10/30/98

NSF-EAR- PH

Philippines

M. Hamburger

5/15/99 - 6/11/99

2 pool
5 Univ.

5/15/99 - 6/11/99

NSF-EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry

Channel Islands

N. Pinter

8/4/99 - 8/15/99

2 - RTK

8/2/99 - 8/30/99

NSF-EAR-TE

FY98

a.

This project was cancelled after several months following the completion of all planning and preparation, including holding the receivers ready for
shipping and having the field engineer stay prepared for traveling to the field.

Table A-3: UNAVCO Support of Permanent Stations for FY1997-FY1999

Project/Location

PI

Engineer Travel Dates

Number of
Stations
Supported (I install, M Maintenance)

Project Funding
Source

FY97
Basin and Range Province B. Wernicke, J.
Davis

FY 97 - 7 trips

18 (I)

NSF-EAR-CD, IF

Montserrat Island

P. Jansma, G.
Mattioli

11/11/96 - 12/8/96

2 (I)

NSF-EHR/ MRCE,
RUI-IF

Eastern Mediterranean

R. Reilinger

8/22/96 - 10/21/96

2 (I)

NSF-EAR-PH / NASA/
SENH

A-3

Project/Location

PI

Number of
Stations
Supported (I install, M Maintenance)

Engineer Travel Dates

Project Funding
Source

Tien Shan - China Projecta B. Hager

6 weeks - summer
3 weeks - fall

2

NSF-EAR-PH/IF

Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA)
Interior Alaska

M. Miller

8/10-26/97

3

NSF-EAR-PH/IF

J. Freymueller

8/11/97 - 9/2/97

1

NSF-EAR-PH

SCIGN Network
Y. Bock
Northern Basin and Range B. Wernicke

9/8/97-12/1/97
FY 98 - 5 trips

~25
18 (M)

NSF-EAR-IF (+other)
NSF-EAR-CD and IF

Philippine Volcano

M. Hamburger

5/20/98-6/23/98

3 (I)

NSF-EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry

Nepal

R. Bilham

4 (M)

NSF-EAR-PH

Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA)

M. Miller

3/28/98-5/28/98
(4wk)
7/19/98-7/28/98

2 (I)

NSF-EAR-PH/IF

Yellowstone Hotspot
FY99

R. Smith

3 wk. Sep-Oct

2 (I)

NSF-EAR-CD

Jalisco Block

C. Demets

12/5/98 - 12/19/98

1 (I)

NSF-EAR-PH

SBAR
Western Cordillera

B. Wernicke
R. Bennett

12/1/99 - 4/8/99, 4/12/99 - 4/29/99 30 (I)
multiple maintenance trips through- 2 (I)
out the year

DOE
NASA/SENH

NBARb

B. Wernicke

multiple trips for maintenance and
upgrades

18 (M)

NSF-EAR-CD/IF

Popocatepetl Volcano L1

T. Dixon

4/12/99 - 4/23/99

4 (I)

NSF-EAR, NASA/
SENH

Taal Volcano/Philippines

M. Hamburger

5/15/99 - 6/11/99 L1/L2 maintenance
5/15/99 - 6/11/99 L1 installations

3 (M)
13 (I)

NSF-EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry
NASA-SENH

Yellowstone Hotspot

R. Smith

August 1999

1 (I)
2 (M)

NSF-EAR-CD

Kilauea

P. Segall

7/15/99 - 7/30/99 recon
2 weeks August install

2 (I)

NSF-EAR-Geophysics

FY98

Gabon - joint IRIS installa- S. Stein
tion
Popocatepetl Volcano L1
T. Dixon

August 1999

1 (I)

NSF-EAR-IF

September 1999

4 (I)

NSF-EAR, NASA/
SENH

Caribbean

G. Mattioli

fall 1999

5 (I)

NSF Geophysics and
Other

New Zealand

P. Molnar

9/1/99 - 10/29/99
11/1/99 - 4/27/00

3 (I semi-permanent)
4 (I permanent)

NSF-EAR-Geophysics

Ganges-Brahmaputra
Delta

M. Steckler

October 1999

2 (I)

NSF-SBE-IP

a.

This project was cancelled after several months following the completion of all planning and preparation, including holding the receivers ready for
shipping and having the field engineer stay prepared for traveling to the field.
b. The Northern Basin and Range (NBAR) and Southern Basin and Range (SBAR) networks have been combined into the Basin and Range Geodetic
Network (BARGEN).

A-4

Table A-4: Requested1 Support for FY2000

Project/Location

PI

Engineer Travel Dates

Type of Project
Permanent
Station (PS),
Campaign, Agent

Project Funding
Source

New Zealand

P. Molnar

11/1/99 - 4/27/00, install

C / PS (4)

NSF-EAR-Geophysics

Gulf of Mexico

R. Dokka

spring 2000

Agent

NSF-EAR-TE

Taal Volcano/Philippines

M. Hamburger

summer 2000, maintenance

PS (16)

BARGEN

B. Wernicke

multiple trips for maintenance

PS (50)

NASA/SENH
NSF-EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry
NSF-EAR-CD/IF

Arctic

J. Freymueller

summer 2000, install

PS (6)

IARC

Bolivian Antiplano

C. Rigsby

summer 2000

Agent

NSF-OCE-Marine
Geology and Geophysics

Yellowstone Hotspot
PANGA

R. Smith
M. Miller

summer 2000, maintenance
summer 2000, install

Campaign / PS (3) NSF-EAR-CD
PS (12)
NSF-EAR

Okmok Caldera Project

J. Freymueller

summer 2000, install

PS (13)

Costa Rica
SNAPP

T. Dixon
S. Stein

summer 2000, install
summer 2000

Campaign / PS (1) NSF-OCE
Campaign
NSF-EAR-CD/IF

Seafloor Geodesy

D. Chadwell

summer 2000

Agent

NSF-EAR-CD

NSF-OCE

Table A-5: UNAVCO Pool Receiver on Long Term Loan
Project/Location

Number of
Receivers

PI

Date Shipped

Project Funding
Source

Indonesia

Y. Bock

1

8/10/95

NSF-EAR

Central Asia-Kyrgystan

B. Hager

2
2

5/15/97
10/31/97

NSF-EAR-CD

Nepal

R. Bilham

4

4/15/98

NSF-EAR-PH

Philippine Volcanoes

M. Hamburger

3

5/20/98

NSF-EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry

1. This is the number of request known by July 1999. This number will grow as more investigators learn of
funding success from recently submitted proposals or submit proposals in the next funding round.
Requests for agent support average at just over 20 per year as seen in previous tables and requests come
to the Facility throughout the year (e.g., 10 receiver request for May 1999 was received in February
1999). We expect to see an increase in field engineer requests primarily for continuous station installations, although late requests for campaign support are normal (e.g., the request for the August, 1999
Channel Islands was received in October 1998).
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Appendix B. Status of Boulder Facility Archiving

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO

ID

Stations
installed
(planned for
FY2000)

Network Name

Station Name (date of
first data in archive)

CLGO (1998-01-01)
GRNR (1997-08-29)
ATWC (1998-10-29)

Institution

Funding

G1617

Alaska

3

T1450

Arctic

(?)

G1369

Arenal

2 (2)

T1305

Caribbean

(5)

G1556

CASA

5

GALA (1998-02-27)
INDI (1998-01-08 to
1998-02-07)
MOIN
PPYN
RIOP (1996-06-10)

G1594

Central Asia

4

KAZA (1998-02-15)
PODG (1998-05-21)
SUMK (1998-01-08) TALA
(1998-08-31)

MIT

NSF-EAR-Continental Dynamics
9614302, NSF-EARIF 9708618

G1594

Central Asia

6

CHUM (1997-07-10)
KUMT (1997-06-23)
POL2 (1995-05-25)
SELE (1997-05-08)
SHAS (1997-07-18)
TALG (1995-05-07 to
1997-05-06)

MIT

NASA

G1646

China

1

KUNM (1998-06-12)

T1441

DIVE

(4)

SIOP
SIOP-L1
CORV
CORV-L1

Central Washington U.

NASA/SENH

G1633

Ethiopia

2

ADD1 (1997-08-01)
REDG (1997-08-01)

U. Colorado

NSF-EAR-Geophysics
9706356, NSF-ARI

AROL (1995-05-07)
LOLA (1995-05-04)
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U. Alaska

NSF-EAR-Geophysics
9706318, NSF-ARI

U. Alaska

IARC

UCSC,
U. Miami

NSF-EAR-Geophysics 9614687,
9615561
NASA-SENH

U. Puerto Rico

NSF-EAR-IF
9628553
NSF-EAR-Geophysics 9807289
NASA

NASA

ID

Stations
installed
(planned for
FY2000)

Network Name

Station Name (date of
first data in archive)

Institution

Funding

NASA

G1729

GGN

6

CRO1 (1999-03-31)
FAIR (1999-03-31)
GODE (1999-03-11)
GUAM (1999-03-31)
HRAO (1999-03-31)
MCM4
SHAO
XIAN
SUTH
HRAO

G1606

Greenland

2

KULU (1996-06-28)
KELY

U. Colorado

NASA/NOAA

T1442

Hawaii

15 (2)

UWEV
KOSM
MANE
AHUP
GOPM
NUPM
KTPM
HOLE
KAEP
PFG1
PFG2
PFG3
PFG4
PFG5
PFG6

Stanford, U.
Hawaii

NSF-EAR-Geophysics, USGS, NSF-ARI

T1435

Hawaii L1

12

HV01
HV02
HV03
HV04
HV05
HV06
HV07
HV08
HV09
HV10
HV11
HV12

GST-UNAVCO

NASA/SENH

T1469

Hayward Fault
L1

2 (1)

U. Calif. Berkeley

NASA/SENH

T1303

Jalisco

1

CRIP

U. Wisconsin

NSF-EAR-Geophysics-9526419

T1311

Long Valley L1

8

LV01
LV02
LV03
LV04
LV05
LV06
LV07
LV08

USGS

NASA/SENH

B-2

ID

Stations
installed
(planned for
FY2000)

Network Name

G1596

Mediterranean

4(1)

G1596

Mediterranean

(3)

G1608

Mexico

1

G1394

Montserrat

G1604

Station Name (date of
first data in archive)

Institution

Funding

NASA

DYAR (1997-10-22 to
1998-08-01)
IAVH (1998-02-12 to
1998-12-28)
NSSP (1996-09-02)
PHLW
MIT

NSF

CAYA (1997-08-08)

U. Colorado

Community

4

REID
WTYD
HERM
BGPK

U. Puerto Rico

NASA-TCESS,
NASA-SENH,
NSF-HRD-MRCE9353549, NSF-ARI

Nepal

5

BIRP (1997-03-11)
NAGA (1996-12-26)
NAMC (1996-11-29)
NEPA (1997-04-08 to
1998-06-17)
NEPJ (1998-06-17)
SIMP (1997-02-25)

U. Colorado

NSF-EAR-Geophysics-9727652, NSFEAR-Geophysics9725563, NSF-ARI

T1448

New Zealand

(7)

MIT

NSF

G1479

Northern Basin
and Range

18

Caltech, Harvard, SAO

NSF-EAR-Continental Dynamics9418784, 9725766,
NSF-ARI

T1292

Northern Gulf of
Mexico

(3)

LSU, U. Miami

NSF-EAR-Tectonics9725330, ARI, Community support

G1611

Oregon

Rensselaer, Oregon State U.

Community Support,
USGS

2

CAST (1997-03-26)
CEDA (1996-07-14)
COON (1996-07-13)
EGAN (1997-03-25)
ELKO (1997-10-22)
FOOT (1997-03-25)
GARL (1996-07-21)
GOSH (1996-07-16)
HEBE (1996-07-12)
LEWI (1997-07-26)
MINE (1997-10-09)
NEWP (1997-10-30)
RUBY (1996-07-18)
SHIN (1996-07-24)
SLID (1997-07-24)
SMEL (1997-03-26)
TUNG (1996-07-20)
UPSA (1997-10-30)

CORV (1997-11-20)
NEWP (1997-11-20)
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ID

Stations
installed
(planned for
FY2000)

Network Name

Station Name (date of
first data in archive)

Institution

Funding

G1682

PANGA

9 (12)
Planned for longterm archiving at
UNAVCO

CABL
GOBS
JRO1
KELS
NEAH
PABH
SATS
SEAT
SEDR

U. Washington,
Central Washington U., CVO

NSF-EAR-Geophysics- 9614365, NSFEAR-IF-9615640

G1747

Peatland Bogs

3

BOGS (1997-12-27
to 1998-05-12)
FEN0 (1997-12-26
to 1998-05-05)
HATC (1997-11-25
to 1998-05-14)

U. Minnesota

NSF-DEB-Ecosystem Studies-9615429

T1291

Peru

1 (1)

MIST
URBI

U. Miami,
Indiana U.

NASA-SENH;
NSF-ARI

G1677

Philippines Volcanoes

4

KAYT (1998-06-06)
PINT (1998-06-05 to 199906-30)
SANT
TVST (1998-06-05)

Indiana U.

EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry9726024

G1677

Philippines Volcanoes

1

PIMO

Indiana U.

NASA

G1495

Popocatepetl

2

POPN (1996-05-29)
POSW (1996-04-25)

T1312

Popocatepetl L1

4 (4)

PP01
PP03
PP04
PP05

U. Miami, UNAM

NSF, NASA

T1296

Scotia Arc

unknown

unknown

U. Hawaii

NSF-OPP-Geology
and Geophysics
9530383

G1651

Seychelles

1

SEY1 (1998-08-13)
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NASA

NASA

ID

Stations
installed
(planned for
FY2000)

Network Name

Station Name (date of
first data in archive)

Institution

Funding

G1734

Southern Basin
and Range

32

ALAM
APEX (1999-03-27)
ARGU (1999-03-31)
BEAT (1999-01-20)
BULL (1999-04-05)
BUST
CHLO
CRAT
DYER
ECHO
FERN
FRED
GABB (1999-04-06)
JOHN (1999-04-05)
LIND
LITT (1999-01-27)
MERC (1999-04-06)
MONI (1999-04-03)
PERL (1999-04-06)
POIN (1999-04-05)
RAIL
RELA (1999-04-05)
REPO (1999-04-05)
ROGE
RYAN (1999-04-06)
SHOS
SKUL
SMYC
STRI
TATE
TIVA (1999-04-05)
TONO (1999-04-06)

Caltech/
Harvard/SAO

DOE

G1503

Southwest
Pacific

3

KOUC
SANC
SUVC

U. Hawaii

NSF-EAR-Geophysics -9419262
NSF-ARI

T1427

Taal L1

12(1)

TV01
TV02
TV03
TV04
TV05
TV06
TV07
TV08
TV09
TV10
TV11
TV12

Indiana U.

NSF-EAR, NASA/
SENH

G1459

UNAVCO-Platteville

1

PLMM (1995-06-03)

UNAVCO

NSF-IF, UNAVCO

G1547

Wasatch

5

EOUT (1999-01-01)
LMUT (1997-11-15)
NAIU (1997-10-15)
RBUT (1997-02-24)
SUR1 (1997-02-24
to 1998-08-08)

U. Utah

NSF-EAR-Continental Dynamics9725431, USGS
NSF-ARI
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Stations
installed
(planned for
FY2000)

Station Name (date of
first data in archive)

Institution

Funding

ID

Network Name

G1732

Yellowstone Caldera

2(1)

LKWY (1996-10-13)
MAWY (1999-02-27)
Old Faithful

U. Utah
USGS

NSF-EAR-Continental Dynamics9725431, USGS
NSF-ARI

G1705

Yellowstone
Hotspot

2(1)

GTRG (Summer 1999)
HAMG (Summer 1999)
Boulder, WY

U. Utah

NSF-EAR-Continental Dynamics9725431, USGS
NSF-ARI

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY1999
ID

PROJECT NAME

PI

YR

STATUS

Planned for archiving in FY1999
G1666

Altyn Tagh 1998

Bilham

1998

archived

G1738

Antarctica Support 1998/1999

(various)

1998

archived

G1673

Arenal Volcano 1998

Schwartz

1998

archived

G1721

Calaveras 1996

Burgmann

1996

archived

G1723

Calaveras 1997

Burgmann

1997

archived

G1215

Central Asia 1993

Hamburger/Molnar

1993

revisited
archived

G1653

Eastern Mediterranean 1998 (ds 1,3,5)

Reilinger

1998

archived

G1707

Guerrero 1998

Larson

1998

archived

G1709

Gulf of Mexico 1998

Dixon/Sella

1998

archived

G1655

Indonesia 1997

Bock

1997

archived
RINEX

G1745

Kenai 1998

Freymueller

1998

archived

G1718

Loma Prieta 1995

Burgmann

1995

archived

G1716

Loma Prieta 1996

Burgmann

1996

archived

G1714

Loma Prieta 1997

Burgmann

1997

archived

G1725

Medicine Lake 1996

Burgmann

1996

archived

G1648

Nepal 1998

Bilham

1998

archived

G1727

New Mexico Hydrology 1998

Johnson

1998

archived

G1664

Philippines 1998

Hamburger

1998

archived

G1013

Southern California 1987 01 (Jan)

King/Agnew/Hager/Jackson

1987

archived at
SCEC

B-6

ID
G1679

PROJECT NAME

PI

Tibet 1998

Freymueller/Bilham

YR
1998

Total planned/archived in FY1999

STATUS
archived
20

Added during FY1999
G1516

Geysers A 1994

Segall

1994

archived

G1518

Geysers B 1994

Segall

1994

archived

G1521

Geysers 1995

Segall

1995

archived

G1712

Geysers 1996

Segall

1996

archived

G1507

Kilauea 1990

Segall

1990

archived

G1509

Kilauea 1992 03 (Mar)

Segall

1992

archived

G1512

Kilauea 1993

Segall

1993

archived

G1552

New Zealand 1997

Beavan

1997

RINEX
archived

G1204

Philippine Islands CMP 1993

Beavan/Bevis

1993

revisited
archived

G1084

Southern California/LA

Agnew/Hager/Jackson/King

1990

archived at
SCEC

G1259

Ventura Basin (Northridge Emergency)
1994

Hager/King

1994

archived at
SCEC

G1183

Yucca Valley (Landers) Earthquake

Agnew

1992

archived at
SCEC

Total added/archived in FY1999

12

Total Campaigns Archived FY1999

32

Table B-3: Status of Archiving of Backlogged Projects
WHO
CONTACTED

PROJECT
NAME

G1318

Costa Rica1992

unknown

1992

dropped - no PI
info

G1516

Geysers A 1994

Segall

1994

archived

G1518

Geysers B 1994

Segall

1994

archived

G1521

Geysers1995

Segall

1995

archived

G1507

Kilauea 1990

Segall

1990

archived

G1323

Kilauea 1992 01
(Jan)

Segall

1992

no campaign
occurred

G1509

Kilauea 1992 03
(Mar)

Segall

1992

archived

PIs

YR

#
CONTACTS

LAST
CONTACT
DATE

ID

B-7

STATUS

ID

PROJECT
NAME

PIs

YR

#
CONTACTS

LAST
CONTACT
DATE

WHO
CONTACTED

STATUS

G1512

Kilauea 1993

Segall

1993

archived

G1084

Southern California/LA

Agnew/Hager/
Jackson/King

1990

archived at
SCEC

G1075

Southern California

Hudnut

1989

dropped- listed
in error

G1259

Ventura Basin
1994 (formerly
"North-ridge
Emergency")

Hager/King

1994

archived at
SCEC

G1158

Yemen

Molnar

1991

dropped - listed
in error

G1183

Yucca Valley
(Landers) Earthquake

Agnew

1992

archived at
SCEC

G1172

Alaska 1993

Echelmeyer

1993

logs in; data in

T1049

Biak Earthquake

Silver

1996

1

1999-06-02

Stevens

no logs; no data

G1127

Caucuses 1991

Hamburger/
Reilinger

1991

2

1998-10-16

Reilinger

no logs; no data

T1040

Eastern Indonesia

Silver

1992

1

1999-06-02

Stevens

no logs; no data

T1017

Eastern Indonesia

Silver

1993

1

1999-06-02

Stevens

no logs; no data

T1044

Eastern Indonesia

Silver/Harder

1994

1

1999-06-02

Stevens

no logs; no data

G1105

Afar-Djibouti
1991

Molnar

1991

2

1999-06-04

Feigl

no logs; no data

G1048

GEOMEX 1989

Dauphin/Dixon/
Ness

1989

G1112

Iceland/Hekla
1991

Bilham

1991

0

G1024

Imperial Valley/
Salton Trough
1987

Beavan/
Reilinger/
Strange

1987

2

G1057

Indonesia
(APEX) 1989

Bock

1989

G1103

Indonesia
(APEX) 1990

Bock

G1125

Indonesia1991

G1066

Loma Prieta
1989 10 (Oct)

logs in; data in
archived at
SCEC?
Bilham

no logs; no data

1998-10-16

Reilinger

no logs; no data

1

1999-06-02

Prawirodirdjo

no logs; RINEX
data in

1990

1

1999-06-02

Prawirodirdjo

no logs; RINEX
data in

Bock

1991

1

1999-06-02

Prawirodirdjo

no logs; RINEX
data in

Prescott

1989

1

1999-01-07

Segall

no logs; no data
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YR

#
CONTACTS

LAST
CONTACT
DATE

WHO
CONTACTED

STATUS

T1045

Markham Valley, PNG Earthquake

Silver

1994

1

1999-06-02

Stevens

no logs; no data

T1016

Papua New
Guinea

Silver

1993

1

1999-06-02

Stevens

no logs; no data

T1050

Papua New
Guinea

Silver

1997

1

1999-06-02

Stevens

no logs; no data

G1073

Parkfield 1989

Jackson

1989

1

1999-06-02

Wendt

no logs; data in

T1021

Taiwan

Wiltschko

1996

1

1999-06-02

Wiltschko

no logs; no data

T1048

Western Great
Basin

Oldow

1995

1

1999-06-02

Oldow

no logs; no data

Outstanding beginning FY99

34

Archived, secured, or dropped FY1999

14

Outstanding beginning FY2000

20

SEQUESTERED - DATA NOT RELEASED BY HOST COUNTRY
G1152

China 1991

Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1991

2

1998-09-22

King

secured

G1213

China 1993

Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1993

2

1998-09-22

King

secured

G1343

China 1994

Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1994

2

1998-09-22

King

secured

G1356

China1995

Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1995

2

1998-09-22

King

secured

T1057

China 1996

Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1996

2

1998-09-22

King

secured

T1058

China1997

Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1997

2

1998-09-22

King

secured

T1160

China 1998

Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1998

2

1998-09-22

King

secured

G1185

India

Bilham

1992

G1037

Turkey1988

Reilinger/
Royden/King

1988

G1062

Turkey1989

Reilinger

G1097

Turkey1990

G1136

added FY1999/
secured
2

1999-01-13

Reilinger

secured

1989

1999-01-13

Reilinger

added FY1999/
secured

Reilinger

1990

1999-01-13

Reilinger

secured

Turkey 1991

Reilinger

1991

1999-01-13

Reilinger

secured

G1064

Erzincan 1992

Reilinger

1992

1999-01-13

Reilinger

secured

G1116

Turkey 1994

Reilinger

1994

1999-01-13

Reilinger

secured

G1132

Turkey 1996

Reilinger

1996

1999-01-13

Reilinger

secured
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ID

PROJECT
NAME

PIs

YR

T1063

Turkey 1998

Reilinger

1998

T1317

Siberia Hydrology

Hinzmann

1998

#
CONTACTS

LAST
CONTACT
DATE

WHO
CONTACTED

1999-01-13

Reilinger

secured

Manzanares

secured

TOTAL

STATUS

17

Table B-4: Projects Targeted for FY2000
ID

PROJECT NAME

PI

YR

STATUS

G1657

Aleutian Islands 1998

Oldow

1998

no logs; no data

G1754

Alaska Uplift 1998

Freymueller

1998

logs in; data in

T1429

Alaska Uplift 1999

Freymueller

1999

no logs; no data

T1447

Antarctica Support 1999/2000

various

1999

no logs; no data

G1451

Basin and Range 1997

Wernicke

1997

no logs; no data

T1330

CANAPE 1999

DeMets

1999

no logs; no data

T1418

Caribbean 1999

Jansma

1999

no logs; no data

G1028

CASA 1988

Dixon/
Kellogg

1988

no logs; data in

G1787

CASA 1999

Kellogg

1998

logs in; data in

T1331

Cascadia 1999

McCaffrey

1999

no logs; no data

G1662

Central Asia 1998

Hager

1998

no logs; data in

T1444

Channel Islands 1999

Pinter

1999

no logs; no data

T1449

Costa Rica/Nicaragua 2000

Stock

2000

no logs; no data

G1741

East Africa 1997

Dixon/
Sella

1997

logs in; no data

G1653

Eastern Mediterranean (Azerbaijan) 1998

Reilinger

1998

no logs; data in

G1653

Eastern Mediterranean (Egypt, N. Cyprus, Russia) 1998

Reilinger

1998

no logs; no data

T1420

Gulf of Mexico 1999

Dokka

1999

no logs; no data

T1314

Haystack High Accuracy Test 1998

Davis

1998

no logs; no data

G1002

Iceland/Canada 1986

Bilham

1986

no logs; data in

T1419

ICEsat 1999

Quinn

1999

no logs; no data

T1332

INDOEX 1999

Fein

1999

no logs; no data

G1749

ISZ 1998

Freymueller

1998

logs in; data in

B-10

ID

PROJECT NAME

PI

YR

STATUS

G1765

ISZ 1995

Freymueller

1995

logs in; data in

T1250

Interior Alaska 1997

Freymueller

1997

no logs; data in

T1247

Jalisco Block 1997

DeMets

1997

no logs; no data

T1430

Kenai 1999

Freymueller

1999

no logs; no data

G1668

Ladakh 1998

Bilham

1998

no logs; data in

G1792

Low Elevation Antenna Tests 1997

Albers

1997

logs in; data in

T1445

Macedonia 1999

Reilinger

1999

no logs; no data

T1244

Montserrat 1996-98

Mattioli

1996-98

no logs; no data

G1648

Nepal 1998

Bilham

1998

partial logs; data in

T1251

New Guinea 1997

Silver

1997

no logs; no data

T1327

New Mexico 1998

Allen

1998

no logs; no data

T1417

New Zealand 1999

Beavan

1999

no logs; no data

T1156

Peatland Bogs 1997 (rapid static)

Glaser

1997

no logs; no data

T1307

Peatland Bogs 1998 (rapid static)

Glaser

1998

no logs; no data

T1443

Peatland Bogs 1999 (rapid static)

Glaser

1999

no logs; no data

G1099

Philippine Sea Plate 1990

Beavan/
Davis/
Roecker

1990

no logs; data in

G1145

Philippine Sea Plate 1991

Beavan/
Davis/
Roecker

1991

no logs; data in

G1271

Philippine Sea Plate 1994

Beavan/
Scholz/
Davis/
Roecker

1994

no logs; data in

T1325

RUSEG-97/98

Simpson

1997/98

no logs; no data

T1336

Seafloor Geodesy 1998

Spiess/
Hildebrand/
Chadwell

1998

no logs; no data

G1033

Southwest Pacific 1988

Bevis/Taylor/Ware

1988

logs in; data in

T1334

SrgA/GPS Experiment 1998

Davis

1998

no logs; nodata

T1313

St. Elias 1998

Bruhn

1998

no logs; no data

T1434

St. Elias 1999

Bruhn

1999

no logs; no data

T1431

Volcanic Carbon 1999

Wardell

1999

no logs; no data

G1659

Wabash Valley

Hamburger

1998

no logs; data in
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ID
T1259

PROJECT NAME

PI

White/Inyo Range

Tikoff

Total to be archived in FY2000

YR
1997

STATUS
no logs; no data
49
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Appendix C. GAMIT User Support

Table C-1: US GAMIT Users
Investigator

Institution

Region or Topic of Study

US Academic
Agnew

UC San Diego

S California

Bock

UC San Diego

S California, Sumatra, water vapor

Burchfiel
Bevis

MIT
U Hawaii

SW China, Bulgaria
Central Andes, SW Pacific, water vapor

Davis/Wernicke

Harvard/Caltech

N Basin and Range

Elosequi

Harvard

W. Medditerranean

Jackson

UCLA

S California, N China

Kogan

Lamont

NE Asia

McCaffrey
Hager, Herring, Molnar

RPI
MIT

Indonesia, Cascadia
Central Asia

Murray

Stanford U

Cascadia

Reilinger
Romanowicz/Murray

MIT
UC Berkeley

E Med., S Cal/Mexico
N California

Shum

Ohio State

Sea level

Silver, Stevens
Smalley

UC Santa Cruz
U Memphis

Papua New Guinea
Central Andes, New Madrid, Scotia Arc

Wiltschko

Texas A&M

Taiwan

US Government
Gutman

NOAA/FSL

Water vapor

Hudnut

USGS Pasadena

Southern California, Mexico

Sauber

NASA Goddard

Alaska

Shera

Los Alamos

Precise surveying

Table C-2: International GAMIT Collaborators
Institution, Country
AUSLIG, Australia

Investigators
Hendy

US Collaborators
Bevis (Hawaii), Bock (UCSD)

ANU, Australia

Lambeck

McCaffrey (RPI)

U Canberra, Australia
Chengdu Instit. Geology, China

Morgan
Chen

Bock (UCSD), Hager/Herring/King (MIT)
Burchfiel/King (MIT)

CSB Tianjin, China

Li

Shen/Jackson (UCLA)

NBSM, Beijing, China

Chen

Hager, Herring, Molnar (MIT)

NRIAG Egypt

Mousa

Reilinger (MIT)

CNRS Valbonne, France

Calais

Dixon (Miami), DeMets (Wisconsin)

ENS Paris, France
BAKOSURTANAL, Indonesia

Vigny
Puntodewo

McCaffrey (RPI), Bilham (Colorado)
Bock (UCSD), McCaffrey (RPI)

Tel Aviv University, Israel

Wdowinski

Bock (UCSD), Dixon (Miami), Bevis

GSI Tsukuba, Japan
NIED, Tsukuba, Japan

Hatanaka, Miyazaki
Shimada

Bock/Fang (UCSD), Herring/King (MIT)
Bock (UCSD), Herring (MIT)

RJGC Amman, Jordan

Ghassan

Bock (UCSD)
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Institution, Country
IVTRAN, Kyrgyz Republic
CICESE, Mexico

Investigators
Zubovich
Gonzalez

US Collaborators
Hager, Herring, Molnar (MIT)
Reilinger (MIT)

UNAM, Mexico

Sanchez

Hudnut (USGS), DeMets(Wisconsin)

IAVH, Rabat, Morocco
GNS, New Zealand

Ben Sari
Beavan

Reilinger (MIT)/King
Bevis (Hawaii), Bock (UCSD)

NMB, Papua New Guinea

English

McCaffrey (RPI)

IPE Moscow, Russia
RAAC Moscow, Russia

Prilepin
Steblov

Reilinger (MIT)
Kogan (Lamont)

GAI Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

ArRajehi

Reilinger (MIT)

IES Taipei, Taiwan
ITU, Istanbul, Turkey

Liu
Barka, Tali

Wiltschko (Texas A&M)
Reilinger (MIT)

TUBITAK, Istanbul,Turkey

Ergintav

Reilinger (MIT)
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